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Situation

Purpose

This plan outlines theUnited StatesGovernment(USG) coordinated federalresponseactivities
for COVID -19 in the United States (U . S . ). The Presidentappointed the Vice Presidentto lead
the USG effortwith the DepartmentofHealth andHuman Services (HHS) servingas the Lead
FederalAgency (LFA) consistentwith the Pandemic and AllHazards Preparedness Act
(PAHPA) and PresidentialPolicy Directive(PPD ) 44.Under the NationalResponse Framework

(NRF) and the BiologicalIncidentAnnex (BIA) to theResponseand Recovery Federal
Interagency OperationalPlans (FIOP), other federalagencieswill supportHHS through the

EmergencySupportFunctions(ESFs). The responsewillbe carried out accordingto theNRF
and in accordance with establisheddepartmentalauthorities and standingpolicies and

procedures. This plan identifiesanticipatedroles and responsibilitiesof HHS, other federal
departments and agencies, and supporting organizations, to establish lines of authority and avoid

overlap and duplication ofeffort.

Background

Late December 2019, authoritiesfrom the People sRepublicofChina (PRC) announceda
possible epidemicofpneumonia of unknownetiology centralizedon a locallargeseafoodand

live animalmarketin Wuhan, China. Estimated case onsetwas early December. The clinical
syndromeincludes fever and difficulty breathingwith bilaterallung infiltrates on chest -rays.
Theviruswas identifiedas a novelcoronavirus. Since identification, the virushasbeen named
“ SARS- CoV -2” and the disease itcauseshasbeen named“ coronavirusdisease 2019
(abbreviated“ COVID- 19 Shortly afterwardstheHHS Centers for DiseaseControland
Prevention(CDC) established a formal response in order to provide ongoingsupport in response
to the outbreak.

CDC establisheda COVID -19 IncidentManagementSystem on January 7 , 2020, and has been
operationalizingitspandemic preparednessand responseplans, workingon multiple fronts to
meet these goals, includingspecific measuresto prepare communitiesto respond to local
transmission. On January 10, PRChealth authoritiespreliminarily identifieda novel coronavirus
as the cause ofan outbreak ofpneumonia in Wuhan City, HubeiProvince, China.Most initial
patientcases in China had some link to a large localseafoodand animalmarket, suggesting a
possiblezoonoticorigin to the outbreak. HHSestablished a responseeffort from the Secretary s
OperationsCenter on January 24.

The first U . S . case ofCOVID- 19 was confirmed in Washington Stateon January 20 andwas
travel-related. CDC deployed a multidisciplinary team to Washington to assistwith case
identification, contacttracing, clinicalmanagement, and communications. Additionalcases
continue to be identifiedand CDC continues to deploymultidisciplinary teamsto assisthealth
departments. On January 30, the InternationalHealth RegulationsEmergency Committeeof the
WorldHealth Organizationdeclaredthe outbreak a public health emergency of international

On February 11, 2020, theWorld Health Organization announced an officialnamefor the disease that is causing
the 2019 novel coronavirusoutbreak, first identified in Wuhan, China. Thenew nameof this disease is coronavirus

disease 2019, abbreviatedasCOVID - 19. In COVID - 19, CO stands for corona, virus, ' and D for
disease. Formerly, this diseasewas referredto as “ 2019 novelcoronavirus” or “ 2019- .
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concern (PHEIC ). On January 31, the White House 2019 NovelCoronavirus Task Force

announced the implementation ofnew travelpolicies regarding entry into the U . S . On January

31, the HHS Secretary declared a Public Health Emergency (PHE) for the U . S . to aid the

nation's healthcare community in responding. On February 10, atHHSrequest, FEMA
established an embedded incident support team at HHS to support the response, providing

support for crisis action planning, situational awareness, and operational coordination. On

February 28, HHS requested ESFs 1 6 , 13, 14, and 15 activation.

Threat

COVID - 19 is in the same family as other human coronavirusesthat have caused global

outbreaks, such as severe acute respiratorysyndrome(SARS) andMiddleEastrespiratory
syndrome(MERS). Coronavirusescause respiratory tract illnesses, which can lead to pneumonia
and, in severe cases, death. Knowntransmissionroutes for coronavirusesinclude sustained
human- to -human transmission via respiratory dropletsproducedwhen an infectedperson coughs
or sneezes. Aswith allnoveland emerginginfectious agents, it ispossiblethat continued spread
ofthe coronaviruscould result in a pandemic. The completeclinicalpicturewith regard to
COVID-19 is not fully understood. Reported illnesseshaveranged from mild symptomsto
severe illnessresultingin death.

Currentunderstandingabouthow thevirusthat causesCOVID- 19 spreads is thatit is mainly
from person-to -person, between peoplewho are in close contactwith one another (within about6
feet) and through respiratory droplets when an infectedperson coughsor sneezes. Peoplemaybe
able to contractCOVID- 19 by touching a surfaceor objectthat has the viruson itand
touching their ownmouth, nose, or, possibly, eyes, butthis isnotthoughtto bethemain way the
virus spreads.

Risk Assessment

Outbreaks of novelvirus infections amongpeople are always of public health concern. The risk
to the generalpublic from these outbreaksdepends on characteristics of the virus, including how
well it spreads between people; the severity of resulting illness; and themedicalor other
measures available to control the impact of the virus ( for example , vaccines ormedications that
can treat the illness). That this disease has caused severe illness, including illness resulting in
death is concerning, especially since ithasalso shown sustained person-to -person spread in
several places. These factorsmeet two of thecriteria of a pandemic. As community spread is
detected in more and more countries, theworld moves closer towardmeeting the third criteria ,

worldwide spread ofthe new virus.

This is a rapidly evolving situation and CDC' s risk assessmentwill be updated as needed.

Current risk assessment as ofMarch 11:2

For the majority of people , the immediate risk of being exposed to the virus that causes
COVID - 19 is thought to be low . There is not widespread circulation in most communities
in the United States .

2 The CDC COVID - 19 risk assessment is updated regularly at https:/ /www . .gov /coronavirus /2019
nCoV /summary .html.
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People in places where ongoing community spread ofthe virus that causes COVID -19
hasbeen reportedare atelevated risk ofexposure, with increase in risk dependent on the
location .

Healthcare workers caring for patients with COVID - 19 are at elevated risk of exposure.

Close contacts ofpersons with COVID - 19 also are at elevated risk of exposure .

Travelers returning from affected international locationswhere community spread is
occurring also are atelevated risk ofexposure, with increase in risk dependent on
location

CDC has developed guidance to help in the risk assessment and management ofpeople with
potential exposures to COVID -19.

Pandemic Severity Assessment Framework3

Projection of COVID - 19 on the Pandemic Severity Assessment Framework (PSAF) willhelp
amplify why thetargeted layered mitigation actions are needed. Based on limited data to date,
placement of COVID -19 is projection between quadrant B and D .

HighNo 2010 US population

100, 000 ,00015,000 35, 000 500, 000

Cumulative

Scaled
measure
of
transmissibility

Moderate
incidence 20
population,

0.01 0. 0.05 0. 10
Case fatality ratio ,

0.25 0.5 . Low HighModerate

Scaledmeasure of clinical severity

Figure 1. CDC Pandemic Severity Assessment Framework

Facts

Facts are statements of known data concerning the situation that can be substantiated . The
following facts assisted in the development ofan operational environment for this plan .

1. State and local health departments and CDC are confirming COVID - 19 in the U . S . with
no links to travel history from the PRC , excluding the special administrative regions of

3 Additional information about the CDC Pandemic Severity Assessment Framework is available here:
https://wwwnc . . gov / eid / article /19/ 1/ 12 -0124 article.
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HongKong and Macau, or any other foreign country or jurisdiction impacted with
community COVID - 19 spread .

2 . Travel advisories and travel health notices are being issued by the State Departmentand
the CDC in response to the COVID - 19 outbreak.

3. COVID 19 vaccine research, development, production, and distribution are underrapid

developmentandwilltake extended timeto develop.

4 . Clinicalresearch of effectivenessofexistingmedicationsas COVID -19 antivirals
requires extended time for U . S. Food and Drug Administration (FDA) review and

Emergency Use Authorization (or other approval designation ).

5 . Department and agency continuity of operations (COOP) plans include succession
planningand proceduresforperformingessentialfunctions. COOP planningand

capabilitiesalso providestrategiesformanagementand prioritizationof function

performanceduring a pandemic.

Assumptions

In the absenceof facts, planningassumptionsrepresentinformationdeemed true. They are
necessary to facilitateplanningdevelopmentefforts. Assumptionsset a baselinefor planning
purposesand do not take the place of specific activitiesor decisionpoints thatwill occurduring
a COVID-19 outbreak. The followingplanning assumptionsassisted in the developmentof an
operationalenvironmentfor this plan.

1. Universalsusceptibility and exposure will significantly degradethe timelinesand
efficiency of response efforts.

2 . A pandemic will last 18 monthsor longer andcould includemultiplewaves of illness.

3. The spread and severity of COVID -19 willbe difficultto forecast and characterize.
4 . IncreasingCOVID -19 suspected or confirmed cases inthe U .S. willresult in increased

hospitalizationsamongat-risk individuals, straining thehealthcare system .

5 . States will request federal assistancewhen requirementsexceed state , local, tribal, and
territorial (SLTT) capabilities to respond to COVID - 19. This may include requests for

assistance of HHS through the HHS Region based on the scope ofassistance available

through an emergency supplemental appropriation andmay include additional assistance
underthe Stafford Act.

6 . Supply chain and transportation impacts dueto ongoingCOVID - 19 outbreak will likely
result in significant shortages for government , private sector, and individual U . S .

consumers .

As the federal response to COVID - 19 evolves beyond a public health andmedical

response , additional federal departments and agencies will berequired to respond to the
outbreak and secondary impacts , thereby increasing the need for coordination to ensure a
unified, complete , and synchronized federal response.

4 For themostupto date traveladvisories issuedbythe StateDepartment, reference
https// travel. state. gov/content/travelhtml. Forthemostupto date travelhealthnoticesissuedby theCDC, reference
https://www.cdc. gov/ coronavirus/2019-ncov/ travelers/ indexhtml.
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CriticalConsiderations

Criticalconsiderations are key elementsof information that plannersmusttake into account
when developing a plan. The followingshould be addressed when planning for COVID- 19.

1. COVID - 19 outbreaks or pandemic responserequire short-notice federalasset

coordination andresponse timelines and a nationalresponse that is scalable to the
severity of the incidentand theneedsof the affected jurisdictions ( e. g. , SLTT-level
critical infrastructure and government).

2 . Response to COVID - 19 must involve vertical and horizontal integration between federal
interagency partners at theheadquarters and regionallevels and with SLTT public health,

emergency managementofficials, and the private sector.

3. Different regions of the U . S. are in different operationalresponse phases depending upon
the COVID - 19 spread and illness severity in impacted communities.

4 . Aggressive containmentofexposed, suspected,and confirmed COVID -19 individuals
(both arrivingfrom foreign locationsand identifiedas part ofdomesticspread) may

continue while community mitigation efforts are implemented in the U .S .

5 . Critical resources need to be prioritized and directed to meet evolving demands and to
maximizemission effectiveness.

6 . Federalsupply chain managementshould includeprioritizationand redirectionof
essential critical resources to meet evolving demands and to facilitate USG mission

effectiveness, public health, and safety.

7 . COVID - 19 outbreaks or pandemic will requiresocialdistancingand telework to continue
governmentoperations, lengthening execution times for sometasks. Workplace controls

willbe implemented to the extent practical duringa pandemic.

8 . Implementation of community mitigation measuresmay adversely impact sustained
operations of U .S . healthcare facilities, critical infrastructure , and government.

9 . Clear and coordinated messages to key audiences (e . g., public health authorities
healthcareproviders, SLTT governments, and privatesectorpartners) are importantto

avoid confusion; to promptcustomizablepreventivemeasuresattheSLTT and private
sector level; tominimizeadverse impactsto criticalstructureand continuity of

operations; and to limitmisinformation.

10. Revisionsin the scenarios, modeling, and projectionsused to inform planning, and
consequent changes in planning, should bemade to accommodate changes in knowledge

aboutCOVID- 19 characteristics affecting the parameters used for themodeling.

11. A COVID -19 pandemic environmentwill requiremodificationto concurrent disaster
response operations (e . g ., increased levels ofpersonalprotective equipment
restrictedinteractionswith survivors and stakeholders, resourceprioritization).

12. Planningand responseactivitiesshould address protectiveactionsfor older personsand
those with underlyingmedicalconditions, who areparticularlysusceptibleto the effects

ofSARS-CoV-2 duringan outbreak.
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Authorities

Primary authorities are listed here. For a full list of authorities, reference the BIA orPandemic
Crisis Action Plan (PanCAP) Annex A : Authorities.

1. Public Health Service Act, Pub L . No. 78-410, 58 Stat.682 ( 1944) (codified as
amended at 42 U . S . C . et seq.; 42 U . S .C . $ 300hh - 1 and 16 ) .

2 . Public Readiness and Emergency Preparedness Act, Pub. L . No. 109- 148 ( codified as

amended in the Public Health Service Act at 42 U . S . C . -6d).

3 . Economy Act, Pub. L . No. 73- 2 ( 1933) (codified as amended at 31 U . S . C . $ 1535 ).

4 . Robert T . Stafford Disaster Relief and Emergency Assistance Act , Pub. L . No. 93
288 ( as amended at 42 U . S . C . $ $ 5121-5207) .

5 . Presidential Policy Directive 44 (PPD 44 ), Enhancing Domestic Incident Response
(2016 ).

6 . HomelandSecurity PresidentialDirective5 (HSPD- 5 ) , Managementof Domestic
Incidents(2003) .

Guiding Doctrine

The BIA to the FIOP, approved in January 2017, provides strategic guidance for the coordination
of the interagency during response to a biologic incident. The PanCAP, approved in January
2018, operationalizes the BIA with a focus on potential viral pandemic pathogens. The COVID
19 Response Plan outlines adapted federal response actions for the response to this disease .

Mission

HHS is the LFA and reports to the Office of the Vice President, which is the task force lead for

the whole of government response. In coordination with the interagency , HHS will take all

necessary action to leverage available USG resources to prepare for, respond to , and recover
from COVID - 19. Federal departments and agencies will coordinate activities to limit the spread
of COVID - 19; to mitigate the impact of illness , suffering, and death ; and to sustain critical
infrastructure and key resources in the U .S .

Senior Leader Intent

The National Security Council (NSC ) requested adaptation ofthe PanCAP to address the
ongoing threat posed by COVID -19 in support of the Administration s efforts to monitor,
contain , and mitigate the spread of the virus . The plan builds on objectives that prepare the USG
to implement broader community and healthcare -based mitigation measures, to accelerate

outreach to SLTT authorities, and to preserve and minimize disruptions to critical public and
private sector services .

The USG willmaintain unity of effortwhile developing and implementing operational plans that
enable state and federal partners to detect and contain the spread of diseases in the U . S . The USG

will implement a targeted , layered mitigation strategy with a phased approach to individual,
community , business, and healthcare interventions aimed at slowing transmission and
acceleration of disease ; minimizing morbidity and mortality ; preserving function ofhealthcare ,

workforce , and infrastructure ; and minimizing social and economic impacts.
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Purpose and End States

A nimble, effective COVID -19 response with flexible sustainable capabilities will save lives and
mitigate social and economic disruption .

• Federal lifesaving and life-sustaining assistance addressing COVID - 19 hasbeen provided
to SLTTand private sectorentities.
SLTT governments and private healthcare facilities can provide individuals and families

with the means to rebound from the effects of COVID - 19 through sustainment of their
physical, emotional, social, and economic well-being.

Critical infrastructure capability and capacity , including adequate commodity availability ,
havebeen restored, or impactsminimized .
COVID - 19 response and recovery worker safety andhealth protectionmeasures have
been developed and compliancemeasures have been implemented .

Membersofthe public have been provided thenecessary information to protect
themselves against or recover from COVID - 19, includingat-risk individuals and

particularly susceptible populations
Practices for sustainable prevention of SARS- CoV- 2 transmission, identification of cases,
and treatment of COVID - 19 patients address all elements of communities, including
access and functionalneeds ofchildren, older adults , people with English as a second

language, peoplewith low literacy, and people with chronic conditions.

FederalandSLTT government continuity of operations plans are fully in place. If

appropriate , these plans are successfully executed to ensure primary mission essential

functions (MEFs) are maintained

Strategic Objectives5

Implementbroader community and healthcare-based mitigationmeasures.
Accelerate outreach to state and localauthorities.

Preserve andminimize disruptionsto criticalpublic and private sector services.

Scope

This plan outlinescoordinated federalresponseactivities for COVID - 19 in the U .S .

Roles and Responsibilities

HHS is the LFA for this federal response. The FederalEmergencyManagementAgency
(FEMA) coordinates federalsupport for consequencemanagement. The federal interagency
supportsHHS, as requested, to assist SLTTpartnerswith related preparednessand response
activities. Fordetailed descriptions of interagency rolesand responsibilities, see Annex F:
FederalRoles and Responsibilities.

Execution

This plan outlineskey federaldecisions, federal actions, and interagencycoordinationstructures
thatmaybeused during the COVID - 19 response. Furtherdetailregardingdepartmentand

5 These objectives were directed by the NSC Resilience DRG PCC on February 24 , 2020.
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agency responsibilities, activities, integration, synchronization, and phasing is outlined in the
annexes and appendices to this plan.

Concept of Operations

This concept of operations aligns interagency triggers to the CDC intervals for each phase and
groups key federal actions according to response phase. It also layers in the COVID-19
Containment and Mitigation Strategy developed by the NSC.

Interagency Coordination Constructs

As the LFA for this federal response, the HHS Secretary activated the Secretary’s Operations
Center (SOC) on January 24, 2020, as the center of gravity for interagency coordination. Within
HHS, CDC leads the public health response (e.g., epidemiology, countermeasures, assistance to
SLTT health departments). The HHS SOC supports interagency information management and
coordination. Other federal departments and agencies execute their related statutory
responsibilities and provide additional support to HHS on request.

On January 27, the President’s Coronavirus Task Force was formed and charged with leading the
USG response. The Task Force was initially led by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
and coordinated through the NSC. On February 28, the Task Force transitioned to the Office of
the Vice President (OVP). OVP leads and coordinates all federal communication and messaging,
both across the USG and internationally with the World Health Organization and affected
countries.

On February 10, at HHS request, FEMA embedded a team with ASPR to support crisis action
planning, situational awareness, and operational coordination. The DHS National Operations
Center (NOC), DHS Joint Incident Advisory Group (JIAG), and U.S. Coast Guard (USCG) have
liaison officers (LNOs) collocated with this team. Liaisons from Emergency Support Function
(ESF) #1 Transportation; ESF #6 Mass Care, Emergency Assistance, Temporary Housing, and
Human Assistance; ESF #13 Public Safety; ESF #14 Cross-Sector Business and Infrastructure;
and ESF #15 External Affairs are also activated in support of ongoing response operations. The
current coordination construct is displayed in Figure 2.
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USGOVERNMENTCOVID- 19 COORDINATION AND RESPONSE

WHITE HOUSE TASK FORCE

POLICY INTERAGENCYCOORDINATION OPERATIONS

NationalSecurityCouncil
ESFLG

HHSSOC
WMD

UnifiedCoordination
BATS Resilience

FEMA

Lead

FHCOHHSASPR

Lead

PublicHealthResponse
Epidemiology , Laboratory ,

Medical Countermeasures

HHSCDC

Lead

FIELD
OPERATIONS

HHSIncident

Management
Team

HHSAugmentation
NIH

PHSHHS SOC
CDC

JIC

Support for interagency coordination and information management

HHS

Augmentation
PHS

NDMS

TASK FORCES
Repatriation

Supply Chain Management

Communications
MCM

Healthcare System Resilience

Quarantine

Operations

CDC- DOD
SOC

CDC

DHSCMO

International

Coordination

WHO

SLTT

Coordination

ASTHO
NACCHO

CSTE

APHL
DHS Screening
Operations

TSA -CBP-CWMD-USCG

DHS : USCG

ESF LN , 13 , 14 , 15

Interagency
Planning Cell

ASPR

CDC

FEMA

ESFLGPlanners

FEMA Incident Support
Support forsituational awareness, reporting

crisis action planning, interagency coordination Legend

HHS

Interagency

Figure 2. US Government COVID - 19 Coordination and Response

As the COVID - 19 response evolves , the coordination construct, location, and participants may
similarly be adapted to address interagency coordination and synchronization challenges .

If the impacts of COVID - 19 becomewidespread and require a coordinated federalresponse to
deliver substantial consequence management capabilities beyond those related to public health
andmedical assistance, HHSmay, consistent with PPD -44 and/or HSPD - 5 , request FEMA
coordination support to the overall federal response while HHS continues to lead the public
health and medical response to contain and mitigate the COVID - 19 virus. Potential coordination
structures for a Unified Coordination Group (UCG ) are depicted in Figure 3 .
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PotentialUCG CoordinationStructures
Phases 2B and - Domestic Transmission

UCG location should be based on center of gravity analysis as follows :
HHS SOC when response requires inter-agency coordination and information management exceeding CDC EOC capacity
FEMA NRCC when consequence management requirements exceeding HHS SOC capacity ( transportation , supply chain )

Legend
Activation of a UCG at the HHS SOCmaybe necessary ifthe healthcaresystem burdenexceedsstate

resource capabilitiesor there are state/ localrequest(s) for assistance that requiresfederalcoordination
Reporting

Coordination

UCG
at
SOC HHS SOC

LeadingUCG
HQ coordinationandinformationmanagementSLTT

Coordination

ASTHO

NAOCHO

CSTE
APHL

CDC

Response Focus

ASPR -

DOD -

OthersTBD

IM Support
ifrequested

Interagency UCG

Reps
ASPR - CDC

DHSOMO

DOD-
OthersTBD

Reporting
Planning

Finance

coordination

International
Coordination

Activation of a UCG atFEMAmay be necessary if there are long- term service disruptions orcritical

infrastructure impacts or a Presidential Stafford Act declaration .

UCG at FEMA NRCC

Consequence Management and Reporting

UCG
at

FEMA
HHSSOC

LeadingESF# 8

SLTT

Coordination

ASTHO

CSTE
APHL

CDC

Response Focus

ASPR
DOD - FDA

OthersTBD

ASPR - CDC

DHS
OthersTBD

Interagency Reps
ASPR - COC

DHS - DOD
ESF

FEMA NRCC Staff

Situational Awareness
Planning

ResourcesSupport

ExternalAffairs

International

Coordination

Pre-DecisionalDraft / / FOR OFFICIAL USE ONLY

Figure 3 . Potential UCG Coordination Structures

Phase Indicators and Triggers

The COVID - 19 Response Plan triggers are adapted from the PanCAP for this threat and are
harmonized with the Phases of U . S .Government Response to the 2019 Novel Coronavirus

(2019 - ) , dated February 11, to provide a targeted , layeredmitigation strategy across the
federal government. The crosswalk shown in Figure 4 aligns the federal operational response
phases outlined in the Response FIOP and BIA with the CDC intervals outlined in the
Pandemic Intervals Framework (PIF ). The crosswalk also identifies triggers that move action
between the phases , and it is used to organize interagency response activities, as reflected in the
Synchronization Matrix (Annex X ). The PanCAP triggers thatmove action between the phases
have also been adapted by ASPR , CDC , and FEMA for COVID - 19.

6 TheResponseFIOP describes the response to an incidentacross three operationalphases (two for response, onefor

recovery) . The two response phasesare divided into three sub -phases. Formore information aboutthe federal
operationalresponse phases, reference theResponse FIOP
7 The PIF describes theprogression of an influenzapandemicusingsix intervals. This framework is used to guide

influenza pandemicplanningand providesrecommendationsfor risk assessment, decisionmaking, and action in the
United States. These intervalsprovide a commonmethod to describepandemicactivity, which can inform public

health actions. The duration of each pandemic intervalmightvary depending on the characteristicsofthe virus and
the public health response. For further, referencethe PIF .
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Phase 2B
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/localrequestfor assistancethat
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Increasingprivate- sector request for

assistance to support cross-sector
operations
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human- to- human transmission , or
detection of cases in the community
without epidemiologic links in a single

U . S . contiguous jurisdiction with evidence
thatpublic health systems in that
jurisdiction are unable to meet the
demands for providing care

• Increasingrateof infection in United

States indicating established transmission ,

with long- term service disruption and
critical infrastructure impacts

Industry business continuity plans cannot
be executed due to insufficient personnel
leading to significant disruption across

sectors

PresidentialStaffordActdeclaration

State/local request for assistance that

requires federal coordination

Greater than three ( 3 ) generationsof
human - to -human transmission, or
detection of cases in the community

without epidemiologic links, two ( 2) or
more non -contiguous jurisdictions with
evidence that public health systemsin
those jurisdictionsare unable to meetthe
demands for providing care .

Widespread transmission ofdisease

Triggers

Figure4. Phase Indicators and Triggers

LinesofEffort

The COVID- 19 USG response is organizedalongseven linesofeffort (LOEs). These focusareas
include the core capabilitiesnecessary for mitigatingthe public health andmedicalimpacts and
other consequencesof a novelvirus outbreak. Aneffectivepublichealth response relies upon the
successfuluse ofmultiple mitigation strategies in a targeted layered approach. The Targeted
LayeredMitigation Strategy is a phased approach to individual, community,business, and
healthcare interventionsaimed to slow transmission and acceleration ofdisease; to minimize
morbidity andmortality; to preserve function ofhealth care,workforce, and infrastructure; and to
minimize socialand economic impacts. For additionaldetail, includingpurposeand end state,

objectives, primary coordinatingfederaldepartmentsandagencies, key federalresponsibilities,
operationalassessment, resources, potentialshortfalls, and criticalinformation requirements for
each line of effort, reference the appendicesto Annex C . Operations.
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COVID - 19 Response Plan - LinesofEffort
Means

Lines of
Efforts Ways ENDS

IntermediateObjectives& Tasks StrategicObjectives

Surveillance

Detectdiseasewhen andwhere ithappensto achievetimelyandaccuratenationalsituationalawarenessoftheevolvingdisease
and the impacton criticalsectors, inform policyand operationaldecisions. Stop diseasebeforeitspreads. Studythedisease
to strengthenthescience. Improvehow to preventandcontrolthe disease.

Operablesurveillancenetwork

capableofearly detectionof a
newCOVID- 19clusterto enact

appropriatecommunity
mitigationstrategies

Medical

Countermeasures

Developanddistributerapid diagnostictests. Conducttrialofantiviralsanddevelopnew antiviralvaccines. Partnerwith
pharmaceuticalindustryto produceantiviralsand vaccines. Distributerapid diagnostictests, antiviralmedications, and

vaccinesformanagingCOVID-19.

Diagnostic tests, antivirals ,
and vaccines for COVID - 19

developed , distributed , and

administered

ProtectHealthcare
System

Preparednessand

Resilience

Provideguidanceon staff safety,monitoring, and resourcemanagement; guidanceon EEls reporting; on alternative
mechanismsfordelivery ofcare. Developrecommendationsforpublichealthjurisdictionsto managecases and theircontacts.
Disseminateclinicalguidanceto HCPregardingpatienttreatmentandmanagement.Disseminateinfectioncontrolguidancefor
HCWs. Supporthealthcaresystemto managemedicalsurge. Deployresourcesto affectedarea to supportSLTT.

Protectionofthosemost
vulnerableto COVID- 19 while

preservingandprotecting
health system capacity to treat

allacuteconditions

Federal
and
SLTT
Stakeholders
,
Congressional

Funding
,and
USG
Authorities

Supply Chain

Stabilization

Prepareforandaddresscriticalsupply chain vulnerabilitiesandshortages(e . g .,PPE, API) ; identify and implementmitigation
strategiesto resolvemitigate shortfalls. Distributemedicalcountermeasuresand suppliesfrom St

includingmedications,ventilators, andrespiratoryprotectiondevices.

Medicalsupplychain

stabilizedandresilientto meet

futurerequirements

Community
Mitigation

Measures &

Developguidancefor communitymitigationmeasuresfor publichealthjurisdictionsandthe publicbaseduponthe epidemiologic

situation; coordinateacrossthewholeof government, SLTTand commercialsectorany beforeimplementing. Modify
geographicpublichealthmitigationstrategiesin responseto localsituationsandavailableresourcesorcapabilities.

ThreatofCOVID-19epidemic

transmissionminimizedand
riskstopublichealthnolonger

evident

Communication
and Public

Outreach

Providetimely, accurate, clear, consistent, credible, andactionableinformation andsafety andhealthmessagesthat protectthe
public and facilitatemanagementof outbreakresponseatall levelsof government.

USG messagingunifiedacross
the full range ofmedia

Public information readily

available for implementation

Continuityof

Operations&
EssentialServices

Provideguidance on continuity of operations (COOP ); preserve functioning of criticalinfrastructureandkey resources
( CIKR) and mitigate impacts to economyand functioningsociety.

Mission - essential functions of

USG , SLTT and businesses

sustained

Figure 5 . COVID - 19 Lines ofEffort

Surveillance

The objective of this line of effort is timely and accurate nationalsituational awareness and

monitoring critical infrastructure impacts . Surveillance promotes USG unity of effort by

providing a common baseline of information relevant to COVID - 19 impact to public confidence
in government and sustaining essential services. In addition, this line of effort aims to prevent,

delay , and mitigate introduction ofadditional cases to the U . S . through detection and
containment of viral transmission and disease spread in the U . S .

MedicalCountermeasuresDevelopment

The objective of this line of effort is development , distribution , and administration of diagnostic

tests , antivirals , and vaccines for COVID - 19. This line of effort also includes :

• Research and development of antiviral and other treatment regimens.

• Development andmaintenance of a stockpile of safe and effective vaccines.

Healthcare System Preparedness and Resilience
The objective of this line of effort is to protect those who aremost vulnerable to hospitalization
and mortality during sustained transmission of COVID - 19 in the U . S .while preserving and

protecting health system capacity to treat all acute conditions . This line of effort also includes

developing and disseminating guidance on :

Recommendationsfor public health jurisdictions to manage cases and their contacts.

Clinicalguidance to healthcareprofessionals (HCP) regardingpatient treatmentand
management

Infection controlguidance for healthcare workers (HCWs).

Staff safety and monitoring.
Medicalsurgemanagement.

Alternative mechanismsfor delivery of care.
Resource management, includingsupply chain shortage impacts and vulnerabilities.
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Health care and medical response coordination in support of ESF- 8 (to include EEI
reporting)

• Operational best practices and tools based on clinicalmanagement lessons learned .

Supply Chain Management

The objective of this line of effort is medical supply chain stabilization and ensuring resilience

for future requirements. This line of effort also includes :

Preparation for and response to criticalhealthcare supply chain vulnerabilities and
shortages ( e. g. , PPE , API) .

Distribution ofmedical countermeasures, including medications, ventilators, and

respiratory protection devices and other supplies from the strategic national stockpile

(SNS ).

Community Mitigation Measures and

The objective of this line of effort is to support SLTT and the private sector development and
implementation of community customized mitigation measures . This lineof effort also includes :

Developing guidance for community mitigation measures for public health jurisdictions

and the publicbased uponthe epidemiologic situation.
• Coordinatingacross thewholeofgovernment, SLTT, and commercialsectorany non

pharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) before implementing .

Establishing and operating a federalinformation plan.

Communication and Public Outreach
The objective of this line of effort is to ensureUSG facilitates accurate, coordinated, and timely
information to affected audiences, including governments,media, the private sector, and the
localpopulace:

Developing and amplifying lifesaving, life- sustaining information in coordination with
interagency partners.
Developing a transparent risk communication strategy plan for development, clearance,
and dissemination of clear, concise, accurate criticalpublic healthmessages to both
targeted audiences and the generalpopulation.

Developing and disseminatingmessagingthat reflects both unknown issues and facts as
they becomeacknowledged.

Continuity ofOperations & Essential Services

The objective of this line of effort is sustainment ofMEFs across USG , SLTT, and the private
sector. This line of effort includes:

ProvideCOOP guidance.

ImplementCOOP plans, if needed.

Preserve functioningof critical infrastructureandkey resources (CIKR) and mitigate
impacts to economy and functioning society.

Key Federal Decisions

To date, the following Key FederalDecisions from the PanCAPhavebeen executed:

• HHS Secretary declares a Public Health Emergency .

• HHS requests supplemental funding.
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HHS, DepartmentofHomelandSecurity (DHS), and the Departmentof State (DOS)

issue bordermeasures and travelhealth notices and advisories.

The Presidentof the United States (POTUS) declares a National .

AdditionalKey FederalDecisions at the federal levelmay include:

HHS initiates COVID -19 Vaccine Program and issues distribution and prioritization
guidance.

• HHSprovides funding to states.

HHS, in coordination with education departments and state health authorities, issues
recommendations for non -pharmaceutical interventions such as school dismissals and
cancellations ofmass gatherings.

HHS distributes Strategic National Stockpile ( e. g., antiviral drugs, ventilators , etc .) .

Depending on the resource in question, HHS/ interagency /NSC prioritize distribution of
essential resources.

NSC considers international donation / sharing of vaccine and othermedical
countermeasures request(s ).

HHS/DHS/Department ofDefense leverages Defense Production Act authorities .

Interagency Support

HHSmay request interagency assistance from other departments and agencies , including ESF
activations, support for additional capability , operational coordination , planning, situational
assessment, logistics and supply chain management, and operational communications core
capabilities .

Sustainment

Administration

HHS is the LFA responsible for managing the federal response to COVID - 19. In the event of a
Stafford Act declaration , FEMA is responsible for coordinating federal support for consequence
management. The federal interagency supports HHS, as requested , to assist SLTT partners with
related preparedness and response activities .

Resources

Resources willbe prioritized for life safety , life sustainment, and workforce protection .
Departments and agencies will be responsible to provide for the logisticalrequirements of their
personneland missions.

Funding

Departmentsand agenciesfund initialresponse activities out oftheir respective budgets. HHS
requestedsupplementalfundingbased on mission requirementsandmay use the EconomyAct to
reimburse incrementalcosts for activitiesrequired of otherdepartments and agencies that are
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specifically requested by HHS to providesupportduring the COVID - 19 response. In the event of
a Stafford Actdeclaration, response activities coveredby the declaration cannotduplicate
supplementalappropriations provided by Congress for the COVID - 19 operations.
Reimbursement is through establishedmechanisms.

Communications, Coordination, and Oversight

Communications

HHSleads and coordinates all federal communication, messaging, and release of public health
andmedical information both across the USG and internationally with theWorld Health
Organization and affected countries, jurisdictions, or areas.

The HHS Secretary's Operation Center is the primary national levelhub for situational
awareness and information sharing related to this incident, publishing the Senior Leadership
Brief and hosting the Emergency Support FunctionLeadership Group (ESLFG ) VTC. In
addition , HHS develops and publishes key publicmessages and talking points to SLTT and
private sector/NGO stakeholders on COVID - 19 measures in synch with the described LOE.

TheDHSNational Operations Center is the primary national-levelhub for domestic situational
awareness, a common operatingpicture, information fusion, and information sharing pertaining
to domestic incidentmanagement.

Coordination

HHS is the LFA responsible for managing the federal response to COVID - 19. The federal
interagency supports HHS, as requested, to assist SLTT partners with related preparedness and
response activities. Ongoing coordination actions include: (1) coordination calls with federal

partners to provide situational awareness and clarify priority federalresponse tasks and 2 )
interagency future planning for the COVID -19 response.

Oversight

The White House Coronavirus Response Task Force, led by the Vice President, will coordinate a
whole -of-government approach, including governors, state and local officials , andmembers of
Congress , to develop the best options for the safety , well-being, and health of the American
people. HHS is the LFA for coordinating the federal response to COVID - 19.
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Annex A Task Organization

Annex A . Task Organization

As the LFA for this federal response, HHS makes the initial determination that interagency
coordination beyond day -to -day processes is required. The interagency coordination structure ,

including participants, organization , and location (e. g. virtual or assembled ) willbe identified by
HHS. Ifa pandemic threat evolves internationally , this organizational construct will integrate

foreign and domestic USG preparedness and response operations. As the threat evolves , the

coordination construct, location, and participants will similarly evolve to address interagency
coordination challenges.

Current Structure

The HHS Secretary activated the Secretary s Operations Center (SOC ) on January 24 , 2020 , as
the center of gravity for interagency coordination . Within HHS, CDC leads the public health
response (e.g., epidemiology , countermeasures , assistance to SLTT health departments ). The
HHS SOC supports interagency information management and coordination . Other federal
departments and agencies execute their related statutory responsibilities and provide additional

support to HHS on request.

On January 27, the President s Coronavirus Task Force was formed and charged with leading the
USG response. The Task Force was initially led by the Secretary of Health and Human Services
and coordinated through the NSC. On February 28, the Task Forcetransitioned to the Office of
the Vice President (OVP). OVP leads and coordinates all federal communication andmessaging,
both across the USG and internationally with the World Health Organization and affected
countries .

On February 10, at
HHS request,FEMA USGOVERNMENT COVID -19 COORDINATIONAND RESPONSE

embedded a team
with ASPR
support crisis action WHITE HOUSE TASK FORCE

planning, situational

awareness, and INTERAGENCY COORDINATION

operational
CDC

coordination . The

DHS NOC , DHS

JIAG , and USCG

have HHS SOC

collocated with this
team . Liaisons from

Emergency Support
Function (ESF) # 1
Transportation; ESF
# 6 Mass Care

Emergency
Assistance,

Figure 6 . USGovernmentCOVID - 19 Coordination and
Temporary Housing

Response

POLICY OPERATIONS

National Security Council ESFLG

HHS SOC

WMD
Unified Coordination

BATS Resilience

FEMA
Lead

FHCOHHS ASPR

Lead

PublicHealthResponse
Epidemiology, Laboratory,

MedicalCountermeasures

HHSCDC

Lead

FIELD
OPERATIONS

HHSAugmentation

NIH
PHS

HHSIncident
Management

Team
CDC

JIC

Supportforinteragencycoordinationandinformationmanagement

TASKFORCES
Repatriation

SupplyChainManagement
Communications

MCM
HealthcareSystemResilience

HHS

Augmentation
PHS

NDMS

Quarantine

Operations

CDC- DOD
SOC

CDC
DHS CMO

International

Coordination

WHO

SLTT

Coordination
ASTHO

NACCHO

CSTE

APHL
DHSScreening

Operations

TSA -CBP- CWMD -USCG
DHS CISA USCG

ESF LN , , 14, 15

Interagency
PlanningCell
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CDC

FEMA

ESFLG Planners

FEMAIncidentSupport

Supportfor situationalawareness, reporting
crisisactionplanning, interagencycoordination

Legend

HHS

Interagency
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and Human Assistance; ESF # 13 Public Safety ; ESF # 14 Cross -Sector Business and
Infrastructure; and ESF # 15 External Affairs are also activated in support of ongoing response
operations. The current USG coordination construct is displayed in Figure 6. The HHS Response

Structure is depicted below is displayed in Figure 7.

WHTF/NSCHHSRESPONSE
STRUCTURE

HHS Secretary

ASPRSLT ASPR ASH

Director
����

Executive

Coordinator

FEMANRCS

Chief/Deputy

CDC

Deputy

Federal Health

Coordinating

Official

Disaster
Leadership

Group

Watch SOCDirector
DeputyDirector

Task
Forces

Regional
OPDIV

STAFF
DIV

Safety ESF

ESF13 Information

Officer

Advisors / SMEs (As Required )

CBRNE ���� HomeTeam ( Events)

Cybersecurity DisasterRecovery

HRS
Regulations

Emergent,
Disease

SOC
/ Medical Sciences

Privacy and CivilRights HealthPolicy

Evaluation and After USPHS

Information

Management
SectionChief

PlanningSection
Resource

Coordination
SectionChief

Adminand

FinanceSection
Chief

SOCSupport
SectionChief

Legend

HHS

Interagency
FEMASituational

Awareness

FEMA Planning
Support

FEMAResource
Support NSC

Figure 7 . HHSResponseStructure

Phases2B and - DomesticTransmission

UCG locationshould be based on center ofgravity analysis as follows:

HHS SOC when response requires inter agency coordination and informationmanagement exceeding CDC EOC capacity

NRCC when consequence management requirementsexceeding HHS capacity transportation , supply chain

Legend
Activationofa UCG attheHHSSOC may be necessaryif the healthcare system burdenexceedsstate
resourcecapabilitiesorthere are state/ localrequest( s) forassistance thatrequiresfederalcoordination.

Reporting

- Coordination

UCG
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SLTT
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OthersTBD
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OthersInternational
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Potential UCG Coordination Structures

This incidentmay continue to evolve in PotentialUCG Coordination Structures

unique ways, providing a challenge for

interagency coordination . Asnoted

above, some departments or agencies
willbe responding as partof their

statutory authorities before unified

coordination is initiated by the lead

federalagency . As previously stated , as

partof that initial response, they might

be engaging with entities external to
the federal government. There are

several critical decisions that the LFA
should make early in the interagency
coordination process. The discussion of

unified coordination in this document

should be considered a starting point,

butunified coordination must adhere to
the basic tenets of the National

IncidentManagement System Figure 8 . PotentialUCG Coordination Structures
(NIMS) , scaled appropriately to

the incidentresponse.
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The COVID-19 USG response is organized along seven lines of effort. This annex provides
detail for each line of effort, including objectives, end states, key federal responsibilities,
operational assessment, resources, shortfalls, and critical information requirements.

USG Phasing Constructs

Containment

Pandemic Crisis ActionPlanPhase
The federal response will be implementedconsistent with the Phase 1C (Near Certainty or
Credible Threat).

Trigger8
The trigger for the containment phase is uncontained human-to-humantransmission in Hubei
Province,China.

Actions9
Foreign nationals who have been in PRC (excluding the Special Administrative Regions[SARS]
of Hong Kong and Macau) within 14 days prior to their actual or attempted entry into the U.S.
are ineligible for entry to the U.S. under Section 212(f) of the Immigrationand Nationality Act
(INA),subject to certain exceptions. U.S. citizens, lawful permanent residents (LPRs), and other
individualsnot covered by the 212(f) proclamation (1) who have been in Hubei province within
the past 14 days may be subject to 14-day mandatory quarantine; and (2) who have been in PRC
(excluding the SARS of Hong Kong and Macau), and outside Hubei province,within the past 14
days may be subject to medical screening and self-isolation for 14 days based on federal, state,
and local quarantine authorities.All flights carrying passengers who have recently traveled from,
or were otherwise present within, the PRC (excluding the SARS of Hong Kong and Macau) are
funneled to 11U.S.airportswith enhanced CDC medical screening. U.S. Customs and Border
Protection (CBP) is referring to CDC all incoming passengerstraveling by air, land, or sea and
who have been in PRC (excluding the SARS of Hong Kong and Macau) during the previous 14-
days. CDC is coordinating with state and local health care clinicians to identify domestic cases,
to isolate cases, and to conduct appropriate contact tracing.

Objectives
(1) Contain the outbreak at its source; (2) minimize domestic importationof additional cases; (3)
limit the potential for a domestic epidemic; (4) prepare domestic response mechanisms; (5) begin
outreach to state and local authorities to prepare for mitigation; (6) implement domestic
quarantine of imported and repatriated cases and contacts; and (7) begin federal planning to
prepare for mitigation.

8 Note: The use of “trigger” throughout is intended to provide a helpful tool to principals for when to consider

certain responsive actions and does not necessarily mean that a particular action is automatically required.
9 Updated information for travelers is available at https://www.cdc.gov/coronavirus/2019-ncov/travelers/index.html.
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Chokepoints/CriticalGaps
Potential chokepoints or critical gaps may be associated with the aims (1) for reliable and
accessible traveler tracking for monitoring or contact-tracing, (2) for sufficient quantities of
diagnostics and test kits for SARS-CoV-2, especially for medical facilities around the 11airports
and U.S. military bases, which are points of entry/care.

Messaging
Daily HHS and CDC briefings and on-camera task force briefings will be provided, as
appropriate, using coordinated top-line talking points.

Aggressive Containment

Pandemic Crisis Action Plan Phase
The federal response will be implemented consistent with the PanCAP Phase 2A (Activation,
Situational Assessment, and Movement).

Trigger
The trigger for the aggressive containment phase is sustained human-to-human transmission
(third generation) and exportation of cases to a non-U.S. area or nation beyond the level
described above in “Containment.” The public health infrastructure of the affected area(s) could
also be a relevant factor.

Actions
This phase involves transition from the federal government’s containment posture to one with
federal coordination, but execution primarily at state and local government levels. This execution
will include the application of quarantine and isolation measures to people, with or without
clinical symptoms, not covered by the existing or potential future INA 212 (f) proclamations, and
who have traveled to any additional countries, jurisdictions, or areas that meet the trigger criteria.
Symptomatic people with high-risk travel as noted will proceed to direct airport medical
screening first. Direct flights, as well as flights with passengers traveling indirectly from these
additional locationswill be funneled to designated airports (11as of early March 2020) based on
airport capabilities and capacity to support additional passenger load, CBP targeting rules and
operational requirements, and enhanced CDC medical screening.

Objectives
(1) Limit the outbreak to the source and additional outbreak areas; (2) minimize importation of
additional cases; (3) limit the potential for a domestic epidemic; (4) undertake additional
preparation of the domestic response mechanisms and in some cases execute those plans; (5)
accelerate outreach to state and local authorities to prepare for mitigation, including widespread
distribution of newly developed diagnostic tests, and ensure that state and local public health labs
are properly equipped for testing capacity; and (6) slow the spread of the epidemic.

Chokepoints/CriticalGaps
Broad implementation of INA 212 (f) entry restrictions for foreign nationals may have
unintended consequences, including supply chain disruption, repatriation issues, and other
factors that could result in a direct transition to mitigation becoming the preferred option.
Assuming state and local health authorities have the capacity and capability, a shift from the
current CDC medical screening and quarantine posture will be heavily dependent upon the
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ability to capture and operationalizeaccurate passenger data. Further, the United States
governmentmayneed to modify and/or expand the list of 11 airports to which flights are

funneled, depending on the location of the additional countries, jurisdictions, or areas meeting
the triggers above and the availability of screening and other public health resources. Airport
capabilities and capacity to support the additionalpassenger load, CBP targeting rules and
operational limitations, and enhanced CDC medicalscreening will likely becomemore

challenging in this posture.

Messaging

Using plain language and accessible formats, provide timely messaging with a focus on
foreshadowing potentialmitigation measures in a manner to mitigate the risk ofcausing

unnecessary alarm . The public willneed to be assured and informed about the types ofmedical
countermeasures (e . g., vaccines, therapeutics) and societalmeasures the government is

developing and recommending to maintain the highest level ofhealth and safety for the

American public . Other focus areas should include amplifying the importance of good public

health hygiene and infection control (akin to flu mitigation measures), empowermentofstate and

localpublic health services in preparation for future phases, and continued promotion of

everything the USG is doingto support Americans dealing with the virus and slow the spread to
others.

TransitionsBetween Phases

Transitionsbetween phasesare informed by plantriggersoutlined in thebase plan. The decision
tree below displays these transitions.

U . S . GovernmentResponse to SARS- Decision Tree

Trigger

Greater than three generations of human -to

human transmission , or detection of cases in
a community without epidemiological links
in a single U . S . jurisdiction with evidence that
public health or healthcare systems in that
jurisdiction are unable to achieve and

maintain containment while providing quality
care .

Community Mitigation

( Single Jurisdiction)

Aggressive ContainmentTrigger

Sustained human- to -human

transmission(third generation)
and exportationof cases in an

area ornation, not theUnited
States.

Trigger

Greaterthanthreegenerationsofhuman- to
humantransmission, ordetectionof casesin the
communitywithoutepidemiologicallinks, in two
ormorenon- contiguousjurisdictionswith

evidencethatpublichealthandhealthcare
systemsin thosejurisdictionsareunableto
achieveandmaintaincontainmentwhile
providingqualitycare

Community Mitigation

(Multiple Jurisdictions)Containment

CommunityMitigation

( Single Jurisdiction)

Community Mitigation
(Multiple Jurisdictions )

Transition to Containment

or Pre-Epidemic Posture

Trigger

Greaterthan three generations
of human-to-human
transmission, detectionof
casesin a communitywithout

epidemiologicallinks, in a single
U .S jurisdictionwithevidence

thatpublichealth orhealthcare
systemsin that jurisdictionare
unableto achieve and maintain

containmentwhile providing
qualitycare.

Trigger
Greaterthan three generationsof human- to - human
transmission, ordetectionofcasesin the

communitywithoutepidemiologicallinks, in twoor
morenon- contiguousjurisdictionswith evidence
thatpublichealth and healthcaresystemsin those

jurisdictionsare unableto achieveandmaintain
containmentwhileprovidingqualitycare

Triggers

Seasonality
Availabilityand Distributionof
Vaccines, Therapeutics
Reinfection

Fluctuationof Scale & Severity
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Transitioning from Containment to Community Mitigation Activities in Single

Affected Jurisdictions

PandemicCrisisAction Plan Phase

The federalresponsewould be implemented consistentwith the PanCAP Phase 2B (Employment
ofResourcesand Stabilization) and 2C (IntermediateOperations).

Trigger
The trigger for a transition from containment to community mitigation activities in a single

affected jurisdiction is recognition of greater than three generations ofhuman-to -human SARS
-2 transmission , or detection of cases in the community without epidemiologic links, in a

single U .S . jurisdiction with evidence that public health or healthcare systems in that jurisdiction
are unable to achieve andmaintain containment while simultaneously providing quality care.

Actions

Public health measuresmay need to be adjusted to accommodate for the changing epidemiology

and risk . CDC would likely recommend a phased transition from aggressive containment to an

approach focused on mitigation in places where evidence indicates ongoing human-to-human
transmission of SARS-CoV - 2 in the United States. If flights and/ or passengers from PRC

(excluding the SARS of Hong Kongand Macau) and/or other locations are still being funneled ,
the federal governmentwill determine if existingmeasures need to continue or bemodified.

Those who are tasked to support the earlier phases for enhanced screening at points of entry

would likely need to beredirected to duties in supportof the health system or public safety .
Those who remain at the ports of entry would provide education and guidance to ill travelers and

triage those who appear to be ill for immediate transport to a designated health center for

specialty care.

Objectives

Implement broader community and healthcare-basedmitigation measures proportionate to
disease severity and impact on healthcare systems in the jurisdiction ofconcern. Consideration
should be given to regional triggers and decisions, depending on the epidemiology , severity ,

capacity , and capabilities ofthe available public health resources.

Chokepoints/CriticalGaps
Shortages of products may occur, impactinghealthcare, emergency services, and other elements

of critical infrastructure. This includes potentially criticalshortagesofdiagnostics, medical

supplies (including PPE and pharmaceuticals), and staffing in somelocations. This could be due

either to illnesses or to exposure (requiring home quarantine) among public health andmedical

workers, butmay also be due to fear of contracting the virus, exhaustion, or the need to take care

of sick family members and maintain homeisolation as a family unit. State and local

governments, as well as critical infrastructure and communications channels, willbe stressed and

potentially less reliable. These stressesmay also increase the challenges of getting updated

messages and coordinating guidance to these jurisdictions directly.

Messaging

Using plain language and accessible formats, provide timely messaging with a focus on keeping
the public service and healthcare providers assured and educated during this key period of

transition . Coremessage should bethat the USG and SLTT officials are carrying out pre-planned
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responses to address the changing conditions. Messaging should highlight the role USG is taking
to support state and local partners, as they implement their ownmitigation activities.
Internationalmessaging should underscore the active public health measures in place in the U . S.
and communicate the intentto minimize foreign restrictions on U . S . travelers and trade .

Transitioning from Containment to Community Mitigation Activities in Multiple
Jurisdictions Across theNation

Pandemic Crisis Action Plan Phase

The federalresponse would be implemented consistentwith the PanCAP Phase 2B (Employment
ofResources and Stabilization) and 2C (IntermediateOperations).

Trigger
The trigger for a transition from containmentto communitymitigationactivities in multiple
affected jurisdictions is recognitionof greater than three generationsofhuman-to-human SARS

-2 transmission in each, or detection ofcases in the communities without epidemiologic
links, in two or more non-contiguous jurisdictions in the U . S . with evidence thatpublichealth
systemsin those jurisdictions are unable tomeet thedemands to achieve and maintain
containmentwhile simultaneously providing quality care .

Actions

Continue to reinforce home isolation strategies and ensure that those who aremost at risk and
severely illare able to receive care . Recommend significantly limiting public gatherings and

cancellation of almost all sporting events, performances, and public and privatemeetings that

cannotbe convenedby phone Consider school closures. Issuewidespread “ stay at home”
directives for public and private organizations, with nearly 100 % telework for some, although

critical public services and infrastructuremay need to retain skeleton crews. Law enforcement
could shift to focusmore on crimeprevention, as routinemonitoring of storefronts could be

important. Localhealth systems (e. g ., public health and local healthcare facilities )may need to

alter standards of care to “ contingency ” or “ crisis” standards of care, to conserve resources ,

including for illnesses and conditions that are notrelated to SARS- CoV - 2; altered standards of
care involve shifts in priority of care when resources are or are projected to be inadequate to

administer conventional standards of care . SLTT governments, in coordination with social

services providers, should identify courses ofaction to ensure at- risk individuals continue to

receive life-sustaining services. Consider removing INA 212 (f ) entry restrictions if the public

health benefits of such restrictionsdo not outweigh the costs. Funnelingwould likely be rolled

back given theneed to redirect personnelto engage in full domestic mitigation efforts.

Objectives

( 1) Reduce the acceleration of the number of cases ; (2 ) reduce the peak number of cases, which
also affects availability of hospitals and functionality of infrastructure ; and (3 ) preserve the

10 ( 1) Altevogt, BM ; C Stroud; SL Hanson; D Hanfling; LO Gostin, Editors, 2009, Guidance for EstablishingCrisis
StandardsofCare forUse in DisasterSituations: A LetterReport, WashingtonDC: NationalAcademiesPress, 160

pp. , availableathttps:/ /www.nap. edu /catalog/ 12749; ( 2 ) Hanfling D ; BM Altevogt; K Viswanathan; LOGostin;
Editors, Committee on Guidance for EstablishingCrisis StandardsofCare, Institute ofMedicine, 2012, Crisis

Standards of Care: A SystemsFramework for CatastrophicDisaster Response, WashingtonDC: National

AcademiesPress, 516 pp., available at http : //www .nap.edu/ catalog.php ?record id= 13351.
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functioningofcritical infrastructure andmitigate impact to the economyand functioningof
society

Chokepoints/ CriticalGaps
Shortagesofproductsmayoccur, impactinghealthcare, emergency services, and other elements
ofcriticalinfrastructure. This includespotentially criticalshortagesofdiagnostics,medical
supplies ( including PPE andpharmaceuticals), and staffing in somelocations. This couldbe due

either to illnessesor to exposure (requiringhomequarantine among public health andmedical

workers,butmay also be due to fear of contractingthe virus, exhaustion, or theneed to take care
of sick family membersand maintain homeisolation as a family unit. Stateand local
governments, as well as criticalinfrastructure andcommunicationschannels, willbe stressed and
potentially lessreliable. These stressesmay also increase the challengesof getting updated
messages and coordinatingguidance to these jurisdictionsdirectly. Health systemsmay predict
running low on cash resources, andmay have difficulty paying (or promisingto pay) staff and
logistics invoices, especially ifworkershave an expectation of considerable overtime.

Messaging
Using plain language and accessible formats, provide timely messaging with a focus on

encouraging citizens to listen to their state/ localhealth officials implementingmitigation

measures. Messaging should continue to promote everything theUSG is doing to support state
and localpartners. Messaging should also address protection of hospitals , continuity of
operations, and other critical infrastructure .

Preparingfor Future Epidemic Trends Striking Balance Between

Mitigationand Containment

Trigger

The trigger for preparing for future epidemic trends could include triggers such as seasonality of

the epidemic , availability of vaccines and therapeutics , and fluctuation of the scale and severity

of disease .

Actions

Actions could include vaccine deployment if available, modifications to the INA 212 ( ) foreign

national entry restrictions, quarantine, isolation, and reversible transition or “ deceleration” of
approach from fullmitigation to a posture poised to facilitate enhanced recovery, resilience, and

readiness.

Objectives

Strikeappropriatebalancebetweenmitigationand containmentposturesto minimizesocietaland

economic disruptionwhile continuingto pursueactions to end the epidemic.

Chokepoints / CriticalGaps

Potentially critical shortagesmay occur ofmedicalsupplies ( including PPE and pharmaceuticals )
and staffing, due to illnesses among public health andmedicalworkers, and potentially also due

to exhaustion . SLTT governments, aswell as health systemswill be stressed and potentially less

reliable. Health systemsmay run low on resources inhibiting the ability to make timely

transitions between postures andmaintenance of efficacy.
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Messaging
Public messaging would need to comport with potentially varying local and national status.
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Appendix 1. Surveillance

Theobjectiveof this lineofeffortis timely and accuratenationalsituationalawareness ofthe

disease andofthe impacton criticalinfrastructure, to inform policy and operationaldecisions.
SurveillancepromotesUSG unity of effortbyprovidinga commonbaselineof information

relevantto COVID- 19 impact(a ) to public confidencein governmentand (b ) to sustaining
essentialservices. This lineof effortboth prevents, delays, andmitigatesintroductionof
additionalforeign-acquired casesto the U . S . and leveragesdetection and containmentto limit
domesticviraltransmission and diseasespread within the U . S .

Purpose and End State

In coordination with the CDC and with designated federal, SLTT , and private sector
healthcare / laboratory stakeholders , this line of effort ensures an operable surveillance network
capable of screening inbound foreign -acquired cases and early detection of new COVID - 19 cases

or clusters to enact appropriate community mitigation strategies .

Objectives
Key stakeholders will ensure that these objectives are accomplished to achieve the given end
state .

Update established surveillance methods for COVID - 19 in an effort to ensure early
identification and efficient reporting of new COVID -19 cases.

Communicate the updated COVID -19 surveillance methods to ensure a common
operating picture.

Monitorsurveillance networksto detect potentialclusters of COVID -19.

• Evaluate the COVID- 19 surveillancemethodsandmodify based on transmission
analysis .

Primary Coordinating FederalDepartments and Agencies

Designated PrimaryCoordinatingFederal
Specific Response Tasks

Departments/Agencieswithin Line of Effort
Epidemiologicalinvestigations CDC

Development, upgrades, review/approval, and
CDC

distribution to SLTT public health and
FDA

academic / private - sector laboratory entities

Healthcare systemsmonitoring to include PPE and
ASPR

otherhealthcaresupplies/equipment

Surveillanceofotherhealth resources ASPR

Federalworkforce OPM

Private-sectorworkforce DHS/CISA

Key FederalResponsibilities

In accordance with the Biological IncidentAnnex, the following federal roles and
responsibilities are designed to achieve the objectives and end-state :

• Confirm 19 outbreak and diagnosis.
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The USG has a supporting role to SLTT and private sector healthcare / laboratory facilities
in the collection , presumptive determination , and confirmation of the SARS-CoV -2 virus
in infected individuals. This responsibility is executed in the following manner :

that clinical specimens collected, tested, and deemed positive for COVID
19 are reported (as either presumptive or confirmed ,using reliable and FDA
approved test kits) promptly from the SLTT health authorities to the CDC in
accordance with CDC guidelines .

Epidemiological investigations of suspected , presumptive , or confirmed COVID
19 individuals include examinationof travel history to /from impacted countries,
jurisdictions, orareas and, ifappropriate, from U . S. communitieswith reported
COVID -19 cases) and contact-tracing for other individuals potentially exposed to

these primary cases.

OperationalAssessment

The followingassessmentcriteria willdetermineeffectiveness in achievingthe given end-state:

Establishmentand efficientoperationofCOVID-19 surveillancemethods.

• Adequate utilizationofthe surveillancenetwork to detect clusters (e. g., Integrated
ClinicalLaboratoryNetwork) .

Identificationof COVID -19 clusterswith little to no delays from identification,
collection ,maintenance ofchain -of- custody , sampling and laboratory quality assurance
and control compliance, and prompt laboratory reportingof the results .

Sustainment of a resilientCOVID - 19 surveillance network , with minimal impacts from
resource or non -resource shortfalls from COVID - 19 outbreaks in the US communities.

Resources
The following resources can contribute to achieving the intermediate objectives and end-state
even though such resources apply to all reportable diseases other than -19:

Surveillancenetworks include, butare notlimited to , the followingelements to facilitate
information sharingand reportingof COVID - 19 cases :

' s Epidemic InformationExchange(Epi- X ) is a secure, web-based
network that serves as a powerful information exchange among authorized users.

Electronic Surveillance System for the Early Notification of Community
Based Epidemics ( ESSENCE) is the primary syndromic surveillance tool, and

practitioners across the surveillance community have used variations of

ESSENCE successfully for years .

The Epidemiological Intelligence Service (EIS ) serves on the front lines of public health ,
protecting Americans and the global community ,while training under the guidance of
seasoned mentors. When disease outbreaks or other public health threats emerge, EIS
officers investigate , identify the cause, rapidly implement controlmeasures , and collect
evidence to recommend preventive actions .
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Career epidemiology field officers ( CEFOs) are CDC employees who assist state, local,
tribal, and territorial health departments in building and sustaining epidemiologic
capacity by serving in a variety of functions tailored to the needs of the individual state.

serve as liaisonsbetween CDC (and other federal agencies and the
host-state health departments . The CEFOs' knowledge of epidemiology , and of

federal preparedness and response requirements , helps strengthen the states ' own

preparedness programs and enhance their ability to prepare for and /or respond to

acts or threats of terrorism , natural disasters, pandemics , and other public health

emergencies .

Epidemiologists at the SLTT public health departments develop and issue surveillance
guidance for their jurisdictions in adherence to CDC recommendations , but are tailorable
to the jurisdictional community .

Potential Shortfalls
The following potential resource shortfalls are tied to the achievement of this line effort s end
state and intermediate goals , and thus, are critical information requirements for the USG to
monitor and to appropriately respond with adequate augmentation and resourcing:

Personal protective equipment (PPE). Shortage in this commodity will lead to avoidance
of suspected or confirmed patients by public health epidemiologists , hindering their
capacity to conduct close -contact interviews.

Mitigation of a PPE shortagemay include leveraging USG authorities and

businessincentivesfor U . S manufacturerseither to either initiateor to expand

production .

Laboratory diagnostic test kits: Shortage ofSARS -CoV -2 viral test kits at the SLTT or
private sector laboratory will delay the confirmation of COVID -19 patients .

Development of additionaltests may be delayed formany reasons, including
approval for use, distribution difficulties, or validation testing. Continued

partnership between the public and private sectors is needed to develop,

distribute, and implement thenecessary laboratory and diagnostic needsofthis

response.

Although onemitigation measure is to send clinicalspecimens to theCDC , the
significantworkload and required staffingand resourcesat CDCwillresult in
backlog and delay in transmitting disease confirmation .

Mitigation measures for shortages of test kits may include business incentives for
U . S manufacturers either to initiate or to expandproduction to mass-produce

sufficient quantitiesof quality test kits for use at the SLTT and private sector

hospital/laboratory level.

and communicationsdisruptions. Much ofthe surveillance and reportingdependon
an IT and communications infrastructure to share information among federal, SLTT and

private healthcare providers .

addition to identifying early disruptions of IT and communication capabilities ,

alternativemechanismssuch as manualreporting and mailing ofappropriate
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forms (e.g., via first-class or priority status delivery) are required to ensure as
timely of COVID-19 surveillance reporting as possible.

• Information-sharing channels. The information-sharing pathways described are well-
established and used daily.

o Federal, SLTT, and private sector healthcare/laboratory facilities should
collaborate on ensuring redundant systems are in-place and utilized to ensure
COVID-19 surveillance information is shared quickly among the appropriate
stakeholders to implement community mitigation strategies.

Critical Information Requirements

Based on the resources and potential shortfalls described, the following CIRs for this line of
effort inform key federal and SLTT decisions to address potential response gaps:

CIR#1 Do SLTT entities have adequate quantities of clinical test kits for presumptive (or
confirmatory) identification of SARS-CoV-2 virus in potentially exposed or ill individuals?

CIR#2 Do clinical test kits approved by FDA have adequate capabilities for presumptive or
confirmatory identification of SARS-CoV-2 infection?

CIR#3 Are SLTT public health laboratories, hospitals, or private laboratories able to adequately
test and report test results to the CDC, through the established networks, in a timely manner
given the volume of medical referrals for such testing?

CIR#4 Are adequate quantities of PPE available among SLTT and federal epidemiologists to
fully conduct investigations of COVID-19 contacts, as appropriate?

CIR#5 Is the production capacity for PPE, clinical test kits, and other required resources
sufficient to maintain adequate surveillance for extended periods (indefinitely) at the federal and
SLTT levels?

CIR#6 Is the CDC adequately staffed with trained/qualified epidemiologists and support
personnel to support epidemiological investigations and advise SLTT health authorities on public
health measures?

CIR#7 Are the SLTT public health departments adequately staffed with trained/qualified
epidemiologists and support personnel to lead epidemiological investigations and to develop and
implement public health measures within their jurisdictions?

CIR#8 Are the surveillance data received and evaluated at the headquarters level sufficient to
inform given triggers and operational phasing to guide USG COVID-19 response?
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Appendix 2. Communication and Public Outreach

The objective of this line of effort is to ensure that the USG facilitates accurate, coordinated, and
timely information to affected audiences, including governments, media, the private sector, and
the local populace. The following activities contribute to this objective:

• Develop and amplify lifesaving, life-sustaining information in coordination with
interagency partners.

• Develop a transparent risk-communication strategic plan for development, clearance, and
dissemination of clear, concise, accurate, accessible critical public health messages to
both targeted audiences and the general population.

• Develop and disseminate messaging that reflects newly developing issues and facts as
they become recognized and acknowledged.

Purpose and End State

Ensure USG unified messaging across the full range of media as well as public information
readily available for consumption and implementation.

Objectives

Key stakeholders will ensure that the following objectives are accomplished to achieve the given
end-state:

• Provide preparedness information, the federal pre-cluster posture, and actions taken
through integration of public messaging staff at key federal and SLTT locations.

• Continually communicate accurate and timely information to address public health
concerns about COVID-19 in the U.S.

• Continually coordinate dissemination of unified public health information with SLTT
partners.

• Continually amplify public health messaging to public and external stakeholders.

• Continually message response actions and federal support to the public.

Primary Coordinating Federal Departments and Agencies

Designated
Specific Response Tasks

Primary CoordinatingFederal
Departments/AgencieswithinLine of Effort

Joint InformationCenter (JIC) CDC with Embedded ASPR.DHS/OPA,and FEMA
Emergencymanagement FEMA

Business DHS/CISA
Healthcare CDC and ASPR

Key FederalResponsibilities

Inaccordancewith the BiologicalIncidentAnnex, the following federal rolesand

responsibilitiesof the LFA provide coordinationwith the federal interagencyand as appropriate,

SLTT entities, to achieve the objectives and end-state:
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• Provide timely and coordinated messaging to the public for both warning and guidance
throughout the incident.

• Provide behavioral health messaging to the public, healthcare workers, and responders to
the incident.

• Coordinate associated messaging for all of the above activities through an interagency
process. Response and recovery outcomes for COVID-19 are significantly tied to public
reception and compliance with public health guidance on personal protective measures
and access to health and medical interventions.

Operational Assessment

The following assessment criteria will determine effectiveness in achieving the given end-state:

• COVID-19 clusters in U.S. are being consistently reported as they develop. This includes
the following activities:

o Provide guidance on essential elements of information to report.

o Develop a risk communication strategic plan for development, clearance, and
dissemination of critical public health messages for multiple audiences.

• Key points are being consistently distributed to staff and partners. This includes the
following activities:

o Release a CDC press release, which may include a CDC press briefing or possibly,
White House Office of Communications-driven press conferences.

o Promptly post information on CDC.gov and social media handles.

o For travel to/from the United States, update airline, cruise ship, or commercial
maritime commerce contact investigation communication materials.

o Inform and provide guidance to clinicians, the public health community, and labs.

• Daily coordination is ongoing with the State Coordination Task Force. This includes the
following activities:

o Coordinate the Clinical Outreach and Communication Activity (COCA).

o Organize and execute federal and non-governmental organization (NGO) partner
calls, including calls with ASTHO, NACCHO, CSTE, NPHIC, DoD.

• Updated COVID-19 related key points and information are being consistently distributed
to spokespersons informing the public. This includes the following activities:

o Monitor and assess news media, social media, and public inquiries.

o Brief with recognized spokespersons (e.g., news media assigned physicians and/or
public health spokespersons) to reinforce messaging.

• Updated key points and information are being consistently distributed to the designated
LFA and federal partners. This includes the following activities:

o Update CDC travel notices and messaging at ports of entry, as needed.
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o Provide information on COVID-19 trends impacting U.S. and foreign countries or
jurisdictions.

o Provide CDC key messages related to preventive measures and context for the
emerging COVID-19 threat (e.g., reinforcing comparisons with seasonal influenza
in terms of disease transmission, and at-risk individuals for clinical severity).

• Outreach is being consistently conducted with the business community through ESF-14
and the critical infrastructure protection partnership structure.

Resources

The following resources can contribute to achieving the intermediate objectives and end-state of
this line of effort:

• Surveillance Networks. As described in the Surveillance line of effort, the following
networks are included among those tapped for informing the Communication and Public
Outreach line of effort:

o The CDC’s Epidemic Information Exchange (Epi-X) is a secure, web-based network
that serves as a powerful information exchange among authorized users.

o The Electronic Surveillance System for the Early Notification of Community-based
Epidemics (ESSENCE), developed by Johns Hopkins University (JHU), is the
primary syndromic surveillance tool, and practitioners across the surveillance
community have used variations of ESSENCE successfully for years.

• State/territorial coordination task forces. These, formed by the state governor, as needed,
can provide jurisdictional situational awareness for adequate analysis and reporting of
validated and appropriate information.

• Other federal agency (OFA) public information officers (PIOs). Other than HHS,
HHS/ASPR, and CDC, the following critical PIOs are among those who may engage in
supporting this line of effort:

o DHS ESF-15

o Department of Defense

o U.S. Food and Drug Administration

o National Institutes of Health (NIH)

• National Joint Information Center (NJIC). An NJIC is established early, typically at the
CDC, and as the COVID-19 increasingly impacts U.S. citizens, the NJIC shall coordinate
public communications and messaging to SLTT and private-sector entities.

• Incident communications conference lines

o Generally, national/state/private-sector incident communications conference lines
(NICCL, SICCL, PICCL, respectively) aim to coordinate public communications and
messaging among information officers at the federal, state, and private-sector levels
to achieve consistent information shared across all jurisdictions and businesses related
to COVID-19.
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(a) For this incident, the NICCL has been replaced by the OVP communications
calls.

(b) For this incident, the PICCL calls are not being held. Instead, the NBEOC call
and Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) calls disseminate
messaging to the private sector and industry partners. ESF-14 works in
conjunction with ESF-15 to develop messaging.

o The LFA is responsible for determining the frequency and duration of these
conference lines in coordination with federal partner PIOs.

• Social media communication

o Listening. The LFA will create a federal interagency social media listening team
since large portions of population communicate with each other via various social
media platforms.

o Transmitting. The LFA will use social media platforms to transmit appropriate, clear,
accurate, accessible, and succinct COVID-19 messages, as frequently as necessary, to
provide clear, accurate, accessible, and succinct messages frequently, to reinforce
information issued through other resources described, and especially to counter false
information or invalid health concerns.

Potential Shortfalls

The following potential resource shortfalls are tied to the achievement of this line of effort’s end-
state and intermediate goals, and thus, inform critical information requirements for the USG to
monitor and to appropriately respond with adequate augmentation and resourcing:

• PIOs. An inadequate quantity of qualified PIOs will be unable to meet the information
demand from the public, Congressional leaders, and the media.

• Subject-matter experts. An inadequate quantity or subject range of federal or SLTT-level
subject matter experts will be unable to develop, to review, or to fully vet COVID-19
public messaging.

• Message dissemination. Delays or inadequate distribution in publishing messages may
result in misinformation, outdated information, unfounded rumors, and false or negative
perceptions of the federal or SLTT government response to COVID-19.

Critical Information Requirements

Based on the resources and potential shortfalls described, the following CIRs for this line of
effort inform key federal and SLTT decisions to address potential response gaps:

CIR#1 Is the established NJIC adequately staffed to meet the public, media, and SLTT demands
for information on COVID-19 cases, public health measures, and assurances?

CIR#2 Are key stakeholders such as the healthcare providers, hospitals, nursing homes, home
health organizations, and other health-related institutions adequately informed of COVID-19
public health measures to prevent or mitigate exposures, disease and death?

CIR#3 Are LFA and CDC adequately staffed with subject-matter experts to review public
messaging to verify accuracy, clarity, and succinctness both for the general audience and for
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certain individuals that may benefit from tailored messaging (e.g., older adults, people with
disabilities and others with access and functional needs, people who speak English as a second
language)?

CIR#4 Are the LFA, CDC and engaged federal interagency partners adequately staffed with
PIOs to monitor news media, social media, and concerns from SLTT and private sector PIOs on
COVID-19?

CIR#5 Are public messages developed and released in a timely manner and with adequate
distribution by the LFA and CDC, particularly in response to open-source media reports of great
numbers of presumptive or confirmed cases in communities or in regions within the U.S., or any
associated impacts related to COVID-19 (e.g., commodity shortages).
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Appendix 3. Healthcare Systems Preparedness and Resilience

The objective of this line of effort is to protect those who are most vulnerable to hospitalization
and mortality during sustained transmission of COVID-19 in the U.S., while preserving and
protecting health system capacity to treat acute conditions and ensure continuity of care for
essential healthcare services, providers, suppliers and vendors. This line of effort also includes
developing and disseminating guidance on the following topics:

• Recommendations for public health jurisdictions to manage cases and their contacts

• Clinical guidance to HCP regarding patient treatment and management

• Infection-control guidance for HCWs

• Staff safety and monitoring

• Medical surge management

• Alternative mechanisms for delivery of care

• Resource management, including supply chain shortage impacts and vulnerabilities

• Health care and medical response coordination in support of ESF-8 (including EEI
reporting)

• Operational best practices and tools based on clinical management lessons learned

Purpose and End State

Ensure SLTT healthcare systems are able to manage COVID-19 patient care, to mitigate spread
and community exposure, and to be resilient to future outbreaks.

Objectives

Key stakeholders will ensure that the following objectives are accomplished to achieve the given
end-state:

• Inform and engage SLTT healthcare systems on official COVID-19 guidance and
resources available.

• Assess potential shortfalls in SLTT capacity/capability to mitigate SARS-CoV-2
infection and COVID-19 illness.

• Develop and monitor response-specific EEIs for SLTT healthcare systems.

• Pushing out response EEIs and get feedback from SLTT requests for federal assistance.

• Deploy resources to affected area to support SLTT capability/capacity.
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Primary Coordinating Federal Departmentsand Agencies

DesignatedSpecific Response Tasks Primary Coordinating Federal
Departments/Agencies within Line of Effort

Epidemiological investigations CDC
Development, upgrades, review/approval and

distribution to SLTT public health and
academic/private-sector laboratory entities

CDC
FDA

Healthcare systems monitoring to include PPE and
other healthcare supplies/equipment

ASPR

Surveillance of other health resources ASPR
Federal workforce OPM

Private-sector workforce DHS/CISA

Key Federal Responsibilities

In accordance with the Biological Incident Annex, the following federal roles and
responsibilities of the LFA provide coordination with the federal interagency and as appropriate,
SLTT entities, to achieve the objectives and end-state:

• Include the following elements in health services assistance/augmentation specific to
COVID-19:

o Guidance

o Tools to inform preparedness and response

o Subject matter expertise/technical assistance

o Assistance to integrate health services with non-medical disciplines (e.g., emergency
management, law enforcement)

o Other support not already covered under other operational areas

• Provide medical services assistance/augmentation.

o Healthcare delivery is predominantly conducted in the private sector.

o Delivery mechanisms exist within the federal government (e.g., Veterans Affairs
Medical Centers) that require integration and support as well.

o The government can provide medical assistance in response to COVID-19 illness or
prevention of SARS-CoV-2 transmission in the following forms:

(a) Guidance

(b) Tools

(c) Resource support to healthcare facilities, including (but not limited to) support in
the following categories:

1. Personnel

2. Supplies (e.g., PPE, ventilators, pharmaceuticals)

3. Facilities

4. Patient transportation (e.g. movement of patient populations away from an
area of outbreak to open space for care of infected/ill individuals)
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o In certain select cases related to COVID-19, the federal government may be primarily
responsible for services (e.g., the evacuation of federal government employees or
U.S. citizens under State Department authorities).

(a) The existence of interrelated international and domestic issues associated with
COVID-19 highlights the need for coordination of international and domestic
response activities.

(b) Support of behavioral health and mental health for communities may require
federal assistance.

Operational Assessment

The following assessment criteria will determine effectiveness in achieving the given end-state:

• Regional Emergency Coordinators (RECs) and Hospital Preparedness program field
project officers are fully engaged with healthcare stakeholders in their jurisdictions on
COVID-19 preparedness and response activities.

• Coordination and reporting communication channels are established and sustained with
healthcare stakeholders to report on appropriate COVID-19-specific EEIs.

• The Surveillance line of effort described in this document applicable to healthcare
systems is operating, involving both prompt and accurate reporting and active/operational
enhanced surveillance activities.

• Resource requests specific to COVID-19 preparedness and responses to achieve the
intermediate objectives and end-state for this line of effort are identified, processed and
assigned disposition.

• Resources requested to augment healthcare systems are promptly deployed and actively
engaged in support of SLTT Partners.

Resources

The following resources can contribute to achieving the intermediate objectives and end-state of
this line of effort:

• Federal or SLTT epidemiologists. As described, these professionals can conduct
epidemiological investigations of COVID-19 cases in healthcare facilities, and provide
guidance to healthcare providers and staff on effective mitigation measures, while also
balancing need for these systems to maintain effective operational continuity.

• Laboratory Response Network (LRN). The LRN provides healthcare systems with
access to clinical testing kits and supplies for laboratory COVID-19 confirmation.

• Surveillance Networks. Ensuring the resources described in the Surveillance line of
effort.

• Regional emergency coordinators (RECs). The HHS RECs ensure that emergency
management coordination occurs seamlessly among public health authorities, healthcare
systems, and state emergency management agencies.

• Disaster Medical Assistance Teams (DMATs), U.S. Public Health Service (USPHS), and
Commissioned Corps. These resources can augment healthcare systems significantly
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impacted by COVID-19 (e.g., staff shortages, due to overwhelming numbers of COVID-
19 [suspected, presumptive, or confirmed] patients and/or absenteeism).

• ASPR TRACIE/CIP/HPP FPOs. These programs are trusted sources of technical
assistance for private-sector healthcare system stakeholders and can also be leveraged to
ensure coordination and communication between the federal government and the
healthcare system.

• Strategic National Stockpile (SNS). The SNS includes medical equipment, supplies, and
medical countermeasures (MCMs). Personnel may accompany deployments.

Potential Shortfalls

The following potential resource shortfalls are tied to the achievement of this line of effort’s end-
state and intermediate goals, and, thus, inform critical information requirements for the USG to
monitor and to appropriately respond with adequate augmentation and resourcing:

• Epidemiologists. Insufficiency in quantities of qualified federal and SLTT
epidemiologists would result in inability to conduct sufficient prompt epidemiological
investigations.

• Staffing support. Insufficient DMATs and USPHS personnel would result in inadequate
capacity to augment staffing for requesting healthcare facilities.

• Medications and medical supplies. Insufficient or no availability of effective anti-viral
medications, other medical countermeasures, or medical supportive care equipment and
supplies (e.g., ventilators) in the SNS would result in shortfalls in care.

Critical Information Requirements

Based on the resources and potential shortfalls described, the following CIRs for this line of
effort inform key federal and SLTT decisions to address potential response gaps:

CIR#1 What SLTT authorities are requesting federal assistance for augmentation of healthcare
staff or capabilities in response to COVID-19?

CIR#2What resource shortfallsare reportedby impactedhealthcarefacilitiesthat significantly

degradequality medicaland public healthservices to COVID-19-affectedcommunities(e.g.,

laboratorytesting)?

CIR#3 Do the LFA and the CDC have adequate staffing to research, develop, and publish

prompt and effective guidance on NPI and other mitigation strategies?

CIR#4 Are federal DMAT and USPHScapabilities and capacities adequate to meet the

requested federal assistance to support healthcare systems impacted by COVID-19?
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Appendix 4. Medical Countermeasure Development

The objective of this line of effort is development, distribution, and administration of diagnostic
tests, antivirals, and vaccines for COVID-19. This line of effort includes the following activities:

• Research and development of antiviral and other treatment regimens

• Development and maintenance of a stockpile of safe and effective vaccines

Purpose and End State

Diagnostic tests, antivirals, and vaccines for COVID-19 are developed, distributed, and
administered.

Objectives

Key stakeholders will ensure that the following objectives are accomplished to achieve the given
end-state:

• Develop and distribute rapid diagnostic tests.

• Conduct trials of antivirals and vaccines to develop new antivirals and vaccines.

• Partner with the pharmaceutical industry to mass-produce antivirals and vaccines.

• Distribute rapid diagnostic tests and antivirals and vaccines for treatment of COVID-19.

Primary Coordinating Federal Departments and Agencies

Designated
SpecificResponseTasks

PrimaryCoordinatingFederal

Departments/AgencieswithinLineof Effort

Researchto includeclinicalresearchas well as field

epidemiologicalinvestigationsof the disease

NIH

CDC

Medicalproductsafety,efficacyandapproval FDA

Developmentof product-specificrequirements,

acquisition,procurement,andproduction
BARDA

Distribution and dispensing ASPR

Key FederalResponsibilities

Inaccordancewith the BiologicalIncidentAnnex, the following federal rolesand
responsibilitiesof the LFA as well as all federal departments and agencies(whether supporting
the LFAor not) are designed to achieve the objectivesand end-state:

• Researchand develop appropriatepharmaceuticalinterventionsfor COVID-19.

• When available,deploy medical countermeasuresto address COVID-19,which includes
a layeredapproachusing regionaland national rapidMCMplanning,in coordination
with SLTT public health departments and state emergency managementagencies.

• Developcourses of actions and appropriately implement formal agreements between
HHS and the pharmaceuticalretail industry to distribute safe and efficaciousmedical
countermeasures(e.g.,antivirals,vaccines, when available) to impactedcommunities
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under an HHS Secretary decision to execute the Public Readiness and Emergency
Preparedness (PREP) Act to provide liability protections to these private sector entities.

Operational Assessment

The following assessment criteria will determine effectiveness in achieving the given end-state:

• Medical countermeasures for COVID-19 are determined to be efficacious and safe for
use on ill patients or, for vaccines, sufficiently safe and protective against SARS-CoV-2.

• Pharmaceutical production capacities for medical countermeasures to COVID-19 are
adequate and product quality validated to meet the demand in the U.S. to treat and/or
protect against COVID-19.

• The LFA, through the HHS RECs, has coordinated with both the SLTT public health
departments and state emergency management agencies on review of SLTT medical
distribution and dispensing plans for mass prophylaxis once efficacious medical
countermeasures to COVID-19 are available.

• The LFA, in coordination with federal partners, has reviewed and validated federal
department and agency MCM requirements to vaccinate the federal workforce, including
for D/A-specific points of dispensing and distribution.

Resources

The following resources can contribute to achieving the intermediate objectives and end-state of
this line of effort:

• Efficacious and safe MCM production capabilities and capacities.

• MCM storage. At the federal and SLTT level (which includes private healthcare or retail
pharmacy chains), storage requirements are adequate to store the newly developed MCM
for distribution and dispensing.

• Staffing, equipment, and supplies to distribute and dispense MCMs. At the federal and
SLTT level (which includes private healthcare or retail pharmacy chains), the staffing,
equipment, and supplies (both medical and non-medical items, including power and
potable water) are available to fully execute distribution and dispensing.

• MCM guidance for dispensing. Based on limited MCM quantities initially, the LFA, in
coordination with the HHS operating divisions, national advisory groups, and federal
interagency partners, prioritizes those at greater risk associated with COVID-19 to
receive appropriate MCMs.

Potential Shortfalls

The following potential resource shortfalls are tied to the achievement of this line of effort’s end-
state and intermediate goals, and, thus, inform critical information requirements for the USG to
monitor and to appropriately respond with adequate augmentation and resourcing:

• MCM production capabilities and capacities. Insufficient MCM production capabilities
or capacities domestically would result in insufficient supplies of MCMs.

• MCM imports. Insufficient MCM imports of MCMs manufactured in foreign countries
or jurisdictions would result in insufficient supplies of MCMs.
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• Staffing, equipment, and supplies. Insufficient staffing, equipment and supplies at the
SLTT, federal and/or retail pharmacy level to conduct mass distribution and dispensing
would result in shortfalls in these activities.

• Prioritization of MCM recipients. Inadequate guidance on prioritization of human
populations to receive MCMs may result in inefficiencies and/or unfairness in provision
of healthcare.

Critical Information Requirements

Based on the resources and potential shortfalls described, the following CIRs for this line of
effort inform key federal and SLTT decisions to address potential response gaps:

CIR#1 When is the projected window of availability of MCMs (e.g., antivirals and vaccines) for
COVID-19?

CIR#2 Are the SLTT public health departments’ plans for MCM distribution and dispensing
developed and in-place to conduct mass prophylaxis?

CIR#3 Do the federal D/A, or the USG, have a strategic plan to conduct prioritized MCM
distribution and dispensing for the federal workforce?

CIR#4 Based on the SLTT public health departments’ plans for MCM distribution and
dispensing, are SLTT jurisdictions requesting or likely to request federal assistance to augment
or to execute mass prophylaxis?

CIR#5 What are the federal policy, workforce, and resource gaps to augment SLTT requests to
augment MCM distribution and dispensing?
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Appendix 5. Supply Chain Stabilization

COVID-19 will impact supply chains across the globe.

The healthcare supply chains affecting PPE, devices, pharmaceuticals,and other components
contributing to the production,completion, and distribution are interdependent with other
commercial supply chains across the marketplace, inclusive of critical infrastructure function and
operational resilience of industry nationally in businessesof all sizes.

As such, the line of effort for Supply Chain Stabilization is segmented as follows:

A. Healthcare Supply Chain Stabilization

B. Cross-Sector Supply Chain Stabilization

Supply Chain Stabilization End State

Provide global strategic and focused domestic supply chain information to inform key leader
decisions intending to limit the effects of the COVID-19 on the U.S. population and to facilitate
stabilization of the healthcare and other commercial supply chains, to support economic
resilience nationally.

Primary Coordinating Federal Departmentsand Agencies

Designated
SpecificResponseTasks

PrimaryCoordinatingFederal

Departments/AgencieswithinLineof Effort

Healthcaresupplychain ASPR

Supplychainandeconomicassessment FEMAandCISA

USGresourcemanagement ASPR,FEMA,and DefenseLogisticsAgency

Industryengagement& integration CISA andFEMA

Globalengagement WhiteHouseTradeOffice,Commerce,State
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Healthcare Supply Chain Stabilization

The objective of this line of effort is medical supply chain stabilization and ensuring resilience
for meeting future requirements. This line of effort also includes the following activities:

• Preparation for and response to critical healthcare supply chain vulnerabilities and
shortages (e.g., PPE, API)

• Distribution of medical countermeasures, including medications, ventilators, and
respiratory protection devices and other supplies from the SNS

Purpose and End State

The healthcare supply chain is stabilized and resilient, able to meet future requirements.

Objectives

Key stakeholders will ensure that the following objectives are accomplished to achieve the given
end-state.

• Assess critical healthcare supply chain requirements and engage stakeholders to identify
gaps and/or shortfalls.

• Conduct clinical trials for therapeutics, antivirals, and vaccines to determine product
safety and efficacy.

• Identify and implement strategies to resolve and mitigate gaps or shortfalls in production
and supply.

• Obtain healthcare commodities for the Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) to meet future
requirements.

• Develop contingency capacity and capability to address future gaps or shortfalls.

Key FederalResponsibilities

In accordance with the Biological Incident Annex, the following federal roles and
responsibilities of the LFA as well as all federal departments and agencies (whether supporting
the LFA or not, with the exception of federal agencies to which this section has no relevance) are
designed to achieve the objectives and end-state:

• Research and develop pharmaceuticalsand vaccines effective against COVID-19 and
SARS-CoV-2, respectively.

• Provide recommendations and guidance on types of PPE for healthcare workers to use
while treating suspected or confirmed COVID-19 patients.

• Support medical supportive equipment, supplies, and PPE needs through utilization of
appropriate federal authorities such as the Defense Production Act.

• Provide resources for potential expansion of basic medical care support for COVID-19-
impacted individualswith disabilities and others with access and functional needs, to help
reduce burden on high-demand components of healthcare infrastructure.
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• Assist or augment SLTT medical supply chain management to identify and support
management and care of dependents at congregate care facilities when normal caregivers
are absent (e.g., nursing homes, prisons, and congregate animal facilities such as zoos).

Operational Assessment

The following assessment criteria will determine effectiveness in achieving the given end-state:

• Identification, quantification, and communication is in progress for healthcare supply
gaps and shortfalls in both U.S. and foreign supply and production.

• A federally executable healthcare supply chain management strategy is developed and
up-to-date to achieve the objectives and end-state described and includes prioritized
commodities to sustain the healthcare infrastructure.

• Monitoring and/or reporting of measures is in place for external stakeholders (e.g.,
healthcare facilities, SLTT public health departments) receiving medical commodities to
meet patient needs associated with COVID-19.

• Strategies are in place and being implemented, with tracking, to address potential or
anticipated future production and supply shortfalls, particularly those due to foreign
manufacturing being impacted by COVID-19 outbreaks.

Resources

The following resources can contribute to achieving the intermediate objectives and end-state of
this line of effort:

• Healthcare sector input. Through the CDC, ASPR, SLTT public health departments, non-
governmental organizations (e.g., American Medical Association, healthcare coalitions)
and state emergency management agencies, the healthcare sector can communicate
resources required to meet the patient demand for treatment or prophylaxis either for
COVID-19 or for other illnesses, while operating in a COVID-19 disease environment.

• Strategic National Stockpile (SNS). When available, vaccines, antivirals, and other
medical supportive care equipment and supplies are dispensed for COVID-19 patients.

• Domestic production. This capability and capacity within the U.S. can significantly
contribute to providing sufficient MCMs to meet requirements for the USG (other
countries or jurisdictions impacted with COVID-19 may restrict exports to the U.S.).

Potential Shortfalls

The following potential resource shortfalls are tied to the achievement of this line of effort’s end-
state and intermediate goals, and, thus, inform critical information requirements for the USG to
monitor and to appropriately respond with adequate augmentation and resourcing:

• Production capacity. Insufficient production capacity would result in an inability to meet
demands of the healthcare supply chain.

• Imports. Insufficient import of prioritized commodities from foreign manufacturers
would result in an inability to meet the demands of the healthcare supply chain.

• Delivery systems. Effective and efficient delivery systems are important to provide the
prioritized commodities to healthcare facilities that need these supplies and equipment.
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• Staffing for points of dispensing. Inadequatestaffing of SLTT or healthcare-established
pointsof dispensingof efficaciousantivirals or vaccines, when available,would result in
inadequateprovisionto those that need the medicalcountermeasures.

• Reporting. Delayedor inadequatereportingof healthcare facility resource needswould
result in an inability to informthe broader USGstrategy,and consequently,to meet the
needs.

Critical InformationRequirements:HealthcareSupply ChainStabilization

Based on the resourcesand potential shortfallsdescribed, the followingCIRsfor this line of
effort informkey Federal and SLTT decisionsto address potential response gaps:

CIR#1What are the reportedmedicalequipment and supply shortages,by facility type (e.g.,
hospitals,nursinghomes), to adequately addressCOVID-19patient supportive care?

CIR#2 What are the reportedPPE shortages,by facility type (e.g., hospitals,nursinghomes) to
protect healthcare providers while treating suspected or confirmedCOVID-19patients?

CIR#3 What are the reportedshortages of other pharmaceuticals,medicaldevices, and related
healthcaresupply commoditiesindirectly impactedby COVID-19,but used to diagnose, treat,
and/or provide supportive care for other medical conditions?

CIR#4 Does the CDC have sufficient staff, space, and supplies to do national-leveltesting of
SARS-CoV-2in suspected patients in support of SLTT health departments and the private
healthcaresector?
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Cross-Sector Supply Chain Stabilization

The objective of this line of effort is to provide a pulse of private -sector operations; develop
understanding of economic considerations and impacts; frame the supply chains of concern
for which the federal government may be able to take action; and consolidate data and
reporting from multiple sources into a cross sector context. An associated objective is to
provide structure for unity of effort on interagency activitiesenabling cross sector operational
resilience to mitigate effects of COVID19 calibrated with safe conduct of commercial
activity and supply chains supporting Community Lifelinesand National Critical Functions.

Purposeand End State

Commercial supply chains across business, industry, and infrastructure sectors are stabilized for
marketplace function, resistant and resilient to future disruption.

Objectives

Key stakeholders will ensure that the following objectives are accomplished to achieve the given
end-state:

• Harmonize industry engagement for integration into planning and to enable private-sector
situational awareness for ongoing coordination with business, industry, and infrastructure
across USG throughout the crisis.

• Provide understanding of economic impacts resulting from COVID-19 and the
subsequent aggressive containment and/or community mitigation abroad and/or
domestically (e.g., non-pharmaceutical interventions [NPIs]) implemented at the federal,
SLTT, and private-sector level.

• Consolidate non-healthcare supply chain data from across the reporting spectrum of
federal, SLTT, and private-sector entities, and establish processes to achieve cross-sector
assessment and a common operating picture of non-healthcare supply chains.

• Support whole-of-government resourcing alignment by identifying USG (and state
government) requirements (including standards) for PPE and other protective measures
dependent upon the healthcare supply chain; by closing policy gaps including DPA
enabling government intervention as needed; and by balancing workforce protection
measures with available, reasonable PPE requirements. Identify,prioritize, and address
indicatorsof degradation of critical infrastructure and supply chains that impact national
security and the national economy.

Key FederalResponsibilities

Inaccordance with the newly established COVID-19 Supply Chain Task Force, the following
key federal responsibilitiesare designed to achieve the objectives and end-state:

• Activate ESF#14 Cross-Sector Business and Infrastructure.As the newest Emergency
Support Function,created as part of the update to the National Response Framework,
ESF #14 supports the coordination of cross-sector operations, including stabilization of
key supply chains and community lifelines,among infrastructure owners and operators,
businesses, and their government partners. Coordinated by CISA with FEMAdesignated
as a co-primary agency, ESF-14 iscomplementary to all other ESFsand to the following
sector-specific agencies (SSAs):
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o Department of Agriculture

o Department of Commerce

o Department of Defense

o Department of Energy

o Department of Homeland

Security

o Department of Health and

Human Services

o Department of Housing and

Urban Development

o Department of Labor

o Department of State

o Department of Transportation

o Department of the Treasury

o Environmental Protection

Agency

o General Services Administration

o Small Business Administration

o U.S. Army Corps of Engineers

• The National Business Emergency Operations Center (NBEOC) is FEMA's clearing
house built on operational trust for two-way information sharing connecting public and
private sectors during incidents. The NBEOC offers a consistent platform to share
information on COVID-19 impacts beyond supply chains, including operating status,
community mitigation challenges implementing NPIs, as well as access to information to
support business continuity, humanitarian needs, and support connecting states with
businesses as needed.

• The National Risk Management Center (NRMC) supports CISA’s cyber and
infrastructure security mission by creating an environment in which government and
industry can collaborate within and across sectors to develop plans and solutions for
reducing cyber and other systemic risks to national and economic security. NRMC turns
analysis into action by developing risk-management solutions. CISA works in close
coordination with other federal agencies, the private sector, and other key stakeholders in
the critical infrastructure community to identify, analyze, prioritize, and manage the most
important strategic risks to the nation’s critical infrastructure.

Operational Assessment

The following assessment criteria will determine effectiveness in achieving the given end-state:

• Information-sharing on non-healthcare supply chains between government and private
sector entities is well established and used regularly to inform key federal decisions.

• In tandem with information sharing of data, risk analysis and projections are developed of
potential disruptions to the community lifelines and are used to inform course-of-action
development to mitigate COVID-19-related effects to achieve stability.

• Coordinated prioritization of critical federal contracts of non-healthcare supplies (and
equipment) (e.g., Defense Production Act [DPA] synchronization) has occurred with a
broad input from federal departments/agencies.

• Risk analysis and projections of COVID-19 impacts lead to appropriate international
trade actions (or arrangements) involving coordination among the State Department, the
Department of Commerce, and the U.S. Trade Office to sustain federal
department/agency mission requirements.
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• Through the above-describedoperational assessment activities, barriers to the
commercial supply chains, business continuity, and infrastructure resilience are
identified,with particular attention to limits on return to normalcy (affected by
implementationof domestic or internationalCOVID-19 containment and/or community
mitigationmeasures).

• Solutionsare developed and priorities are established to integrate cross-sector capabilities
to achieve unity of effort, coordinated messaging,and stabilization neededfor effective
consequence management.

Resources

The following resources can contribute to achieving the intermediate objectivesand end-state of
this line of effort:

• Data modelsof the national and global supply chains. These can project scenarios of
shortfalls and economic impacts resulting from COVID-19 disease spread and from
implementationof aggressive containment abroad and/or community mitigation
measures.

• A common operating picture (COP) of private-sector operations. A COP, for the private
sector both in the U.S. and abroad, can provide USG situational awareness inclusive of
non-healthcaresupply chains impactingcommunity lifelinesand the critical
infrastructure sectors.

• Nationalcritical functionsof concern. These may require USG attention, which as
appropriate,may implement interventionmeasuresto prevent, minimize,or mitigate
significant disruptions of those functions.

• Engagement of various industry sources/sectorsas part of the non-healthcaresupply
chain analysis. Such engagement may contribute to the identificationof “triggers” to
prompt USG actions or guidance issuance to federal, SLTT and private-sector level
entities to achieve positive impacts mitigatingCOVID-19 effects.

• Sustained engagement with the businesscommunity.This type of engagement may help
identify how the businesscommunity can contribute to the domestic response at the
national, state, and local levels.

Potential Shortfalls

The following potential resource shortfalls are tied to the achievement of this line of effort’s end-
state and intermediate goals, and thus, inform critical informationrequirementsfor the USG to
monitor and to appropriately respond with adequate augmentation and resourcing:

• Productioncapacity. Insufficientproduction capacity could result in an inability to meet
needs for the given products.

• Imports. Insufficient import of prioritizedcommodities from foreign manufacturers
could result in an inability to meet the needs for such commodities in the commercial
marketplace at the retail level and could result in a need for (some or additional) domestic
manufacturing.
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• Delivery systems. Effective and efficient delivery systems are important to provide the
prioritized non-healthcare commodities to healthcare facilities that need these supplies
and equipment.

• Staffing. Inadequate staffing of SLTT BEOCs could hamper private-public coordination.

• Reporting. Delayed or inadequate reporting of private sector resource needs would result
in an inability to inform the broader USG strategy implementation, and, consequently, the
USG’s ability to help meet the resource needs.

• ESF#14. As the newest emergency support function, ESF#14 has yet to achieve full
operational capability.

• Community mitigation measures. Business and industry grappling with community
mitigation measures could create disruption to supply chains and business functions.

Critical Information Requirements: Commercial Supply Chain Stabilization

Based on the resources and potential shortfalls described, the following CIRs for this line of
effort inform key federal and SLTT decisions to address potential response gaps:

CIR#1 What the critical non-healthcare commodity shortages result from global or domestic
aggressive containment and/or community mitigation measures implemented in response to
COVID-19?

CIR#2 What critical data gaps can be identified to fully inform key federal decisions to achieve
this line of effort objectives and end-state?

CIR#3 What community lifelines are negatively impacted due to effects either on production
capabilities and/or on delivery systems of COVID-19 or of the federal, SLTT, or private-sector-
directed containment and/or community mitigation measures?

CIR#4 What critical shortages of non-healthcare commodities required to sustain mission-
essential functions are reported by federal and SLTT authorities due to COVID-19 or due to the
resulting containment and/or community mitigation measures?

CIR#5 What limiting factors of normal operations across the 16 critical infrastructure sectors
result from global or domestic aggressive containment and/or community mitigation measures
implemented in response to COVID-19?

CIR#6 What anticipated commercial supply chain challenges arise for products that are reliant
on non-domestic manufacturing, including for raw materials, and especially for products with
key economic contributions?

CIR#7 What potential private sector solutions are available for innovative approaches to
continue commerce safely and effectively while NPIs are in effect nationally, with communities
potentially executing them inconsistently?

CIR#8 What administrative or policy barriers can be addressed to increase commercial
operational resilience and foster consistent economic output?
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Appendix 6. Community Mitigation Measures

The objective of this line of effort is to support SLTT and the private sector development and
implementationof community-customizedmitigation measures. This line of effort includes the
following activities:

• Develop guidance for community mitigation measures for public health jurisdictions and
the public based upon the epidemiologic situation.

• Coordinate across the whole-of-government,SLTT, and commercial sector any NPIs
before implementing them.

• Establish and operate a federal information plan.

Purposeand End State

The threat of COVID-19 epidemic transmission is minor or non-existent, risks to public health
are no longer evident, and economic, social, and business disruptions due to COVID-19 are also
minor or non-existent.

Objectives

Key stakeholders will ensure that the following objectives are accomplished to achieve the given
end-state:

• Monitor emergence of the domestic threat for COVID-19 exposure and positive cases and
provide a public health strategy for containment.

• Monitor and identify potential initial domestic clusters of COVID-19 cases and provide a
public health strategy for community mitigation measures.

• Coordinate and refine public health mitigation strategies with impacted SLTT
jurisdictions.

• Support SLTT authorities in implementationof social distancing mitigation measures
(e.g., school dismissals, workplace measures and closures, bans on public gatherings,
closures of public spaces) while factoring in the needs of the community (e.g., people
with disabilitiesor access and functional needs who need transportation to the doctor's
office, grocery stores, etc.).

• Assess the prevalence of COVID-19 and modify functional and geographic public health
mitigation strategies commensurate with available resources and capabilities.

Primary Coordinating Federal Departmentsand Agencies

Designated
Specific Response Tasks

Primary CoordinatingFederal

Departments/AgencieswithinLine of Effort

Guidance and technical assistance CDC

Monitoring,implementation,and assuring

effectiveness
CDC with EmbeddedASPR
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Key Federal Responsibilities

In accordance with the Biological Incident Annex, the following federal roles and
responsibilities of the LFA, in coordination with the federal interagency and, as appropriate,
SLTT entities, are designed to achieve the objectives and end-state:

• Provide recommendations and guidance on research and development of PPE and
associated infection-control practices (e.g., cleaning/disinfection methods for healthcare
facilities, as well as for the transportation sector).

• Assist SLTT authorities in prevention of intrastate COVID-19 disease spread among
communities by providing community mitigation guidance and advising SLTT on
customizable mitigation actions (based on that guidance) to minimize business,
economic, and social service disruptions.

• Provide national-level mitigation guidance to businesses that operate across state lines.

• Support long-term public health capacity to guard against the reemergence of disease.

Operational Assessment

The following assessment criteria will determine effectiveness in achieving the given end-state:

• An updated and targeted layered mitigation strategy has been developed and issued, with
a phased approach to individual, community, business, and healthcare interventions
aimed to accomplish the following goals:

o Reduce rate of transmission and acceleration of the disease.

o Minimize morbidity and mortality.

o Preserve functions of healthcare, workforce, infrastructure, and minimize social and
economic impacts.

o Ensure coordination and reporting communication channels are established and
sustained with healthcare stakeholders to report on appropriate COVID-19-specific
EEIs.

• Establish a multi-disciplinary decision-making process.

o Although the decision to implement community mitigation measures is often based
on public health, the consequences of these measures and/or implementation of these
measures often is accomplished by or disruptive to other disciplines (e.g., public
safety, emergency management, volunteer organizations, education, social service
providers).

o Communities should include multiple departments, agencies, and organizations in the
decision-making process for mitigation measures.

• Consider community mitigation measures both in isolation and as groups of actions to
implement.

o In some instances, based on incident parameters, actions can be tailored to meet the
need or the situation may require multiple mitigation measures to achieve the end
result.
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o As an example,closure of schools may achieve little to reduce spread of disease if
mass gatherings that host childrencontinue.

• Evaluateeach mitigationmeasureconsideredfor implementationfor the following
considerations:

o Scientificvalidity

(a) Determine if the current science and the parametersof COVID19 outbreak in that
communityprovide a reasonablescientific chance of substantiallydiminishing
spread of the disease.

(b) Most communitymitigationmeasuresstudied by the CDC demonstratesome
ability to reduce spread of the disease,but each needsto be evaluatedin the
context of the particular outbreak situation in that community.

(a) For example,if the disease is already widespreadin a community,mitigation
measuresmay require a more tailored approach focusing on protectingat-risk
individualsrather than imposingrestrictionson the entire population.

o Ability to implement

(a) Determine if the consideredmeasuresare feasibly implementableand are
sustainable.

1. Some measureshave significant support requirements;require assistance from
other departments,agencies,or organizations; or are too costly from an
economic or societal impact standpoint to implement.

2. Decision-makersshould evaluate how long these measurescan be sustained
before implementingthem (to discontinuea mitigationmeasure may be harder
once it is implemented).

3. Criticalshortagesand gaps can occur with the implementationor sustainment
of any measure.

o Trade-offs

(a) Determine if the consideredmeasuresprovideenough returnon investment for
the disruptions they will generate.

(b) Individualmitigationmeasuresare often easy to support (e.g., frequent hand-
washing),but community measures targeting social distancingor restrictionson
travel can be disruptive,and each community should evaluate the potentialgains
from those measures.

1. For example,before consideringsuspensionof service, the transit agency may
exercise its discretionand methodologyto advise passengersto decide
whether to use transit based on their knowledgeof their own risk level (e.g.,
immune-compromised,infectedwith COVID-19,whether symptomaticor
asymptomatic).

2. People with disabilities,people who are older, and people with accessand
functional needs will have difficulty getting to necessary services,such as
doctor's appointmentsand other communityservices.
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• In the federal decision-making process to develop and to issue community mitigation
guidance, consider the following actions:

o Identify other jurisdictions in close proximity performing activities to address
community mitigation.

(a) Although incident parameters may be different across jurisdictional boundaries,
uneven application of public health measures is often viewed critically by the
public when more or less restrictive compared to that of neighboring jurisdictions.

(b) If varying approaches are utilized, a component of messaging should include
reasoning as to why different approaches are being utilized in neighboring
jurisdictions.

o Evaluate critically mitigation measures for the potential to cause unintended or
perceived inequities across populations.

(a) For example, restrictions on movement in a geographic area with poorer
populations could be perceived as inequitable.

(b) If incident parameters support the action, messaging will be critically important.

o Prioritize protection of at-risk individuals.

(a) In early stages (as of early March 2020), those that are older or that have co-
morbidities appear more vulnerable to significant illness with COVID 19.

(b) Some mitigation measures can be targeted or tailored to protect these populations.

o Prioritize protection of the healthcare workforce and first responders.

(a) Some mitigation measures can be targeted or tailored to protect these populations.

(b) Some measures, such as quarantine of exposures in this population, can have
significant impacts on the availability of the workforce.

(c) Alternative workarounds may have to be considered, depending on the extent of
the outbreak, to permit enough persons to staff these critical positions (e.g., use of
PPE to prevent asymptomatic spread, workforce active monitoring, limiting
access to at-risk individuals).

o Provide messaging to impacted populations.

(a) Messaging will be a significant component of any community mitigation measure,
and early, consistent, accessible, and frequent plain-language messaging will be
required.

(b) A consistent message across the public sector will be vital to a successful
messaging campaign.

(c) As is frequently the case with public health messaging, advice may change based
on new understandings of the disease and its progress in a community.

(d) The public should be made aware in advance that community mitigation measures
and hence advice to the public may change as time progresses.
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Resources

The following resources can contribute to achieving the intermediate objectives and end-state of
this line of effort:

• Federal or SLTT epidemiologists. These professionals, based on epidemiological
investigations conducted on COVID-19 cases, provide mitigation guidance to the
community, while also balancing need for these systems to maintain effective operational
continuity.

• Regional emergency coordinators. The HHS RECs ensure that emergency management
coordination occurs seamlessly among public health authorities, healthcare systems, and
state emergency management agencies.

• The Strategic National Stockpile (SNS). The SNS provides medical countermeasures
(MCMs) and supplies required to implement community mitigation measures.

Potential Shortfalls

The following potential resource shortfalls are tied to the achievement of this line of effort’s end-
state and intermediate goals, and, thus, inform critical information requirements for the USG to
monitor and to appropriately respond with adequate augmentation and resourcing:

• Epidemiologists: Insufficient federal and SLTT epidemiologists result in shortfalls in
development of community mitigation guidance.

• Subject-matter experts. Inadequate technical assistance or unclear guidance to SLTT
jurisdictions or to the public on effectively tailoring federal community mitigation
guidance may result from a lack of enough qualified subject-matter experts.

• MCMs. Insufficient MCM supplies can result in a failure to implement MCM-related
community mitigation measures effectively.

Critical Information Requirements

Based on the resources and potential shortfalls described, the following CIRs for this line of
effort inform key federal and SLTT decisions to address potential response gaps:

CIR#1 Is federally issued community mitigation guidance adequate for SLTT communities to
effectively customize implementation to achieve reduction of SARS-CoV-2 transmission while
minimizing business, social, and economic disruptions?

CIR#2 What resource shortfalls are reported by SLTT jurisdictions that prevent implementation
of effective community mitigation measures?

CIR#3 Do the LFA and the CDC have adequate staffing to research, develop, and publish
prompt and effective guidance on NPI and other mitigation strategies?

CIR#4 Are business, social, and economic impacts monitored to determine if community
mitigation guidance at the SLTT communities requires appropriate adjustment while preventing
or minimizing SARS-CoV-2 spread?
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Appendix 7. Continuity of Operations and Essential Services

The objective of this line of effort is sustainment of national essential functions (NEFs), primary
mission-essential functions (PMEFs), and mission-essential functions (MEFs) across the USG,
SLTT jurisdictions, and the private sector. This line of effort includes the following activities:

• Provide guidance on continuity of operations programs and plans.

• Implement continuity of operations plans, if necessary.

• Preserve functioning of critical infrastructure and key resources (CIKR) and mitigate
impacts to the economy and to functioning society.

Purpose and End State

Maintain NEFs, PMEFs, and MEFs of the USG and continue to support SLTT and external
stakeholders.

Objectives

Key stakeholders will ensure that the following objectives are accomplished to achieve the given
end-state:

• Assess requirements and conditions for adoption and dissemination of USG continuity of
operations (COOP) implementation.

• Alert the USG for potential COOP directives to implement plans.

• Prepare the USG for continuity of operations in areas of concern (AOCs), validate the
notification process, and report status.

• Adopt and distribute a continuity of operations posture for the USG in AOCs in
accordance with the federal department and agency continuity plans.

• Preserve functioning of NEFs, PMEFs, and MEFs and key federal resources; mitigate
future disruptions to operations; and monitor degradation of continuity status and
situational awareness.

• Prepare to transition to new normal or return to primary operating status from a dispersed
posture.

Primary Coordinating Federal Departments and Agencies

Designated
SpecificResponseTasks

PrimaryCoordinatingFederal

Departments/AgencieswithinLineof Effort

Federaldepartments/agencies
FEMA

NationalSecurityCouncil

KeyFederalResponsibilities

Inaccordancewith the BiologicalIncidentAnnex,the followingfederalrolesand

responsibilitiesof the LFAas well as all federaldepartmentsand agencies(whethersupporting

the LFAor not)are designedto achievethe objectivesandend-state:
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• Coordinateactivities to ensure continuity across the USG,which includes the following
actions:

o Identify tasks and individuals,includingnon-healthcare-criticalmissions,that require
PPE,and prioritizePPE resources,as needed.

o Coordinatemessagingto ensure consistency for the federal workforce.

o Issue NPI implementationto the federal workforce specific to workplace activities
(e.g., daily office environment,telework, Joint FieldOffice or other field locations).

o Exercisecontinuity plansto prompt revisionand implementationfor operating in a
COVID-19environment.

Inaccordancewith FederalContinuity Directive1, federal departmentsand agencies address the
pandemic threat as part of preparednessand continuity planning.

• Review existing standard operating proceduresthat establish the activitiesexecuted to
support HHS and/or relate to a pandemic,includingworkforce and personalprotective
equipment policies and procedures.

• Determine which employeesare required to have remote access capabilities,ensure these
employeeshave been issued the necessary equipment,and maintain their accounts for
remote access.

• Developplans to ensure continued contractor support during a pandemic,with emphasis
on those who perform or support medium-exposure-riskoperationsand/or mission-
critical services within the parametersof the terms and conditions of already existing
contracts.

• Identifyappropriate backup essential personnel, includingthose in different geographic
locations,by positionand ensure that all personnelneeded to perform those essential
functions receive continuity training and any agency-specificpandemic training.
Consider on-the-job training requirementsto allownon-mission-criticalpersonnel to
perform mission-criticalfunctions in extreme circumstances.Incorporatetransportation
requirementsof dispersed personnel supportingheadquarterscrisis operations into
continuity planning.

• Plan for the sustained operations of essential functions based on business process analysis
factors for maximumdowntime.

• Identifyappropriate social distancingprotectivemeasures by personnelcategory or
function, includingassignment to alternate facilities, telework locations,or shift work, in
accordancewith direction providedby public health and medicalofficialsand the Office
of PersonnelManagement(OPM),in coordinationwith HHS,FEMA,and other
departments and agencies.

• Adjust executionof essential functions during the period of pandemic upon receipt of
guidance from the OPMor HHS.

• Addressthe distributionof personnel to alternate sites or varied shifts to enact social
distancingprotectivemeasures,in accordancewith the plan developed in Phase 2C.
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Operational Assessment

The following assessment criteria will determine effectiveness in achieving the given end-state:

• Federal D/A continuity plans fully addresses sustained workforce absenteeism greater
than 25 percent.

• Continuity guidance is reviewed and vetted by NSC, OPM, the LFA (due to potential
federal-to-federal requests for assistance, and DHS/FEMA as the lead for national
continuity programs.

• Federal D/A leadership, personnel, facilities, and communications (IT) are ready to
operate in a continuity-of-operations posture as determined by the White House NSC,
OPM, the LFA, and DHS/FEMA.

• When directed or upon meeting of COVID-19 triggers described in this COVID-19
Response Plan, the USG is promptly activated, relocated, and operational.

• FEMA/NCP may change the frequency with which federal D/A continuity status reports
are submitted and continuity calls occur with the aim to achieve the following aims.

o No degradation to continuity status

o Monitoring of absenteeism

o No gaps or shortfalls in delivery/availability of PMEFs, MEFs, and government
services

• The COVID-19 disease outbreak ultimately reaches a level that returns the USG to
Operational Phase 1, allowing federal departments and agencies to begin reconstitution
and resume normal operations.

Resources

The following resources can contribute to achieving the intermediate objectives and end-state of
this line of effort:

• IT and communications network. These capabilities are critical to ensure messaging
pathways for the federal workforce, and for the workforce to execute telework or
operations from continuity sites /alternate work locations to sustain MEFs

• Continuity plans and policies. Federal departments and agencies are responsible for their
own continuity plans and policies, in adherence to WH NSC and OPM policies and
guidance, which require frequent and consistent exercise among designated mission-
critical personnel.

• Personal protective equipment (PPE). Part of continuity of operations may entail
performing PMEFs and MEFs in and around COVID-19-impacted communities (e.g.,
disaster-support activities in a Stafford incident; law enforcement and physical security
functions at federal facilities; or special security events).

• Hygiene supplies and equipment. At both field and fixed federal department and agency
facilities, hygiene supplies and equipment to conduct adequate handwashing and/or
sanitizing are critical non-pharmaceutical interventions to keep a workforce healthy and
safe against COVID-19.
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• Social distancing. This can be implemented using alternate facilities, telework, shift
work, and other practices.

Potential Shortfalls

The following potential resource shortfalls are tied to the achievement of this line of effort’s end-
state and intermediate goals, and, thus, inform critical information requirements for the USG to
monitor and to appropriately respond with adequate augmentation and resourcing:

• Continuity plans and policies. Insufficient federal department and agency continuity
plans and policies to address operating in a COVID-19 environment (both in normal day-
to-day facilities and field locations) can lead to insufficient performance of federal
functions during the incident.

• PPE and hygiene supplies. Insufficient PPE and hygiene supplies and equipment to
protect the mission critical personnel implementing continuity of operations can result in
unnecessary illness and absenteeism in the mission-essential workforce.

• IT and communications systems. Disruptions in these systems due to the overload of
“last mile” may delay execution of MEFs.

Critical Information Requirements

Based on the resources and potential shortfalls described, the following CIRs for this line of
effort inform key federal and SLTT decisions to address potential response gaps:

CIR#1 What specific federal department and agency continuity-of-operation activities and
policies are NOT currently adequate to address the COVID-19 environment?

CIR#2 What PPE and hygiene supplies/equipment shortages reported by federal departments
and agencies hamper performance of PMEFs and MEFs by mission-critical personnel?

CIR#3 When implemented, what is the federal department and agency continuity status for
NEFs, PMEFs, and MEFs?
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Annex D. Logistics

Purpose

The purpose of this annex is to describe the National Logistics Systems (NLSs) for response
operations to support Health and Human Services (HHS) as the Lead Federal Agency (LFA)
with resources in response to COVID-19.

Scope

The scope of this annex describes the logistics concept of support in collaboration with HHS,
CDC, interagency partners, and the private sector, for strategically developed coordinated plans.
An additional aim is to delineate efforts during response operations (stabilization and restoration
of lifelines), with oversight and coordination with the Cybersecurity and Infrastructure Security
Agency (CISA) for ESF #14. FEMA and its interagency partners may be asked to coordinate
with regions and state, local, territorial, and tribal (SLTT), and insular area governments to
execute a coordinated plan of action for managing the efficient distribution of logistics supplies
and services in support of HHS as the lead federal Agency (LFA)

Situation

See COVID-19 Base Plan.

Mission

Delineated by HHS-LFA, the Whole Community may be requested to mobilize, manage end-to-
end, and deliver governmental, nongovernmental, and private sector resources within the
designated area(s) to stabilize, save, and sustain lives and to facilitate a successful transition
return to steady state.

Mission Objectives

• Coordinate planning and operational analysis among LFA, governmental,
nongovernmental, and private sector entities.

• Analyze, prioritize, allocate, and mobilize public and private resources to support SLTT
jurisdictions and to facilitate a transition to long-term recovery.

• Coordinate and implement international assistance resources and capabilities.

Execution

Concept of Support

The HHS SOC manages the coordinated delivery of essential resources, equipment, and services
to impacted communities and survivors in support of HHS, including emergency power and fuel
support, with state requests for assistance processed through the HHS Regions. This core
capability also synchronizes logistics capabilities and enables, to the extent legally appropriate or
stipulated, the support for stabilization, sustainment, and restoration of impacted supply chains.

Planning support critical tasks are as follows:
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Mobilize to coordinate thedelivery of governmental,nongovernmental, and privatesector
resources within and outside of the impacted area to save and sustain lives,meetbasic human
needs, set conditions, stabilize the incident, and facilitate a transition to steady state. This

includes alternate courses of action (COAs) for increased social distancing.

ESF # 7 (Logistics and Supply Chain Management) implements an interagency end-to - end (E2E)
supply chain system for a COVID - 19 response as delineatedby the LFA .

The NLSmaintainsresource supportcapability, with the ability to implementand sustain the
operationaltempo response operations. This lineofeffort uses organic capabilities including
contracts, as well as the resources ofother federalagencies ( ), ESF # 6 will collaboratewith
nongovernmentalorganizations (NGOs), voluntary organizationsactive in disasters (VOADs),
faith- based organizations (FBOs), and private sector partners. Additionally , through inclusion
ESF # 14, it integrates and engages both the FEMA NationalBusiness Emergency Operations
Center (NBEOC), and CISA NationalRisk ManagementCenter (NRMC) to facilitate business
led, government- supported incidentresponse and to stabilize community lifelinesto optimize
survivor access to criticalservices and businesscommunity.

Supply chain management integrates national supply chain processes with those at state and local
levels, from planning for customer-driven requirements for resources and services to resource
delivery to disaster survivors and responders. Figures D - 1and D - 2 depict relationshipsbetween
COVID -19 operational response phases and thebasic supply chain approach.

Phase 2B

OperationalPhase

Near

Certaintyor
Credible

Threat

Activation,

Situational

Assessment, and
Movement

Employmentof

ResourcesandStabilization
IntermediateOperations

CDC Interval Recognition Initiation Acceleration

COVID-19

Containment/Mitigation
Strategy

CurrentPosture
Aggressive
Containment

Transition from Containment to Community

Mitigation
FullCommunityMitigation

Figure D - 1: COVID - 19 Phase Indicators
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Figure D -2: OperationalPhases
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Key Resource Support Systems

The objective of logistics/ resource support is to facilitate a more rapid response for deploying the
most commonly requested resources.

Community Lifelines

A lifeline enables the continuous operation of government and criticalbusiness and is essential to
human health and safety or economic security . Lifelines are designed to highlightpriority areas
and interdependencies , focus attention on actions being taken, communicate coordination efforts
towards stabilization , and integrate information.

Safetyand
Security

Food , Water
Shelter

Healthand

Medical
Energy

(Power& Fuel)
Communications Transportation

Hazardous

Materials

Figure D - 3: Community Lifelines

Staged Resources

The primary locations for pre- staged resources is the HHS Strategic National Stockpile with
mass care and other lifesaving/ life sustaining resources available from the FEMA Distribution
Centers (DCs) and partners storage areas or vendors.

Allocation and Adjudication ofResources

Resource requests from the States are processed through the HHS Region and determined by the
HHS ASPR headquarters for consideration for sourcing and employment. The allocations will
need to be adapted based on the actual incident impact assessment and planning factors .

CriticalConsiderations

Resources phasing considers the critical considerations in Figure D -4 for themovementof
resources.

Time

the timerequiredfordevelopingresourcerequests, theorderingandassembling
ofresources, anddecision-makingas wellas thetimeneededforaccommodatingthe
distanceandspeedsrequiredformovingresourcesfrom pointsof embarkationto points
ofdebarkation

Includesthetimeneededfor assessingtransportationinfrastructurepost-

Capability
Identificationof thebestresourceformeetingthe request

Availability

/percentage of totalnumbers of resourcesavailable versusthe totalnumbers
available at specific times

ThroughputCapacity
amountofresourcesthatcan be deliveredduringa givenperiod

mixtureofenablersto supportand/or expandthroughput

Mode/ Source(s) of Transport

Routing

Identification of potentialtransportation chokepoints, impediments, or other
obstacles that exist and how to overcomethem

Priorities

needs

-sustainingneeds

Figure D - 4: ResourceMovement CriticalConsiderations
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Considerationsfor SourcingNational-levelResourcesto AchieveLifelines

Sourcingnational- levelresourceswill prioritize StrategicNationalStockpile(SNS) distribution
to those areas of intenseSARS-CoV- 2 transmissionwhile preservingan appropriateallocation
availability for allaffected statesand balancingthe need to maintain a standing strategic reserve
atthe StrategicNationalStockpile.

Logistics relies on an integrated, interagency approach to effectively source and allocate
resources during catastrophic andnon-catastrophic incidents to support requirements driven by

Lifelines. ESF # 7 has capabilities for supporting other ESFsthat serve a primary role in an
incident, depending upon the nature of the incidentand resources required through the sourcing

of the ResourcesManagementGroup ; ESF # 7 depends upon other ESFs for support in incidents

where ESF # 7 has a primary role. In allcases , numerous factors could impact the allocation and

adjudication of resources. Figure D -5 highlights themajor factors that ESFs should consider in

coordinating theallocation ofnational-level resources to the community lifelines in Figure D -3 .

Major ESF # 7 Considerations

All ofstatesaffected

Affectedpopulation

ESF # 1
Transportation

Majorhighways/bridges/ airports/ports damaged/ closedto traffic

Estimated time to repair / restore transportation critical infrastructure

Transportation infrastructure assessments

ESF # 2
Communications

of deployed ISB/ FSA teams

Support to IMATs and state EOC( )

Support to IOF and JFO

ESF # 3

PublicWorks

and Engineering

Majortransportationrouteswith non- functioningequipment, e. g.
traffic lights

transportation routes blocked by debris

of power grid / critical facilities and estimated time until
restoration; generatorrequirements

of navigationinfrastructure

ESF# 6
MassCare,

Emergency
Assistance,

TemporaryHousing
andHumanServices

requiringlifesaving/ life -sustainingsupport, to include
food and emergency supplies

populations:
Survivorsrequiringfood/meals,water, and sheltering

requiring only food /meals and water

ESF # 7

Logistics

Commodity requirements for shelter- seeking population , as
determined by ESF # 6

of responders requiring shelter support

ofgenerators required for supporting critical infrastructure
Maintenance of situational awareness and management of logistical
movements

Integration ofprivate sector capabilities and resources

disaster survivor resource support needs

ESF # 8

PublicHealthand

MedicalServices

of injuredthat requiremedicalcare; demandfor
consumablemedicalsupply (CMS) and durablemedical

equipment(DME)

of fatalities;bodybagdemand

Numberof potentially exposedindividualswhomay require
prophylaxis

Figure D - 5: Major Considerations for Allocation ofNational-Level Resources

NationalLevel

TheHHSSOC serves as the single integrator for federal logistics resources. This position
synchronizes federal logistics efforts with those of other federal agencies, NGOs, faith -based
organizations, andnational VOADs (NVOADs),NGOsand ESF # 6 during response and

recovery operationsas part of a unity ofeffort.
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NORTHCOM and the U . S. Pacific Commandrepresentthe DOD and coordinate Defense

SupportofCivilAuthorities(DSCA) support. HHSmay requestDOD supportto assist in the
augmentationof logisticssupportsites or operationalcapabilities.

HHSmay also use PSMAs/MAsdirected to theGeneralServicesAdministration(GSA) to
provide emergency leasing servicesfor space. Typicalrequests includesites for JFOs, ISBs,
FSAs, or RSCs.

Office ofBusiness, Industry, and InfrastructureIntegration ( )

Our increasingly interdependent society requiresboth public and private sectors to share risk and
responsibility before, during, and after disasters. Effective cross-sector collaboration for all
hazards is critical and can foster operational resilience for survivors and their communities
during disaster response and recovery. This requiresa transformation ofhow private-public
partnershipsdevelop, collaborate, and align to confrontsocietal shared all hazards risks.

FEMA has established the Office ofBusiness, Industry, andInfrastructure Integration (B3I)
aligned in the LogisticsManagementDirectorate (LMD), to build unity of effort that is more
inclusive of non- governmental capabilities as described in the fourth edition of the National
Response Framework (NRF) and the establishmentof Emergency Support Function (ESF) # 14 -
Cross-Sector Business and Infrastructure. B3I' s mission is connecting private and public sector
capabilities , during, and after disasters , enabling efficient response operations, and

shaping community economic resilienceand recovery .

B3Iwill advance theFEMA Strategic Plan goals in three areas:

1. Community Lifelines. Stabilize Community Lifelines to expedite recovery by establishing
the necessarybusiness- related relationships, processes, and doctrinebefore, and effective

public andprivatealignmentafter disasters.

. Cross-sector Collaboration. Serve as the FEMA lead for ESF- 14 as a primary agency to
fulfill the outcomes listed in theNRF ESF -14 Annex.

3 . Agency Operations. Ensureagency-wide cohesion for supportingnon-procurement
business/industry/ infrastructure- related partnership activities to enable effective economic

response and resilience for impacted communities.

The DHSCyber Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA) as the co-primary agency with FEMA as
ESF -14 leads play a key role in supporting coordination , information sharing, and analysis and
reporting on matters of infrastructure and cybersecurity . They manage and coordinate with
stakeholders through the NationalRisk Management Center and the Protective Security Advisor
Program .

Forrecovery efforts, the primary recovery support functions (RSFs) that would require
assistance from FEMA Logistics would be these:

Health and Social Services

Economic

Infrastructure Systems
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The CISA Integrated Operation Coordinating Center (CIOCC ) currently works with 16 Critical
Infrastructure sectors and serves as the coordinating mechanism for critical infrastructure and the

private sector. Other coordinating structures include the NBEOC , the Small Business
Administration , and chambers of commerce .

Regional Level

HHSregionsare integrated decision makers for all logistics functions prior to , during, and
following an incident. Regionalpersonnel staff JFOsand ISBs/ staging areas and identify,
develop , and coordinate the distribution ofregional resource requirements and capabilities with
SLTT responders.

Administration and Support

Each Federal department/agency that supports ESF # 7 will follow its own standard protocols for
activation, notification, deployment, and deactivation while continuing to execute itsroles and
responsibilities provided for within federal lawsand regulations.

During a catastrophic incident, under provisions of the Trade Agreement Act ( 19 U . S. C . 2501) ,
the President has delegated the waiver for the Buy American Act to the U . S. Trade
Representative for eligible products . FederalAcquisition Regulation (FAR ) Part 18 gives
flexibility to acquisition offices during a Stafford Act declaration to procure needed items from
sources other than U . S. manufacturers during a response.
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Appendix 1 to Annex D . Critical Transportation
Transportation

Purpose

The purpose of this appendix is to describe the delivery of theCritical Transportation core
capability within the FEMA responsemission area.

Critical Transportation provides transportation (includinginfrastructureaccess and accessible
transportation services) for responsepriority objectives, includingthe evacuation of people and
animals and thedelivery of vitalresponsepersonnel, equipment, and services into theaffected
area. Critical Transportation capabilities are coordinated through the FEMANRCC utilizing the
Movement Coordination Center (MCC), Response Operations, Departmentof Transportation
(DOT), and other interagency partners.

Critical Transportation Critical Tasks are as follows:

Establish physicalaccess through appropriate transportation corridors and deliver required
resources to save livesand meet theneeds of disaster survivors in support of the LFA.

Ensure basic human needs aremet, stabilize the incident, facilitate a transition to recovery, and
restorebasic services and community functionality in the affected area.

The Critical Transportation supports themovementof life-saving and life-sustaining resources
and services through its support of assessment and reconstitution of the transportation
infrastructure to meetoperational response priorities. Critical to assessment support is the ability
for core capability stakeholders to mobilize assessment teamsprior to full deploymentof
resources for the response. All requirements will be delineatedby HHSasthe LFA.

Mission

Within the affected area, federal interagency partners willestablish physical access through
appropriate transportation corridors to deliver the required resources to save and sustain lives and
facilitate a seamless transition to Recovery , in conjunction with state and local whole community
partners, as appropriate .

Transportation Tasks

• Coordinate planning and operational analysis to deliver Transportation requirements .

• Conduct assessments of the condition and safety of transportation routes and plan
accordingly .

Prioritize the restoration of damaged /unusable routes, identify alternate routes, and
coordinate rapid repairs to facilitate responderaccess and provide basic services .

Assess resource requirements to support the reconstitution of the transportation
infrastructure

Prioritize, adjudicate, and allocate resources for the delivery of Transportation
requirements .

Support the evacuation of disaster survivors.
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• Provide delivery of vital response personnel, equipment, and services into the affected

area

Respondto, coordinate, and prioritizethe delivery ofresourcesto disastersurvivorsand

respondersin the affectedarea.

Administration and Support

Each federaldepartment oragency that supports the Critical Transportation will follow their own
standard protocols for activation, notification, permits and waivers, deployment, and deactivation
while continuing to maintain their rolesand responsibilities provided for within Federal laws and
regulations.
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Annex E . HHS Information Collection Plan

HHS COVID - 19 Information Sharing & Decision-Making Flow Chart

Doesnew info change our posture?
Are there data gaps?
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Annex F. Federal Roles and Responsibilities

The Department ofHealth andHuman Services (HHS) is theLead Federal Agency (LFA) for
this incident. The federal interagency supports HHS, as requested, to assist state , local, tribal, and

territorial (SLTT) partners with related preparedness and response activities as outlined below .

DepartmentofAgriculture (USDA)

USDA conducts surveillancefor disease in livestock andpoultry, aswell as for viruseswith
pandemicpotential. USDAwilldeterminewhich animalproductsor live animals have the
potentialto introduceor spread a pandemic virus and which animalsmustbe quarantined and
inspected prior to entry into the United States. " USDA will also determinewhich live animals
mustundergoUSDA-supervisedquarantineand health examination prior to finalentry into the
United States. USDA ensures the safety of theNation s supply ofmeat, poultry, and processed
egg products through inspection. USDA, in coordinationwith Departmentof the Interior (DOI),
monitorswildbirdand animalpopulationsthroughoutthe United States for indicationsof viral
activity. The Centers forDisease Control(CDC) coordinateswith USDA, as required, to assist in

identifying, sequencing, and confirminglaboratory findings and containmenteffortsas required.
Additionally, USDA will

Provide personnelto the RegionalResponse Coordination Center (RRCC) and/or
NationalResponse Coordination Center (NRCC) to perform duties ofEmergency
Support Function (ESF) # 11 Agriculture and NaturalResources, in support ofpre- or
post-declaration support.

Provide U . S . ForestService personnel to theNRCC and/or RRCC to coordinate support
agency duties identified in the ESF Annexes oftheNationalResponse Framework
(NRF)

Providepersonnelfor area joint information centers.

Providepersonnel to ensure controlagainst the spread ofanimaldisease agents in support
of disaster operations.

Provide personnel and technical expertise to planning and preparation efforts for event
specific food safety inspectionsof the FoodSafety and Inspection Service (FSIS)
regulated product, if necessary.

Provide goods and services for the states to meet regulatory requirements if resourcesand
USDA FSIS personnel are available.

Providepersonnel, equipment, and supplies, as needed and if available, primarily for
communications, aircraft, andbase camps for deployed federalpublic health and medical
teams, as identified in the ESF # 8 Annex of theNRF.

• Develop plans to maintain continuity ofoperations for other Stafford Actdeclarations.

11Informationregardingforeign animaldisease/veterinary response is availableat:

https: //www.aphis.usda. gov/ aphis/ourfocus/ animalhealth/ emergency-management/ fadprep.
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• Collaborate with HHSand DOI to deliver an effective, multisector "One Health"
response that includes coordinated human, animal, plant, and environmental health
messaging.

• Provide technical expertise in support of animal and agricultural emergency management.

• Provide support to the states regarding waivers to the school lunch and other nutrition
assistance programs.

• Provide personnel to ensure control against the spread of animal disease agents in support
of disaster operations.

• Coordinate with federal departments to prevent the importation of infected birds and
animals into the United States.

Department of Commerce (DOC)
In coordination with the Department of Homeland Security (DHS), DOC works with private
sector, research, academic, and government organizations to promote sustaining infrastructure
and mitigating impact to the economy and functioning of society, including using its authority
under the Defense Production Act to ensure the timely availability of industrial products,
vaccines, antiviral drugs, materials, and services to meet homeland security requirements. DOC
coordinates as needed with HHS/CDC to expedite export licenses of strains, test kits/equipment,
and technology to specified destinations in order to allow rapid identification of strains, and
provide on ground support to contain/mitigate a pandemic. The CDC works with DOC and its
governmental, nongovernmental, business, and alliance partners to ensure pandemic response
includes all critical entities to minimize the economic impact of the pandemic.

Department of Defense (DOD)

DOD conducts medical surveillance and detection domestically and abroad, for the primary
purpose of force health protection and support to National Defense Missions, in coordination
with HHSand the CDC. DOD will, consistent with statutory authority, provide support in
response to a pandemic when requested by HHSor another federal department or agency, when
approved by the Secretary of Defense or as directed by the President. This assistance may
include support to reduce the spread of a pandemic disease as well as mitigate pandemic
consequences to the public. DOD operations are conducted under the control of the geographic
and functional commanders in accordance with the NRF domestically and Department of State-
led processes and procedures internationally based on the overall global threat environment. The
CDC works with DODto plan and coordinate epidemiological surveillance, laboratory surge,
and support for Strategic National Stockpile (SNS) transportation and security when required to
minimize travel disruptions and consequent impact on economic activity. Examples of other
potential DOD support activities include these:

• Enhance global surveillance efforts and detection of human infections with new and
unknown subtypes.

• Augment public health and medical surveillance, laboratory diagnostics and confirmatory
testing.
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• Deploy available personnel, including public health and medical personnel, to maintain
operation of the highest priority critical health care infrastructure and key resources (e.g.
hospitals) and points of distribution.

• Provide available deployable medical facilities and personnel to temporarily augment
hospital emergency department and medical treatment capacity in overwhelmed critical
areas.

• Provide logistics (e.g., transportation) and distribution of SNS assets.

• Provide available fatality management assistance capabilities including victim
identification, remains transport, and mortuary affairs processing.

• Provide available medical and other health screening capability at priority ports of entry.

• Provide public health and medical surveillance, laboratory diagnostics, and confirmatory
testing (e.g., Armed Forces Health Surveillance Branch, Defense Laboratory Network) in
coordination with HHS and CDC’s Laboratory Response Network.

• Provide modeling assistance.

• Provide a liaison representative to the HHS Secretary’s Operation Center (SOC) as
needed.

• Provide support as described in the NRF.

DOD National Guard Bureau (NGB)

State-controlled National Guard military operations are conducted under the control of the
Governors. The Chief, National Guard Bureau, is responsible for communications between the
states and the Secretary of Defense for matters involving National Guard forces.

• Provide liaisons to HHS(and FEMA, if activated)

• Provide support per the NRF.

Department of Education (ED)

ED coordinates with HHS/DHS and public and private education entities to collect and
disseminate model pandemic plans for adoption at the state levels, as well as information on
exercises and training, and monitors and shares information on pandemic impacts. The CDC will
coordinate with ED to ensure public information response actions include information to schools
about disseminating health information; planning for staff and student absences, school closures
or early dismissals; and maintaining a learning environment.

Department of Energy (DOE)

The Department of Energy’s mission is to ensure America’s security and prosperity by
addressing its energy, environmental and nuclear challenges through transformative science and
technology solutions. Within DOE, the National Nuclear Security Administration (NNSA)
protects the American people by maintaining a safe, secure, and effective nuclear weapons
stockpile; by reducing global nuclear threats; and by providing the U.S. Navy with safe,
militarily-effective naval nuclear propulsion plants.
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The Office of Environment, Health, Safety and Security, is DOE’s pandemic lead through its
role as chair and coordinator of the Department’s Biological Event Monitoring Team (BEMT).
The BEMT ensures DOE readiness in the event of a pandemic or other biological threat.

DOE is a science mission agency that stewards 17 National Laboratories which have served as
the leading institutions for scientific innovation in the United States for more than 70 years. The
DOE National Laboratories have provided decades of biodefense expertise and world class
capabilities in many relevant technology areas including chemistry, computational biology,
materials science, high-performance computing, modeling and simulation, and risk analysis.
DOE’sworld class analytical capabilities are being used to characterize biological samples to
inform the rapid development of detection assays, and for the development or repurposing of
medical countermeasures that are needed for an effective response to emerging biological
threats. DOE user facilities and other scientific assets are used by the Department of Defense, the
National Institutesof Health, and non-government entities such as universities and companies.

DOE, in coordination with interagency and industry partners, works to monitor and manage the
Nation’s energy infrastructure and execute incident management responsibilities, as the
coordinating agency for Emergency Support Function #12, under the National Response
Framework, and as the Sector Specific Agency for the energy sector, to include responding to
energy infrastructure disruptions, and assisting in the rapid recovery of energy supplies.

General Services Administration (GSA)

In a co-lead capacity under ESF#7 and in a supporting role under ESF#8, GSA provides logistics
and real estate acquisition, management, and disposal support services. GSA ensures that facility
operations in public buildings and leased space under GSA’s custody and control--which house a
substantial portion of the federal workforce--incorporate the means and methods necessary to
reduce risk of infection as defined by the CDC. Additionally, GSA allows eligible ordering
entities to access all Federal Supply Schedules for the purchase of supplies and services, when
expending federal grants funds in response to Public Health Emergencies. Information at this
link: https://www.gsa.gov/acquisition/purchasing-programs/gsaschedules/state-and-local-
government-customers/public-health-emergencies-program. GSA's PMEF is to lead and
coordinate Federal Government physical reconstitution efforts, including acquisition and
provisioning of real property, commercial goods, information technology and contract services.

• Provide resource support for ESF #6, #7 and #8 requirements as requested by the FEMA
Logistics Management Directorate (LMD) to meet the needs of the affected population.
Other government agencies, including HHS, may request GSA ESF #6, #7 and #8
resource support through the FEMA LMD.

• Determine accessibility status for GSA owned/leased buildings.

• Provide design, construction, and project management services.

• Provide facilities management, energy management, damage assessments, fire protection,
and environmental management services.

• Provide emergency provisioning of real estate, leasing, and asset disposal functions.
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Department of Health and Human Services (HHS)

HHS is the U.S. Government’s (USG) principal agency for protecting the health of all Americans
and provides essential human services, especially for those who are least able to help themselves.
During a pandemic, the HHS intent is to stop pathogen transmission within U.S. borders; ensure
the affected population is receiving treatment, appropriate medical countermeasures, or other
interventions to protect or restore health; and provide federal assistance to SLTT and private
sector entities to enable and restore activity to meet the demand of the population.

In addition to federal statutes, a number of National Strategies and Presidential Directives
establish HHS as the lead federal department responsible for the protection of the health of the
civilian population against both intentional and accidental or naturally occurring threats. It is also
responsible for coordinating with other federal agencies and impacted SLTT, private sector, and
nongovernmental partners, as appropriate, in responding to a biological incident. HHS leads
public health efforts to advance the behavioral health of the Nation and maximize the
independence, well-being and health of older adults and people with access and functional needs.
The Secretary of HHS leads all federal public health, medical, and human services response to
public health and medical emergencies covered by the NRF and the NDRF. HHS may request
related to support from other departments and agencies, including additional, planning support,
information management support, supply chain sustainment, and external affairs support.

Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (ASPR)

ASPR leads the nation and its communities in preparing for, responding to, and recovering from
the adverse health effects of public health emergencies and disasters. Key activities during a
pandemic include these:

• Manages the Incident Response for the Department through the Secretary’s Operations
Center and Incident Support Team.

• Leads the Public Health Emergency Medical Countermeasures Enterprise, which
comprises the CDC, the National Institutes of Health, the Food and Drug Administration,
and interagency partnerships with the Department of Veterans Affairs (VA), DOD, DHS,
and USDA.

• Provides federal support to augment state and local capabilities during an emergency or
disaster, including the provision of medical professionals through ASPR's National
Disaster Medical System, technical assistance to healthcare system stakeholders, and
resource coordination.

• Implements and operationalizes pertinent authorities authorized by the Public Health
Service Act.

• Distributes required medical equipment and supplies (e.g., PPE) from the Strategic
National Stockpile (SNS), as required/directed.

• Supports the development and sustainment of Healthcare System Resilience

• Supports of the Healthcare and Public Health (private) sector

• Lead ESF #8.
• Manages the International Health Regulations (IHR) National Focal Point, which serves

as the official pathway for notifications to the World Health Organization.

• Leads the Health and Social Services Recovery Support Function.
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• Provides support and funds through ASPR Hospital Preparedness Program (HPP),
including technical assistance from Field Project Officers (FPOs).

Administration for Children & Families (ACF)

The ACF is an operating division of HHS that promotes the economic and social well-being of
families, children, individuals and communities with funding, strategic partnerships, guidance,
training and technical assistance. Significant responsibilities during the Coronavirus response
include these:

• Lead planning and execution of emergency and non-emergency repatriation operations of
US citizens and dependents of US citizens that are identified by the Department of State
as having returned, or been brought, from a foreign country or jurisdiction to the United
States.

• Provide guidance and recommendations to STTL and federal partners to support the
continued provision of human services.

• Providing relevant risk communications and mitigation strategies developed by CDC to
grantees providing services to at-risk individuals (i.e. children, pregnant women, 65+
population).

• Collaborate with partners to identify and mitigate gaps and shortfalls of human services
provided to at-risk individuals.

• Provide technical assistance to block grant recipients (ex., states) for re-allocation of
funding to support state mitigation strategies (when requested by a grantee);

• Collaborate with ACF grantees to monitor capacity to continue providing human services
to at-risk individuals. This includes, but is not limited to, collaborating with grantees of
the following ACF offices: Office of Child Care, Office of Head Start, Office of Refugee
Resettlement, and the Family and Youth Services Bureau;

Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (CDC)

CDC is an operational component of HHS that is responsible for the nation’s health protection.
The CDC’s administration, scientists, and staff track diseases, research outbreaks, and respond to
emergencies to protect the nation from health, safety, and security threats, both foreign and in the
United States. The following critical functions may be executed by the CDC to effectively
prepare for, respond to, and recover from a pandemic:

• Conduct epidemiologic and surveillance activities to define cases and identify the
populations at risk.

• Provide laboratory support for the identification, confirmation, characterization, and drug
susceptibility of the pathogen.

• Provide guidance on identification, diagnosis, and clinical management of human cases.

• Provide guidance on use of NPIs that may be utilized for prophylaxis and treatment.
• Develop effective infection control practice recommendations for healthcare settings.

• Prevent the entry of communicable disease into the United States through quarantine
orders and isolation measures that may be used at U.S. ports of entry.

• Provide guidance on non-pharmaceutical mitigation strategies to assist with the
containment and control of infectious agents.
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• Conduct assessments and identify mitigation solutions for worker safety and health issues
related to exposure to the biological agent and other hazards workers face during
response and recovery options.

• Provide technical assistance to SLTT, federal, and international partners to support public
health activities.

• Disseminate key public health and risk mitigation messages to the public to provide
timely, accurate, clear, consistent, credible, and easily accessible information relevant to
needs of all stakeholders.

• Work with appropriate agencies to assess threats to human health from exposed animals
and develop policies for appropriate control measures in animal populations.

• Provide rapid and sustained public health assessment, leadership, expertise, and support
by deploying personnel both to the impacted area for select issues and to the CDC
Emergency Operations Center (and other emergency operation centers) for technical and
administrative mission.

• Provide technical assistance to USDA as they assess if programmatic changes to school
lunch and other programs are warranted to reduce secondary effects of pandemic
mitigation measures.

• Coordinate with the Occupational Safety and Health Administration regarding guidance
for use of personal protective equipment (PPE) in healthcare settings and other workplace
settings.

Food and Drug Administration (FDA)

FDA regulates, licenses, and approves vaccines, antiviral drugs, and diagnostic tests and oversees the
Nation’s medical products to protect and promote public health during public health emergencies. FDA
conducts the following activities during a pandemic:

• Conduct surveillance of the medical product supply chain, including potential disruptions to
supply or shortages of critical medical products in the U.S.

• Provide FDA inspections and monitoring compliance of FDA products manufactured
overseas.

• Monitor, evaluate, and approve all imported shipments of FDA-regulated products.
• Create a cross-agency task force dedicated to closely monitoring for fraudulent products and

false claims related to COVID-19.
• Provide regulatory advice, guidance, and technical assistance to advance the development

and availability of vaccines, therapies, and diagnostic tests for COVID-19.
• Evaluate and issue emergency use authorization (EUA) or emergency dispensing orders

when appropriate.

National Institutes of Health (NIH)

NIH is an operational component of HHS and lead agency for the U.S. biomedical research
response. NIH conducts research on emerging and re-emerging infectious diseases and
facilitates the discovery and development of MCMs including diagnostics, therapeutics, and
vaccines to prevent, treat, and control diseases in the U.S. and globally. NIH’s critical
functions contributing to pandemic response include the following activities:

• Conduct research to understand the pathogenesis of COVID-19 and the virology of its

causative agent, SARS-CoV-2.
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• Developand make availableto the researchcommunityreagents(includingviral isolates)
and animalmodels.

• Conduct preclinicaland clinical researchto develop and evaluate medical
countermeasures,includingdiagnostics,therapeutics,and vaccines.

• Understandthe ecology and natural history of COVID-19,understandingitsspread and
clinicalmanifestationsto informdevelopmentand evaluationof medical
countermeasures.

• Providecare for COVID-19patientsat the NIHClinicalCenter under a researchprotocol
and buildour understandingof disease pathogenesiswhile simultaneouslymaintaining
the safety of other patientsand continuingthe importantresearchbeingconductedthere.

Departmentof HomelandSecurity (DHS)

The Secretaryof DHSis the principalfederal official for domestic incidentmanagement.The
Secretary isresponsiblefor coordinatingfederal operationswithin the UnitedStates to prepare
for, respondto, and recover from terrorist attacks,major disasters,and other emergencies,
includingbiologicalincidents.The DHSSecretarycoordinatesthe federal responseas provided
in HSPD-5.

Chief MedicalOfficer

The Chief MedicalOfficer servesas the Department’sprimarypoint of contact with HHSand
other federal departmentsor agencieson medicaland public health issues.

CustomsandBorderProtection

Per the Biological IncidentAnnex, for biologicalincidentssuspectedor detected inside or at U.S.
bordersor those individualsthat may travel to the UnitedStates from abroad,CBPmay detain
and/or quarantineindividualsuntil medical authoritieshave been alerted.CBP may deny the
admissionof an alien not lawfullyadmittedfor permanentresidence who is infectedwith
COVID-19,as with any reportablecommunicabledisease of public healthsignificance.

• Analyze passenger travel data relevant to the movementof persons from impacted
internationallocationswith COVID-19and providethis informationto the interagency,
in conjunctionwith operationalconsiderations,to help informthe selectionof U.S.
airports for enhancedhealthscreeningfor coronavirus.

• Implementtargetingrules relatingto travel from PRC (excludingthe SARSof Hong
Kongand Macau)or other impactedCOVID-19areas,per State Departmentand CDC
Travel Advisoriesto identify travelersmeetingthe criteria of the proclamation,while
havinga minimalimpact to operations.

• For COVID-19,assess personsat, or between,POEs(legalor unlawful entry) for travel
history inPRC (excludingthe SARSof HongKongand Macau)or other designatedarea
(per State and CDC)within the past 14 days and/or showingsigns or symptomsin
accordancewith CDC guidance.
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Cybersecurity Infrastructure Security Agency (CISA)

• Coordinates with private sector and government partners to provide situational awareness
and assist in recommending guidelines, best practices, and mitigating activities to
promote infrastructure sustainment.

• Assist in identifying, analyzing, and managing consequences to national critical
functions.

• Execute ESF #2 and ESF #14 responsibilities.

Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA)

FEMA is an operational component of DHS that coordinates ESFs, Recovery Support Functions
(RSFs), and funding support to impacted areas during Stafford Act disasters. FEMA’s
Administrator is the principal advisor to the President, the Secretary of Homeland Security, and
the Homeland Security Council regarding emergency management. The FEMA Administrator’s
duties include advising the President in carrying out the Stafford Act; operating the NRCC;
supporting all ESFs and RSF’s; and preparing for, protecting against, responding to, and
recovering from an all-hazards incident. A Federal Coordinating Officer, appointed by the
President in a Stafford Act declaration, coordinates federal activities in support of the states and
tribal and territorial governments. Reporting to the Secretary of Homeland Security, the FEMA
Administrator is also responsible for managing the core DHS grant programs that support
homeland security activities. FEMA develops, with the Office of Personnel Management and
federal departments and agencies, DHS Surge Capacity Force personnel requirements.

During a pandemic, FEMA—

• Supports HHS requests for interagency planning and coordination through ESF #5 and
consistent with PPD-44 and HSPD-5.

• Reports the status of National Essential Functions to the White House in accordance with
PPD-40.

• If the President invokes the Stafford Act, FEMA will coordinate federal support for
consequence management through the National Response Coordination Center.

Federal Protective Service (FPS)

• Coordinate with the Facility Security Committee and/or Designated Official to implement
and enforce any new requirements as necessary, this included restricting access or closing
the facility.

National Operations Center (NOC)

• Serve as the primary national-level hub for domestic situational awareness, common
operating picture, information fusion, information sharing, communications and strategic-
level operations coordination.

• Maintain situational awareness and the common operating picture via the Homeland
Security Information Network.
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Transportation Security Administration (TSA)

TSA is an operational component of DHS with broad authority to protect aviation safety,
security in all modes of transportation, and national security. The Administrator is responsible
for security in all modes of transportation, an authority that includes assessing threats to
transportation; developing policies, strategies, and plans for dealing with threats to transportation
security; and carrying out such other duties, relating to transportation security as the
Administrator considers appropriate, to the extent authorized by law. Pursuant to this statutory
authority, TSA issues emergency amendments (EAs) to foreign air carriers and security
directives (SDs) to domestic carriers. If the Administrator decides that a particular threat cannot
be addressed in a way adequate to ensure, to the extent feasible, the safety of passengers and
crew of a particular flight or series of flights, he may cancel the flight or series of flights. During
a pandemic, TSA uses its authority to mitigate the spread of disease, as well as maintain
continuity of transportation security operations at commercial airports to mitigate impact on
commerce and travel.

U.S. Coast Guard

The Coast Guard is the principal Federal agency responsible for maritime safety, security, and
environmental stewardship in U.S. ports and waterways. The Coast Guard, working in
cooperation with CDC, CBP and other government agencies and port stakeholders, will assess
maritime vessel situations on a case-by-case basis. If necessary, the Coast Guard can issue a
Captain of the Port order to restrict a vessel's movement and/or withhold entry to establish best
course of action prior to allowing entry.

• In accordance with the Biological Incident Annex, the USCG will conduct ports and
waterways coastal security, search and rescue, and marine safety missions during a
COVID-19 disease outbreak.

• These missions include exercising of port control authorities, enforcement of security
zones, alien migrant interdictions, and counter terrorism operations.

• For COVID-19 and any other highly infectious disease outbreaks, the USCG under its
cognizant authority shall enforce quarantines, per the direction of the CDC, in the
maritime environment.

U.S. Department of the Interior (DOI)

DOI, in coordination with the U.S. Forest Service, monitors wild bird and animal populations
throughout the United States for indications of viral activity disease and offers advanced
capabilities to detect, identify and characterize newly emerging pathogens of wildlife. It provides
permits and inspects wildlife and wildlife products being imported into and exported out of the
United States. DOI enforces and publicizes wildlife border controls and, if appropriate, utilizes
them, permitting authorities to restrict the import or export of wild birds. In addition, DOI
manages federal lands in which humans and animals engage in a wide variety of activities and
interact. DOI also provides personnel to manage zoonotic disease risk from wildlife on DOI
lands. DOI collaborates with HHS and USDA to deliver effective "One Health" response that
integrates human, animal, plant and environmental health messaging.
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Department of Justice (DOJ)

• Provide security for the SNS, secure movement of inbound medical equipment, supplies,
blood, and tissues.

• In conjunction with SLTT partners, provide security for vaccine production facilities.

• Provide credible threat information regarding SNS transportation and vaccine
distribution.

DOJ – Department of Alcohol, Tobacco, and Firearms

• Provide personnel to designated operations center to perform duties of ESF #13 – Public
Safety and Security, if requested.

Department of Labor (DOL)

DOL fosters, promotes, and develops the welfare of the wage earners, job seekers, and retirees of
the United States; improves working conditions; advances opportunities for profitable
employment; and assures work-related benefits and rights.

DOL – Occupational Safety and Health Administration (OSHA)

OSHA assures safe and healthful working conditions by setting and enforcing standards and by
providing training, outreach, education, and assistance. Before and during pandemics, OSHA
provides compliance assistance and guidance for workers and employers, including information
about control measures to prevent pandemic diseases in the workplace. OSHA also can provide
specialized expertise to other federal agencies and state, local, territorial, tribal, and insular
governments, including state-run occupational safety and health programs (state plans), as
requested.

OSHA leads implementation of the NRF Worker Safety and Health Support Annex preparedness
and response actions to protect response workers. OSHA can provide specialized expertise to
protect response and recovery workers, including through the following: Risk assessment and
management; identification, assessment, and control of health and safety hazards; development
and oversight of health and safety plans; worker exposure monitoring, sampling, and analysis;
PPE selection, including respirator fit-testing, and decontamination; and incident-specific worker
safety and health training.

Corporation for National and Community Service (CNCS)

• Provide personnel to RRCC and/or NRCC in support of various emergency support
functions (e.g., Mass Care, Emergency Assistance, Housing, and Human Services, etc.).

American Red Cross (ARC)

• Support mass care requests.

• Coordinate with HHS and/or local public health authorities for the medical screening of
sheltered populations and the provision of limited, outpatient medical support to sheltered
populations.
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• Provide for disaster-relatedhealth and behavior health needs through direct services
and/or referrals,based on volunteer staff availability.

• Provide a liaison to HHS.

• Provideclose coordinationwith other nongovernmentalorganizationvolunteers who may
not be aware of the technicalitiesof the pandemic.

Small Business Administration (SBA)

• Execute pandemic elements of continuity plan and consider any actions that may be
required to effect long-termrecovery from a pandemic.

Department of State (DOS)

• Carry out diplomatic activitiesand internationalU.S.government messagingrelated to
disease outbreaks—whetherdomestic, regional,or global—incoordinationwith other
U.S.agencies and international partners,as appropriate.

• Draft and revise policies and plansfor the potentialdonation of anti-viral,vaccine,
diagnostic tests, and medicalequipment and suppliesto internationalpartners, in
coordinationwith HHS and National Security Council.

Department of Transportation (DOT)

DOT coordinates transportationsector efforts and works to ensure that appropriate,coordinated
actions are taken by the sector to limit the spread and impact of a pandemic while preservingthe
movement of essential goods and services.

• Coordinate through the appropriate interagency processes and partners to identify and
discuss threat-specific policy considerationsand decisions.

• ProvideEmergencyMedicalServices (EMS)technical assistance,and guidance for 911
public safety answeringpointsto Interagencypartners, the Federal Interagency
Committee on EMS,and the NationalEMS Advisory Council.

• Coordinatewith HHS and CDC to address the equities and needs of the EMS community.

PerformsEmergencySupport Function#1(ESF-1)responsibilitiesin accordance with the
NationalResponseFramework,ESF-1- TransportationAnnex, and the InteragencyPandemic
Crisis Action Plan SynchronizationMatrix in Annex X. Supportingactions include,but are not
limited to, these:

• ProvidingDOT personnel to fill positionsin operations centers and emergency response
teams and other entities, as necessary.

• At the request of Interagencypartners,providingtechnical support to assist logistical
movement operations.

• Assisting FEMA/HHS,or other interagency partners, to identify alternative,accessible
transportationsolutions for those who require assistance to access medical care.
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• Facilitating the movement of first responders and other FEMA, or Lead Federal Agency-
identified teams, through regulatory relief and routing assistance.

• Assisting FEMA/HHS to identify alternative methods to transport contaminated solid
materials, Category A Infectious Substances, or suspected biohazard contaminated
substances.12

Department of the Treasury (TREAS)
TREAS monitors and evaluates the economic impacts of a pandemic, helps formulate the
economic policy response and advises on the likely economic impacts of containment/mitigation
efforts. The Secretary of the Treasury is also responsible for preparing policy responses to
pandemic-related international economic developments; for example, leading the federal
government’s engagement with the multilateral development banks (MDB) and international
financial institutions (IFI), including encouraging the MDB and IFI efforts to assist countries to
or jurisdictions address the impact of an pandemic. The CDC will work with TREAS to facilitate
medical countermeasure production and procurement.

Department of Veterans Affairs (VA)

• Provide PPE fit-testing, medical screening, and training for ESF #8 and other federal
response personnel.

• Provide VA staff as ESF #8 liaisons to FEMA Incident Management Assistance A Teams
deploying to the state emergency operations center.

• Provide VA planners currently trained to support ESF #8 teams.

• Provide vaccination services to VA staff and VA beneficiaries in order to minimize stress
on local communities.

• Furnish available VA hospital care and medical services to individuals responding to a
major disaster or emergency, including active duty members of the armed forces as well
as National Guard and military Reserve members activated by state or federal authority
for disaster response support.

• Provide ventilators, medical equipment and supplies, pharmaceuticals, and acquisition
and logistical support through VA National Acquisition Center.

• Provide burial services for eligible veterans and dependents and advises on methods for
interment during national security emergencies.

• Designate and deploy available medical, surgical, mental health, and other health service
support assets.

• Provide one representative to the NRCC during the operational period on a 24/7 basis.

12 Currently, the USG’s classification recommendation is that the 2019-nCoV is a Category B infectious substance,

that is “not in a form generally capable of causing permanent disability or life-threatening or fatal disease in

otherwise healthy humans.” If the classification remains Category B,existing processes at hospitals and landfills can

handle waste transport and disposal without a special permit, under exceptions for regulated medical waste (RMW).
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Annex G . RegionalOperationalCoordination

The concept for the receipt, adjudication , and delivery of federal assistance should follow normal
operational coordination mechanisms to the greatest extent possible . The types and level of

Federal assistance provided may be adjusted based on the impact of the outbreak across the

Nation. See corresponding Messaging Factsheet for external affairs guidance .

Limited COVID - 19 Spread within the United States (Phase 1c)

The HHS and FEMA Regionsmaintain coordination with their respective State and Territory
public health and emergency management counterparts , with the FEMA regions amplifyingHHS
public health messaging and guidance to do the followingasneeded :

• Deliver and promulgate community mitigation and medicalcaremessaging including:

o Community Intervention Guidance

o Medical TreatmentGuidance HHS ASPR / CDC

(in coordinationwith

o MedicalCareSurge Operations department and agencies)

Guidance
Status on S / L

Capacity, Support Communications,

Receiveandprocessto theHHS
Requirements, and

Operational

nationalIncidentManagementTeam Limiting Factors
Guidance, Assistance

(IMT) and Incident Support Team (IST)
established at the Secretary sOperation

Partnership for Public Health

RegionalOffices & NationalAssociations

Center(SOC) allFederal/ State/Local (NACHO , NEMA, NACO , etc)

requests for information , requests for

assistance , and limiting factors
States / Territories

Provide subjectmatter expertise and

planning guidance

Logistics supply chain analysis

Support HHS/ASPR Region - led SLTT and health sector engagement on VirusMitigation
Preparations (see guidance below )

CDC will provide technical support and guidance directly to SLTT public health
agencies, and facilitate timely information exchange and resourcesupportin coordination

withHHSandtheir RegionalEmergencyCoordinators( RECs)

Confirmed of COVID - 19 Spread in Select Areas ( i. e . , few
clusters , Phase 2 a )

Should the outbreak spread to multiple locations, some federalmedical team capabilities (e. g.,
HHS IncidentManagement Teams, Medical Assistance Teams)may be deployed to
support specific mission requirements. These requirements may include additional repatriation ,
quarantine, isolation , case investigations , and SLTT medical care augmentation . These missions
are expected to decrease as the overall response posture adjusts to the spread of cases in
communities.
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States and territories may be expected to request federal assistance through HHS including, but
not limited to , these items:

• Funding to augment enhanced health and medicaloperations

Waivers to increase flexibility ( e. g. , CMS 1135)
Operationalguidance

Expert technical assistance

Emergency medical care (limited deployable federal resources as these may be tasked
with response in their home jurisdiction or agencies)

Temporary medical facilities

Purchaseand distribution of food, water, medicine, andother consumables

Movementof supplies and persons
Security, barricades fencing, and warning devices
Communicating health and safety information to the public
Technical assistance on disaster management and control

Support to medical examiners andmass mortuary services (limited deployable federal
resources as these may be tasked with response in their home jurisdiction or agencies )

Regionalized Posture for Response Operational Support

The ASPR RegionalResponse Plan (Annex C to the IncidentManagement Framework ) affirms
that the fundamental purpose of the ASPR Regional Offices is to assess evolving incidents ,

coordinate with (F ) SLTT and NGO partners , give technical assistance / guidance regarding
relevant federal support , and provide notification and analysis of such incidents to ASPR
leadership and the SOC . ASPR Regional Administrators ( ) responsible for making
recommendations to the Director of Emergency Management and Medical Operations (EMMO )
and Federal Health Coordinating Officers / IncidentManagers (FHCO / IM ), if designated , for
additional staffing and resource requirements for public health /medical incidents and events .
CDC will provide technical support and guidance directly with public health agencies to
facilitate information exchange and resource support.

Coordinated asnecessary by the ASPR RA, HHS Regional Offices will provide support to their
impacted states and healthcare coalition partners , leveraging the individual agency capabilities of
HHS operating divisions (OPDIVs ) and Staff Divisions (STAFFDIVs), including flexibilities of
granting mechanisms already established with the states .

In coordination with the ASPR RA , other HHS regional leaders may utilize their established
relationships to enhance communications with SLTT leaders (e . g ., the Regional Director RD
the governor mayor or executive branch officials ; Regional Health Administrator (RHA) to

public health and medical officials ).

ASPR Regional Emergency Coordinators (RECs) who remain in the Regionsmay virtually
deploy to State EOCs or Health Department Operations Centers as Agency Representatives to
coordinate requests for assistance through a procedure established by the ASPR RA. The ASPR
RA will submit appropriate requests for information (RFIs and Requests for Resources (RFRs)
through the established process to the national IMT for adjudication and assignment /deployment

of approved resources . The ASPR RA will establish a procedure to ensure the communication of

the disposition of such requests to the originator .
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The applicable FEMA RegionalResponse Coordination Center (s) (RRCC) may be activated to
augmentHHS coordination . In each Region, the FEMA RA and ASPR RA will establish a joint
unified coordination group (UCG ) and a task organization comprised of ASPR and FEMA

personnel to facilitate the planning and implementation of collaborative response efforts.

FEMA may activate a Response Operations Cell (ROC ) at its NationalResponse Coordination
Center (NRCC) to coordinate emergency management guidance andmessaging, liaise with HHS,
and facilitate headquarters intra - or inter- agency coordination .

The FEMA Crisis Action Task Force presence atHHSheadquarters will remain and ensure
headquarters - level coordination among FEMA and HHS.

The FEMA Region may deploy its pre-rostered IMAT-Advance personnel to the State EOCsor
RRCCs to help facilitate multi-agency coordination and information sharing upon requestby the
receiving state to the respective Regional Administrator with approval from the FEMA ORR
Associate Administrator . IMAT- A personnel may be employed by the Region to participate in
readiness activities prior to activation ( e. g. , training, exercises, planning).

Nationwide Spread of COVID 19 (Phase 2b / 2c )

During this Phase, theremay be widespread illness and scarce resources available across the
Nation. Assumingmost, ifnot all, states are impacted and are requesting assistance, federal
supportmaybe limited to these activities :

Funding to augment enhanced medical operations and execution of emergency protective
measures through existingmechanisms

Operational guidance and reach -back support

• Expert technical assistance

• Emergency management coordination and liaison support (e. ., IMAT- A ), as needed

Regionalized Posture for Response Operational Support

The HHS Incident Management Team (IMT) remains the lead for coordinating support to
impacted states , leveraging HHSmechanisms already established through the Regions as well as
national assets. The HHS IMTwill facilitate the prioritization and adjudication of ESF -8 support
in a national response , should widespread transmission create competing needs in a scarce
resource environment . The joint ASPR -FEMA UCG and task organization in applicable FEMA
RRCCs may serve to augment HHS-coordination and provide consequence management support.

State COVID - 19 responses and declarations have the following characteristics :

Ledby respective joint ASPR -FEMA UCGs, the RRCCswill function as the primary
source of incidentsupport to facilitate theprovision ofany requested emergency
protectivemeasures for their state partners, communicating directly with impacted states.

The FEMA NRCC will function as the source of incident support to the ten Regionsto
facilitate the prioritization and adjudication of emergency protectivemeasures support,

coordinate guidance and messaging, and facilitate headquarters inter - and intra -agency
coordination .

FEMA IMAT- Advance personnelmaybe deployed to the impacted states to provide
emergency management operational coordination and liaison support at State EOCs.
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PanCAPPhase 2 DetailedPandemicCoordinationStructure

National Unified Coordination Group

Headquarters
Coordination

CDCHHS SOC

interagency
coordination

responding
FEMA

consequencemanagement

InteragencyPartners

RRCC

Regional
Coordination HHS REC

coordination

FEMA Region
coordination

* Replicatedacross

affected regions

State UnifiedCoordinationGroup

State
Response StatePublic

Health

Officer

State EM
Director

* Replicated across

affected statesIMAT

State Presence
IMAT- A personnel at affected states and territories have the following purposes:

Achieve unity of effort with HHS field elements and the State /Territory .

Manage information and provide non -public health andmedicalsituational awareness.

Coordinate State / Territory resource requirements to the RRCC .

Provide consistency and clarification offederalmessaging.

An IMAT- A team is comprisedof fourFEMA personnelserving in the positionsofTeam
Leader ExternalAffairs, Logistics, and Planningto conductthe followingfunctions:

Team Leader. Responsible for all aspects of team management including serving as a
liaison to state officials including public health leadership and the Emergency
ManagementDirector, and providingan analysis of the State/Territory s efforts to the
joint ASPR-FEMAUCG at the RRCC . Prior to a declaration, the leader performs Federal
Resource Coordinator dutieswithin the State /Territory s Emergency Operation Center
EOC) and a FederalCoordinatingOfficer may be appointed in the event thePresident

issues an Emergency Declaration.
Logistics. Responsible for analyzingandmaintaining visibility on the State/ Territory ' s
resource status to stabilize lifelineswith a focus on identifying potential State / Territory
shortfalls. If internal team support or an expanded FEMA presence is required in the
State/Territory, Logistics will coordinate ordering, delivery ,management, and
transportation functions.
Planning. Establish andmaintain a clear and consistent reporting of non-public health and
medicalsituational status using standard situational reporting format to theHHSSOC

and FEMANRCC, and participate in regular situationalawareness synchronization calls.
Develop planning factors for resource requirements and help project future operations for
the next and subsequentoperational periods.
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External Affairs. Ensures consistency and clarity of HHS-generated messaging usingthe
standard ESF # 15 construct and provides situational awareness on all aspects of External
Affairs (EA). Assists HHS and State / Territory External Affairs leadership , ifrequested ,

providing cleared national releases and facilitates media opportunities . Refers
state / territory , local, and congressional inquiries to HHS and assists with response

coordination if requested . Ensures responses to nationalmedia queries are coordinated

with HHSand the National-Joint Information Center.

IMAT-A teamsmay remain help coordinate issues associated with state/ territory support for
any stand up of traditionalFEMAResponse and recovery operations for traditional disasters
( e . g. , flood, hurricane).

Determination of ResponseEffectiveness in Impacted Communities

In a biological incident, community lifelines serve as the USG indicators of the effects of the
incidentaswell as the effectiveness of response actions.

HHS, through its ESF# 8 Primary Authority and its supporting agencies, are charged with
determining the Health andMedicalLifeline of both thenation and impacted communities.
Medicalcare, public health, patientmovement,medical supply chain , and fatality management
are the five components comprising the Health andMedical lifeline. HHS/ASPR Regional
Administrators and other HHSOPDIV and STAFFDIV leaderswillmonitor, through SLTT
engagement, these various components and to report their status to the HHS Assistant Secretary
for Preparedness and Response (ASPR ).

FEMA, as coordinator for consequencemanagementpreparations for all-hazard threats, is
charged with determining the overallmanagementof tracking and reporting ofall seven
community lifelines in coordination with the respective FederalDepartment and Agency primary
authorities, per the NRF.FEMA, through itsRegionalAdministrators or deployed Incident
Management Teams – Advanced personnel (e g. , Regionaland/ or Nationallevels , in
coordination with HHS ASPR RegionalAdministrators for Public Health andMedicalLifeline)
and otherFederalpartners for remaining community lifelines), will assess and report to
headquarterssenior leadership on the status, impacts, response actions, limiting factors , and
estimated to achieve (ETA ) green ” conditions for all lifelines.

Useful factors for assessingPublicHealth/Medical impacts include these:

Establishmentand use of alternative care facilities for less critically ill patients that
exceedscapabilitiesofAuthorityHavingJurisdiction (AHJ)

State medical officer availability

Percentage of government or first responder absenteeism

Jurisdictions issuingNon-PharmaceuticalIntervention (NPI) Orders that require

assistance to comply with NPI

NationalGuard deployment

Inability to conduct adequate surveillance (data collection, analysis and reporting)

Telemedicine requirements to keep minimally symptomatic out of thehealthcare system
that AHJcannotsupport
Inability to manage fatality case loads
Impacts to lifelines at state/locallevels such as supply chain indicators ( e.g.
shortage of criticalsupplies (medical, food, fuel), transportation, etc .)
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Implementationof crisis standards of care at the local, county , and/orstate/territory level

Health and Medical Community Lifeline elements includingmedical care ( e. g., hospital
status, dialysis, pharmacies, long term care facilities, VA health system , veterinary

services, and home care), public health , patientmovement, emergency medical services,

fatality management, and medicalsupply chain

Region - Facilitated State, Local, Tribal, and Territorial and Sector
Engagement Support

The following is a template for HHS-led and FEMA-supported engagement for adaptation or
specialization to meet the unique needs of each Region .

HHS-FEMA Region Coordination

Designated points of contacts among Regional Office and State / Tribe/ Territory public
health and emergency management officials

Weekly operations tempo and engagementschedule

• Participation in HHSHQ-Regionalcoordination calls

Process for transferring public health /medicalrelated requests for information , requests
for assistance, or situational updates to the HHS SOC through theHHS Region

Process for transferring emergency protectivemeasure related requests for information,
requests for assistance , or situationalupdates to the FEMA Regional Watch
Center/RRCC

Synchronization of HHS-generated community and sector virus mitigation guidance and
messaging

Process for compiling and sharing answers to RFIs and FAQs related to HHSvirus

mitigation guidance messaging and engagements

State / Local / Sector Engagements to be adjusted per pending WH IGA Strategy)

• Identification of State, Territory , Tribe , and major city Public Health Officer and
Emergency ManagementPOCs.

Regular engagementwith SLTT public health officials by CDC to provide technical
assistance.

Weekly outreach schedule for Regional States , Tribes ,and Territories .

Weekly outreach schedule for Regional ESF and interagency partners .

Linkage of HHS POC for all applicable NSSE and SEAR event coordinators .
Rostermaintenance and linkage of IMAT-Advance personnel with respective
States/ Territories.

Routine coordination ofworkforce protectivemeasures and business continuity with local
Federalagency partners through applicable FederalExecutive Boards (FEB ).
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EngagementObjectives

• Assessmentof operationalrequirements, readiness capacity , and limiting factors.

• Effective robustcommunication ofHHSMitigationGuidance, situationalupdates.

• Manage requests for information and correctmythsand rumors.

• Directrequests and information flow through appropriate HHSand other D / A channels
based on the function and subjectmatter.

Synchronize workforce protection and business continuity measures.

• Provide technicalexpertise and planning assistance.

Ensure unified coordination among the public health /medicalmission with the emergency
managementmission.

Share bestpractices and lessons learned across the regionsthat could havean immediate
positive impact on containment and mitigation .
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InteragencyPandemicCrisisActionPlan (PanCAP) SynchronizationMatrix - COVID - 19
*Allactivitiesare on orderand at thedirectionof theSecretaryofHHS. StaffEstimatesare based on worstcase forecast. Pleaserefer to theBiologicIncidentAnnexfor specificson coordinatingmechanisms. Finally, thoughthis matrix
covers domesticoperations, linkswith internationalresponsewillbe requiredin anticipationofdiseaseentry into US.

Phase1 Phase 2
1A - Normal 1B -Increased Likelihood or Elevated

2A - Activation, SituationalAssessment, and ofResourcesand

Phase 1C Certainty or CredibleThreat 2C IntermediateOperations

Operations Threat
Movement Stabilization

Increasing numberof cases or increasing rate of
infection in US Increasing rate of infectionin USindicating

Healthcaresystem burdenthat exceed state establishedtransmission with long term
service disruption and critical infrastructure

resource capabilities impacts

Confirmationofmultiplehumancasesor
Nationalhealthcaresupply chain management Industrybusinesscontinuityplans cannotbe

Identificationof a confirmedhuman unable to surge production and /or distribution to executed due to in sufficientpersonnel leading

clusters with virus characteristics indicating Demonstration of efficient and sustained meetdemand to significant disruption across sectors
No specific case of a novel or re - emerging virus PresidentialStaffordActdedaration

limitedhuman- to-humantransmissionand
State/ localrequestfor assistancethatrequires

Trigger
human- to -humantransmissionofthe virus

threatof
State/ localrequestfor assistancethat requires

infectionanywherewith potentialto federal coordination

heightened potential for pandemic Declaration of a Public Health Emergency

federalcoordination

pandemic causesignificanthuman diseaseand Increasingprivate sector requestfor assistanceto Greaterthan three (3 ) generationsofhuman
Determination of aSignificantPotentialfor a 1) ormore clusters of casesin the U . S . support - sectoroperations to -humantransmission, ordetection cases

potentialforpandemic in thecommunitywithoutepidemiologiclinks,Greater than three( ) generationsofhuman toPublicHealthEmergency
humantransmission, ordetectionofcasesin the two ( 2 ) ormorenon- contiguousjurisdictions

with evidence that public health systemsin
community without epidemiologic links in a single

those jurisdictionsareunableto meetthe
U .S. contiguousjurisdictionwithevidencethat demands for providing care .

public health systems in that jurisdiction are Widespreadtransmissionof disease

unableto meetthedemandsforprovidingcare

MonitorandcoordinatewithRegion( s) andfederal MonitorandcoordinatewithRegion( s ) and HHSmay request NRCC Level HHS may request NRCC Level
Pre identify personnel to staff FEMA IMAT- A

partners federal partners activation(IAA )to supportstaterequests activation(IAA or SA) as leadfor
teams

FEMA leadership on disease parameters forassistanceandFedto Feddeploymentsinteragencycoordinationconsequence
Orientteammembersonemerging

asknown and missions managementandinfrastructure
pandemicthreat

initialcoordinatingcallbetween evaluate and adjust deployed staffingto impacts beyond public and

Review FEMA Continuity of Operations Plan
FEMA, HHS/ ASPR , HHS/ CDC leadership optimize support to states and tribes medicalrequirements

(COOP)
( recurringasnecessary) Implement protective measures for FEMA

FEMAEnhancedWatch( Logistics,

FEMA
ESFLGinitialandperiodicsituational workforce( inthefieldorregularduty

FuturePlanning, MassCare, Recovery,
awarenessbrief stations ), as needed

SituationalAwareness)
initialand periodicFEMARegional Evaluate and implementactionsthat

Coord HHSmayrequestNRCCLevelIIIactivation
Administrator' s callto providesituational facilitate continuity of FEMA response to

(IAA )
awareness brief other disaster and emergency declarations

Situational Awareness Section (most
Makedeterminations, asneeded, to enable

ConsiderActivationofInteragencyPlanning
positionsincludingGIS)

useofDefenseProductionAct( DPA)
PlanningSection(mostpositions)

Cell authorities

FEMAFuture Planning
ResourceSupport Section( log, comptroller,

transportation , MCC) , Liaisons, Support Staff
(ASPR , CDC )

(NRCCSupport, IT , WebEOC)OfficeofHealth Affairs

Monitorandcoordinatewith state(s ),Tribe(s ), and Monitorand coordinatewith state ( s ), tribe( s ) identify regionalpersonnelto staff elevation of the ActivationLevelof Considerelevation oftheActivation

partners andpartners IMAT- A teams Region / RRCC to Level 2 LevelofRegion/ RRCCtoLevel1

Considerbriefingtostate( s ), tribe( s) and Orientregionalteam membersonemerging Deployteam membersonrequestofHHS

partners(HHSmayassist) pandemicthreat and/ orstate

FEMA ConsiderEnhancedWatch or L3 determined

Regional byseverityofeventsandactivationlevelof

Coord state
ConsideractivationofFEMARRCCto level3

in impactedregionsin supportofHHSRECS
Deployregionalteam memberson requestof
HHS and/ or state
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sectors

human de ofcasesin the

InteragencyPandemic Crisis Action Plan (PanCAP) Synchronization Matrix - COVID - 19
*All activities are on orderand at the direction of theSecretary ofHHS Staff Estimates arebased on worst case forecast. Pleaserefer to the Biologic Annex for specifics on coordinatingmechanisms. Finally, though this matrix
covers domesticoperations,links with internationalresponse willbe required in anticipation of disease entry into US.

Phase 1 Phase 2

1A - Normal 1B - Increased Likelihoodor Elevated 2B - EmploymentofResourcesand2A - Activation, Situational
CertaintyorCredibleThreatPhase 2C IntermediateOperations

Operations Threat Assessment, andMovement Stabilization

Increasing numberofcasesor increasing rate of infection inUS Increasing rate of infection in USindicating established
transmission with term service disruption and

Healthcare system burden that exceed state resourceDemonstration of efficient and
Confirmation ofmultiple human cases or

critical infrastructure impacts
capabilities industrybusiness plans cannotbeexecuted

Identificationofa confirmedhuman sustained human - to -human Nationalhealthcare chain managementunable to surge due to personneleadingto
clusterswith viruscharacteristicsindicating productionand/or distributiontomeetdemand

caseofa novelorre- emergingvirus transmission of the virus State / local request assistance that requires federal PresidentialStaffordActdeclaration

Nospecificthreatof limitedhuman-to-humantransmissionand
coordination

Trigger
infectionanywherewithpotentialto Declarationofa PublicHealth

State / local request for assistance that requires federal

coordination
pandemic

private sector request assistance to support
heightened potential for pandemic

cause significant human disease and
Greaterthanthree( ofhumanto

operations

Emergency
Determination of a Significant Potential for a

Greater than three 3 ) generations of -human

potential for pandemic
One ( 1 ) or more clusters of cases in

transmission , or detection of cases the community without
communitywithout , two

PublicHealth Emergency epidemiologic in single . with
more - jurisdictionswith evidence that

the U . S . publichealth systemsin those are unable
evidence that health systemsin thatjurisdiction are to meet the demands for providing care .
unable to meet the demands for providing care transmissionof

HHSHQ forhealth issues conveningDisasterLeaders HHS activationLevel2 - SMES SOCIST activation to support
SOC IST Level1 w / FederalInteragency Reevaluateinteragency

requested national response

Coord. Coordinate inter Group ( DLG ) HHSdesignatedLFA - HHSSec declaresPHEw / authoritiesand
supportand coordinationmechanismand

ASPRLNO CDCCDCLNO flexibilities restructureas necessaryFHCOandnationalIMTdeployedatHQ

HHSSeniorLeadersagencypublic
HHSDisaster Group(DLG) convenedforpolicy ESF- 8 PublicHealthandMedicalCoordination

coordinatingassignmentsanddeploymentof NRCC 1with all ESFs and
health andmedical Coordinationand situational leadership and coordination Calls andweekly FederalInteragencyVTCS

InitiateASPRSeniorLeadersTeam ( SLT) Coordinationand and activateESF-8 resourcesasneeded resources FEMAcoordinatingconsequence

preparednessfor awarenessmeetingstoapprove SituationalAwarenessmeetingstoapprovestrategyfor Modelingandpredictiveanalysisprojecting ESFsactivatedsupportingHHSSOCand management, impacts to Lifelines
pandemic -related strategy for the response theresponse short- term impacts and requirements

HHS ASPA Lead clearance public health messaging and
andCIKR

HHS Regionalstaff(RECS/ / FPO engage monitoringlifelines

activities maintainsituationalawareness risk communicationin coordinationw / CDC , STTLhealthofficialsandexecuteregional Reevaluatefundingmechanisms
virtually deployed to State EOCs to

HHS FHCO designated and national IMT rostered coordinationconceptw /FEMA
Lead and coordinate andfacilitatebidirectional

( supplementalvsSA
ASPR RECSmonitorand engage withSLTT Partners- State Executeon HHS WHIGA Stakeholder coordinate/ validate

providecoordinationand

federal informationflowbetweenregionalHealthDepartments, andotherFederalregional EngagementPlans Reevaluate interagency coordination mechanism

communication and Expandproductiondistributiondiagnostic informationto regionalemergencyauthoritiesfor situationalawareness
partners(federaland SLTT) and HHS and restructure or relocate as needed ( e .g . FEMA

Interagency planning coordination calls between FEMA, testing capacity to STTL managementpartners

releaseofpublic components HHS / ASPR , / CDC leadership (recurring as needed ) Evaluate / develop therapeutics (Remdesavir Crisis Action Team to HHS)
RenewPHEdeclaration

SeniorLeaderBriefs(SLBS) to HHSSecandWH studies)
healthandmedical

Supplementalbudgets funding ESF support thru
Determine availability SNS,MCM vaccine and antivirals Conduct vaccine clinical trials RotateandresupplyHHS

information
under EconomyAct

AlertstaffregardingpotentialdeploymentsInternationalHealthRegulation(IHR) notification personnel/ teams
protocolreportingcasesin U . S . Acquirefundingto meetprojectedmission STTLpublichealth responses(e . .Maintain awareness Facilitatecoordinationand
EngagewithWHOforinternationalcoordination, requirements( considerrequestfor

implementationofNPI' s )
monitorPHEICdesignation( CDCconsultantsdeployed)

ofemerging
supplementalor executeFed-to- Fed informationsharingregarding

Internationaloutreach: HHS/OGA, CDC, and ASPR support if no StaffordDec) ProvideEMS, hospitals, andhealthcarecoalitions behavioralhealthservicesandthe

infectiousdiseases outreachto Chinaandotherforeigngovernments, State, Evaluateneedforenhancedfederalinter assistancein identifyingneeded resourcesfor access and functionalneeds of at
Provideregulatory Embassies, andmultilateralinstitutions(e . ) agencycoordinationconstruct

through formal channels( ) andpartnerships Provideemergencymedicalservices( EMS)
capabilityand capacitybuilding risk individuals being provided and

guidance to GHSIandNAPAPI) forcoordinationof hospitals, healthcarecoalitions, other MonitorACFgranteescapacitytocontinue identifygapsorshortfalls
preparedness, informationsharing, andpolicy medicaltreatmentfacilities, homecare, and

sponsorsand development. primarycare, guidancein establishing providing childcare and Head Start and other Re-assess supply chain

review submissions
Promote and facilitate interagency coordination of CDC updatingtheir action plans/ care protocols . services to children and families vulnerabilitiesto producecritical

recommendationsandprotocolsforthe appropriate Programmatictechnicalassistanceand
Continuemedicalsupplychainanalysis, sourcing

( antivirals, vaccines,
medicalmaterial

implementationanduseofcountermeasuresincluding guidanceon serviceprovisionto HRSA

programparticipants/ grantees- FQHCS andsurgeproduction, procurementand
Monitoranddisseminateeffective

diagnostics) Disseminate, promoteandfacilitateinteragency HIV / , pregnant women and mothers stockpilingandallocationofRPDsandotherPPE clinicalstrategiesandthe

Developand coordinationofHHSapprovedriskcommunication trainingofhealthprofessionals( e .
outcomesofseveredisease

messages
criticalpharmaceutical, medicalequipmentandflexibilities,waivers) , clinical guidance an

stockpile antiviral Developmentofdiagnostictestsandstrainspecific to supplies
outcomes

drugs, vaccines, and
medicalcountermeasuresdevelopingnewproductsand Conductoutreachto IndianHealthService

Distribute SNS materielas needed Considerupdatedhealthcare

testingproductsalreadyapprovedforother indications) ( IHS) staff, Tribes, and clinicalprovider

othermedical CDCandASPR discussmodifiedtriggers/ conditionsfor
system surgeguidanceand

Medicare/Medicaidwaiversasrequestedcommunitiesto ensureknowledgeof

countermeasures elevatedresponse availableresources, currentclinicalandother continue monitoring stress
Monitorhealthcaresystemstressandprovide

RepatriationevacuationofAMCITs guidance, andoveralloutbreakstatus Prepare for allocation , distribution
(MCM ) ACF/ ASPR/ CDC DOD/ DOS Coordinate with FEMA providehousing, guidance to support surge requirements

MCM therapeutics when available
Activate NDMS and personnel transportationandothersupportfor

Distributeemergencyfundingto STTL
Conductenhancedscreeningatdesignatedairports(F quarantineactivities
11) to delay
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InteragencyPandemic Crisis Action Plan (PanCAP) Synchronization Matrix - COVID - 19
*All activitiesare on order and at the direction of theSecretary ofHHS. Staff Estimates are based worst case forecast. Pleaserefer to the Biologic Incident Annex for specifics on coordinatingmechanisms. Finally, though thismatrix
covers domestic operations, links with international responsewillbe required in anticipation of disease entry into US.

Phase 1 Phase 2

1A - Normal 1B - Increased Likelihoodor Elevated 2A - Activation, Situational 2B - Employment ofResources and
Phase 1C - Near Certainty or Credible Threat 2C IntermediateOperations

Operations Threat Assessment, andMovement Stabilization

Trigger
No specific threat of

pandemic

Identificationof a confirmedhuman
case of a novelor re-emergingvirus
infectionanywherewithpotentialto
causesignificanthumandiseaseand
potentialfor pandemic

Confirmationofmultiplehuman casesor
clusters with virus characteristicsindicating

limitedhuman-to-human transmission and

heightened potential for pandemic
Determination of a Significant Potential for a
PublicHealthEmergency

Demonstration of efficient and

sustainedhuman- to-human

transmissionofthevirus

Declarationofa Public Health
Emergency

1) ormoreclustersof cases in
theU . S .

Increasingnumberof casesor increasingrateofinfectioninUS
Healthcaresystemburdenthatexceedstateresource
capabilities
Nationalhealthcaresupplychainmanagementunabletosurge
productionand/or distributiontomeetdemand
Statelocal forassistancethatrequiresfederal
coordination

Increasingprivatesectorrequestforassistanceto support
operations

Greaterthanthree( 3 ) generationsofhuman- to-human
transmission, ordetectionofcasesin thecommunitywithout

epidemiologiclinksin a singleUScontiguousjurisdictionwith
evidencethatpublichealthsystemsin thatjurisdictionare

unabletomeetthedemandsforprovidingcare

CDC AccelerationInterval

Increasingrateof inUSIndicatingestablished
transmission , with long term service disruption and

critical infrastructureimpacts
businesscontinuityplans cannotbeexecuted

dueto insufficientpersonnelleadingto significant
acrosssectors

PresidentialStaffordActdeclaration
localrequestforassistancethatrequiresfederal

coordination

Greaterthan three( generationsofhuman- to
human transmission, or casesin the

communitywithoutepidemiologiclinks, two 2 ) or
more non - jurisdictionswith evidencethat

publichealthsystemsin those jurisdictionsare unable
to meetthedemandsfor providingcare

transmissionof

CDC RecognitionInterval CDC Initiation Interval CDCAccelerationIntervalCDC HQ

Coord .

with state

andtribalpublic

health authorities
Conductbaseline
monitoringand
surveillance
activities

domesticallyand
internationally, to
evaluationofrisk to
publichealth

Supportongoing
developmentand
improvementof
relevantMCM

includingvaccines
Maintaina stockpile
of critical
countermeasures,

includingvaccine,
therapeuticdrugs
andmedical

supplies
Research, develop,
andimplement
guidanceon theuse
ofNPI
Review
predetermined NPI

for applicability

ContinueCDC IMSactivation
Monitorvaccinationcoveragelevels,
antiviraluse, and adverseevents

updated recommendations

for controlmeasures, surveillance

protocols, etc.

Continueto updateand disseminate

risk messaging and guidance , as
needed

CDC Investigation Interval

Enhance surveillance for human

cases and assess thepotentialfor

the strain to cause significant

diseasein humans

Provide laboratory confirmation of

human infections

Assesstheneedfor initiation of

vaccine candidate development,

manufacture, and/ or stockpiling

and update all guidance

documentsasneeded

| communitymitigation

preparednessactivities

Providetechnicalassistanceto

partnersforreviewingandupdating

pandemic plans

Develop or updaterisk
communicationmessagesand

guidance, and share information

with stakeholders

WorldHealth Organization
(WHO), conveneinternational

expertsto implementrisk

assessmentsas appropriate(e . g. the

InfluenzaRisk AssessmentTool

(IRAT))and assessthepotentialfor

thestrain to cause significant

diseasein humans

• Consider CDC Incident Management Structure

( IMS) activation

Conductenhancedsurveillanceforinfections

nationwide

Assess performance of commercially available

diagnostickits to detecthumaninfectionsor

theneed todevelopnoveltechnologies

Develop, qualify, anddistribute diagnostic

reagentsto publichealthlaboratoriesto

diagnoseinfections

Continuedisease characterizationand

accordingto perceivedrisk , adjust or develop
medicalcountermeasuresand ' s as needed

Provideupdated guidancefor borderhealth

andtravelers' activities

Review optionsfor provisionofmass health
care with scarce resources
Establishdecision framework for initiating

nationalvaccinecampaign
Developor updatea mediarelationsand
outreach plan

Identifya source of financialsupport forstates
and localities to carry out response

CDC IMSactivation

Integratewith interagency

coordinating mechanism as

establishedby ASPR

Conductanalysesandfield studies

disseminate data regarding

transmission, treatment, and
prognosis

targeted studies of clinical

course andtreatmentresponse

Implementandmonitorexisting
vaccine distribution as appropriate

Initiateaction to award funds, as

available, for SLTT response

with USDA to determinethe

applicability of possession and
transfer regulations for this pathogen

In rare instanceswhere border

screeningmaypreventdiseaseentry,
coordinateactions/ guidance

regardinginternationalborder

controlswith DHS
andprovidenew risk

messaging(including ) and
update guidancefor detection,
diagnosis, andtreatment

TravelAdvisories

CDC IMSactivation

appropriate, transitionsurveillanceto

severe disease and syndromicsurveillance

Transition virologic testing to a samplingof

virusessubmittedby states

Monitorantiviraluse, effectiveness, and
adverse events

Implement vaccination campaign if

stockpiled pandemic or newly developed

antigen-specificpandemicvaccine is

available

Supportstate andtribalsurveillance
systems

and disseminaterisk messagingand

guidanceasneeded

UpdateTravelAdvisories
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linksin a single with

Interagency Pandemic Crisis Action Plan (PanCAP) Synchronization Matrix - COVID - 19
*All activities are on orderand at the direction of theSecretary ofHHS. Staff Estimates arebased on worst case forecast. Please refer to the Biologic IncidentAnnex for specifics on coordinatingmechanisms. Finally, though this matrix
covers domesticoperations,links with internationalresponse willbe required in anticipation of disease entry into US.

Phase 1 Phase 2

1A - Normal 1B - IncreasedLikelihood 2A - Activation, SituationalAssessment 2B - EmploymentofResourcesand
Phase 1C- NearCertaintyor CredibleThreat 2C IntermediateOperations

Operations or ElevatedThreat andMovement Stabilization

Increasingrateofinfectionin USindicatingestablishedtransmission, with
Increasingnumberofcasesor increasingrateofinfectioninUS longtermservicedisruptionandcriticalinfrastructureimpacts

Identificationofa Confirmationofmultiplehumancases Healthcaresystemburdenthatexceedstateresourcecapabilities
Demonstrationofefficientandsustained

Industrybusinesscontinuityplanscannotbeexecuted due to insufficient

confirmedhumancase of a or clusterswith virus characteristics Nationalhealthcaresupplychainmanagementunabletosurge personnelleadingto significantdisruptionacross sectors
human- to-human transmissionof the

Nospecific
productionand/ordistributiontomeetdemand

novelorre-emergingvirus indicatinglimitedhuman-to-human State requestfor assistancethatrequiresfederalcoordination
Presidential Stafford Act declaration

virus
Trigger

State / localrequestforassistancethatrequiresfederalcoordination
threatof infectionanywherewith Increasing private sector request for assistance to support

transmission and heightened potential
Declaration of a Public Health Emergency

operations Greaterthanthree( 3 ) generationsofhumantohumantransmission, or

pandemic
potentialto cause forpandemic Greaterthanthree( 3 ) generationsofhuman- to -human detection of cases in the community without epidemiologic links, two 2 )

significant human disease Determination of a Significant Potential
One ( 1) or more clusters of cases in the transmission , or detection of cases in the community without ormorenon contiguousjurisdictionswith evidence thatpublichealth

U . S .
andpotentialfor pandemic for a PublicHealth Emergency evidence that public health systems in that jurisdiction are unable

in those jurisdictions are unable to meet the demands for

to meet the demands for providing care providingcare.

Widespread transmission of disease

Provide technical assistance to federal and SLTT to determine the most viable transportation networks to from , and within the incident area and on
availabilityofaccessibletransportation

Provideguidanceon non-pharmaceuticalinterventionsthat impact orrestricttransportation

Maintainandrevisecontinuityofoperationsplan, asneeded

At requestofInteragencypartners, providetechnicalsupportto assist logisticalmovementoperations

Assist FEMA/ HHS, or other interagency partners , to identify alternative , accessible transportation solutions forthose who require assistance to access
# 1 Monitor and coordinate with partners

medicalcare

Facilitatethemovementoffirstrespondersandother FEMA, or LeadFederalAgency- identifiedteams, throughprovidingregulatoryrelief and routing

assistance

Assist FEMA / HHS to identify alternative methods to transport contaminated solid materials , Category A Infectious Substances, or suspected biohazard

contaminatedsubstances

Provideregulatoryreliefto transportationindustrywhenappropriate

ProvidetacticalcommunicationssupportthroughMobile EmergencyResponse Support(MERS)

Develop strategiesto supportincreasedcommunicationswith separationof populations
ESF # 2 Monitorand coordinatewith partners Developplanstomaintaincontinuityofoperationsfor otherStaffordAct declarations

Coordinatewith communicationsgovernmentandindustrypartnersto exchangesituationalawareness,planning, andsupportactivityexecution

Monitorforand redressimpactsto criticalUSACEinfrastructureresultingfrom incapacitatedemployeesbeingunableto perform projectsiteduties

ESF# 3 lead, supportFEMAconcerningimpactsto thepowergrid, water, wastewater, andothercriticalinfrastructure
# 3 Monitorand coordinatewithpartners

responseteamsas directedby FEMAmission assignments

Developandmaintaincontinuityofoperationsplanstomaintain USACEmission essentialfunctionsandmeetnationalengineeringrequirements

Provide . S . Forest Servicepersonnelto NRCC/ RRCC (if activated) to coordinateprimaryagency andsupportagencydutiesidentifiedin the ESF # 4 Annex
and other ESF annexes of the NRF
Providepersonnel, equipment, andsupplies, asneeded and if available, primarilyfor communications, aircraft, andbasecampsfor deployedfederalpublic

ESF# 4 Monitorandcoordinatewith partners
health and medicalteams, as identified in the ESF # 8 Annex of the NRF

, train , and deploy personnelto supportIMAT- A teams
Develop plansto maintain continuity ofoperationsforother StaffordAct declarations

DHS serves astheprimary national-levelhub for domestic situationalawareness, common DHS :
Maintainssituationalawarenessand review existingplans( air, land, maritime) to delay entry of a virus to the US ( as appropriate)

operatingpicture, informationfusion, informationsharing, communicationsandstrategic MonitorCIKR impacts
leveloperationscoordination FEMA:

Support as the LFA to develop overall incident situational awareness, including information collection , information management, modeling and
ESF# 5 analysis, anddevelopmentofreportsandinformationanalysis(statusof operationsandimpacts)

SupportHHSas theLFA in theupdateoffederalplansto manageandsupportincidentactivities
coordinationwithHHS, ensureintegrationofdomesticoperationswith internationaloperations

Collect, analyze, and disseminatenonhealthrelatedcapabilityandrequirements/ shortfallinformationfrom states

Facilitatetheprovisionof non- healthemergencyfederalsupportto states, withorwithouta StaffordActdeclaration
DevelopplanstomaintaincontinuityofoperationsforotherStaffordActdeclarations
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Interagency Pandemic Crisis Action Plan (PanCAP) Synchronization Matrix - COVID - 19
*All activities are on orderand at the direction of theSecretary ofHHS Staff Estimates arebased on worst case forecast. Pleaserefer to the Biologic Annex for specifics on coordinatingmechanisms. Finally, though this matrix
covers domesticoperations,links with internationalresponse willbe required in anticipation of disease entry into US.

Phase 1 Phase 2

1A
IncreasedLikelihoodor

Phase 1C Near Certainty or Credible Threat
2A - Activation, SituationalAssessment

Normal
2B - Employment of Resources and Intermediate OperationsElevated Threat and Movement Stabilization

Operations

Increasing number of cases or increasing rate of
Increasingrate ofinfection US indicating

infectionin US
establishedtransmission, withlongterm service

Healthcaresystemburdenthatexceedstate
disruption and critical infrastructure impacts

resource capabilities
Industry business continuity plans cannot be executed

Identification of a confirmed Confirmation ofmultiple human cases Nationalhealthcaresupplychainmanagement
Demonstrationofefficientandsustained dueto insufficientpersonnelleadingto significant

human or clusterswithvirus characteristics
unableto surge productionand/ or distribution

disruptionacrosssectors
human-to-humantransmissionofthe to meet demand

No specific case of a novelor re - emerging indicating limited human - to - human PresidentialStaffordAct declaration

virus State / localrequestforassistancethatrequires
State/localrequestforassistancethatrequires

Trigger threatof virusinfectionanywherewith transmissionandheightenedpotential federal coordination
Declaration of a Public Health Emergency federal coordination

potential to cause significant for pandemic Increasingprivatesector requestforassistance thanthree( 3 ) generationsofhuman-to
One( 1 ) ormoreclustersofcasesin the to supportcross- sectoroperations

humandiseaseandpotentialfor Determinationof a SignificantPotential human transmission, ordetectionofcases in the
U . S Greaterthanthree( 3 ) generationsof human- to

pandemic fora PublicHealthEmergency
community without epidemiologic links, two ( 2 ) or

human transmission, or detection of cases in the
morenon- contiguousjurisdictionswithevidencethat

communitywithoutepidemiologiclinksin a
publichealthsystemsin thosejurisdictionsare unable

singleU . S contiguousjurisdictionwith evidence
tomeetthedemandsforprovidingcare.

thatpublichealthsystemsin thatjurisdictionare
Widespreadtransmissionof diseaseunable to meetthe demands for providing care

Monitor and coordinate with partners planning for Stafford Begin planningfor StaffordDeclaration Mass Care/Emergency Assistance:

Declaration due to a declared
during a pandemic ( e . g. , socialdistancing)

ProvideongoingguidanceandsupporttoRegions,

disasterduringa pandemic(e. . State, Tribal, Territorialandnationalorganizationson
Convene a Mass Care Task Force to address

socialdistancing)
all components that support ongoing Mass Care

concurrent support for Stafford Act
operations.

FacilitateESF # 6 information
Declarationeventand Pandemic DeterminethetargetedMassCarecapability.

coordinationbetweenfederal
Assesssupplychainimpactsandtheir Monitorandrespondtoresourcerequeststo meet

agencies, NGOs, andstate, tribe,
effectsonMassCareservicedelivery identified shortfalls .

territory , and local governments
Coordinate with Regionstomonitor and

Gatherandmaintainsituationalawarenessonthe

(SLTT) asrequired evolvingneedsofsurvivors; thefluctuating
supportMC/ EArelatedrequestsfrom

Assesssupplychainimpactsandtheir capabilitiesofresponseorganizationsandprivate

effectsonMassCareservicedelivery
states, anddetermineneedforsupport sector entities; and theshifting goals and prioritiesof

Coordinate with Regions to monitor
with modified MC/ EA activities local, State, Tribal and Territorialgovernment .

and supportMC/ EA related requests Coordinate with Logistics regarding
CommunityServices/HumanServices:

ESF # 6 In the event of an Individual Assistance declaration ,
from states, and determine need for availability of additional Mass Care supplies

utilizepartnerresourcesas a forcemultiplierfor

supportwithmodifiedMC/ EA Deploystaff and resourcesas requestedby
public informationdistribution( e. g . , Departmentof

activities HHS
Labor press releases, hotline numbers , etc . )

Coordinate with Logistics regarding Determine congregate and non -congregate Coordinate closely with NPSC to ensure survivors are
availability ofadditional Mass Care sheltering needs in support to HHS notbombardedbycalls.

supplies requirements Ensurethatallcall-outsandsociallydistanced

Deploystaffandresourcesas FacilitateESF# 6 informationcoordination communicationsareaccessible.

requestedbyHHS Execute programsasdescribed above with partners.
between federalagencies, NGOs, and state ,

Determine congregate and non
Provide support to existing response structuresusing

tribe, territory , and localgovernments

congregate shelteringneedsin
CSS programs ( e . g ., CCP services for first responders).

( SLTT) required
support to HHSrequirements for

Convenea MassCare Task Forceto address
deliveryofmasscareandhuman

concurrentsupportfor Stafford Actservicesfor otherincidents in an area

experiencingpandemicconditions
Declaration event and Pandemic
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disruption

Interagency Pandemic Crisis Action Plan (PanCAP) Synchronization Matrix - COVID - 19
*All activities are on orderand at the direction of theSecretary ofHHS Staff Estimates arebased on worst case forecast. Pleaserefer to the Biologic Annex for specifics on coordinatingmechanisms. Finally, though this matrix
covers domesticoperations,links with internationalresponse willbe required in anticipation of disease entry into US.

Phase 1 Phase2

1A
1B - IncreasedLikelihood

Phase Normal 1C CertaintyorCredibleThreat 2A - Activation, SituationalAssessment, andMovement 2B- EmploymentofResourcesandStabilization 2C- Operations
orElevatedThreat

Operations

Identificationofa
numberof casesorincreasingrateofinfectioninUS

IncreasingrateofinfectioninUSindicatingestablished
transmissionwith term servicedisruptionand

Confirmationofmultiplehuman cases Healthcaresystemburdenthatexceedstateresourcecapabilities infrastructureimpacts
confirmedhuman Nationalhealthcaresupplychainmanagementunableto surge Industrybusinesscontinuity cannotbe executed

or clusterswith viruscharacteristics dueto personnelleadingto significant
caseofa novelorre

production and / or to meet demand
Demonstrationofefficientandsustainedhuman- to- human

Nospecific indicatinglimitedhuman-to-human State / local request for assistance that requires federal coordination PresidentialStaffordActdeclaration

emergingvirusinfection transmission of the virus
Trigger threat of

Increasingprivatesector requestforassistanceto support
transmissionandheightenedpotential

State/ localrequestfor assistance thatrequiresfederal

anywherewith potential
coordination

Declarationof a PublicHealthEmergency sector operations

pandemic for pandemic
thanthree( 3 )generationsofhumanto

Greaterthan 3 )generations - -humantransmission
to causesignificant One( 1) ormoreclustersof cases in the U . S .

Determinationof a SignificantPotential

human transmission , or detection of cases in the

or detectionofcases thecommunitywithoutepidemiologic communitywithoutepldemiologiclinks, ( 2 )

humandiseaseand a single U . . contiguous with evidence that
morenon with evidencethat

fora PublicHealthEmergency
publichealthsystemsinthose areunable

systems that areunabletomeetthedemandsfor
potentialforpandemic

to meet the demands for providing care
providing care transmissionofdisease

Monitorandcoordinatewith partners Whenrequired, initiatedeploymentofinitialresponse Monitorthevarioussupplychainsthrough
Alertactivate, andinitiatedeploymentofresourcesto pre-incidentlocations resourcesin supportoftheeventnaturaldisaster LMD' s OfficeofBusinessIndustry
Monitorto alertactivate, andinitiatedeploymentofresourcespre- incident

When required, deploy resources distribution centers Infrastructure, and Integration(OB31)
locations or vendors to Incident Support Base and other operating Developretrogradeoperationsplan
MonitorthevarioussupplychainsthroughLMDs OfficeofBusinessIndustry, locations Coordinatewith ESH and OCFO / comptroller
Infrastructure, and Integration(OB31) Coordinatewith EnvironmentalSafety

Monitorthevarioussupplychainsthrough Officeof for funding
andHealth, to determinePPErequirementsfordeployedstaff and

BusinessIndustry, Infrastructure, and Integration )
disposalrequirementsifany ) Coordinate with ESF # 6 for projected Mass

Coordinate with Office of Policy and Program Analysis Care requirementsforimplementationof
Coordinatewith ESH and OCFO comptrollerforfunding regardingDefense ProductionActimplementation logisticssupportto MassCareservicesforthe
CoordinatewithESF forprojectedMassCarerequirementsfor Coordinatewith ESF# 6 forprojectedMassCare affectedpopulation
implementationoflogisticssupportto MassCare for theaffected

requirementsfor implementationoflogisticssupportto Supportinitialoperatingfacility state EOC)
population

MassCareservicesfor theaffectedpopulation andJointFieldOffice activated
SupportinitialoperatingfacilitystateEOC) andJointFieldOfficeifactivated

CoordinatewithEnvironmental, Safety, and Health, ESH ) to Implementlogisticsactionsto support
Executelogisticsactionsto supportrequirementsthroughoutaffectedareas determine PPE requirements fordeployed staff (and disposal requirements throughout affected area )
Develop initialplans to maintain continuity of operations for other Stafford Act requirementsifany Executeplanstomaintain continuityof
declarations

CoordinatewithESHandOCFO/ comptrollerforfunding operationsfor otherStaffordAct
GSAdetermineswhichfederallyownedandleasedbuildingsunderGSA' Support initial operating facility ( ) and Joint Field GSA determines which federally owned and

or control are safe to remain open and which should be
Officeif activated leasedbuildingsunderGSA' s jurisdiction

dosedandkeptoff limitsto entrants
Implementlogisticsactionsto supportrequirements custody, orcontrolare safetoremainopen

Identifyalternateshippingmeansif truckersareunavailable throughoutaffectedarea andwhichshouldbeclosedandkeptoff
ESF# 7 ProvideOperationalStagingAreasupportincludingretailfueldistributionand

GSA determineswhichfederallyownedandleasedbuildings to entrants
allnon-medicallogisticsandbaseoperatingsupportfordeployedmedical

underGSA jurisdiction, custodyor controlare safe to Identifyalternateshippingmeansiftruckers
personneland supportpersonnelto includefood, shelter, fuelandground

remainopenandwhichshould be closedand keptofflimits areunavailable
transportation

to entrants GSAprovides supportfor ESF 8
GSAprovidesresourcesupportfor ESF# 8 requirementsas requestedto meet

Identifyalternateshippingmeansif areunavailable requirementsasrequestedto meetneedsof
needsofaffectedpopulation

required, initiatedeploymentof initialresponse affected population
Coordinate with Office ofPolicy and Program Analysisregarding Defense resourcesin supportofthe event/ naturaldisaster CoordinatewithOfficeofPolicyandProgram
ProductionActimplementation

GSA providesresourcesupportforESF requirementsas AnalysisregardingDefenseProductionAct
Continuetomonitor, assessand balancewholecommunityresourceswith

requestedtomeetneedsofaffectedpopulation implementation
nationallogisticsrequirements

Coordinatewith Office ofPolicy and Program Analysis Whenrequired, initiatedeploymentofinitial
Coordinateplanningandoperationalanalysisto deliverTransportation

regardingDefenseProductionActimplementation responseresourcesin supportofthe
requirements

Prioritizetransportationroutesandidentify control event/ natural disaster
Conduct assessments of the condition and safety of transportation routes and

measures Monitorthevarioussupplychainsthrough
planaccordingly. Include andwithinthequarantinearea. ICW ESF1.

Assessresourcerequirements( truckstrailers, MHE LMD ' s Office of Business Industry
GSA : Providepublic lands or facilities for the purpose of temporary interment personnel) to supportthe transportation Infrastructure, and Integration(OB

quarantineor isolation)
infrastructureanddistributionpipeline Providedeliveryofvitalresponsepersonnel

GSA: Providepubliclandsor facilitiesto serveastemporarymedicalfacilities Prioritize adjudicate , and allocate resources for thedelivery equipment and services into the affected area
Coordinate with # 6 and commercial transportation providers to determine ofTransportationrequirements Respondto , coordinate, andprioritizethe
PPErequirements, followuppersonnelassessments, andrulesof

IfrequiredsupportESF# 6 withthemovementofsupportand delivery ofresourcesto disastersurvivorsand
engagementsfor those enteringquarantinearea

infected personnel - bu transit responderstheaffectedarea
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Interagency Pandemic Crisis Action Plan (PanCAP) Synchronization Matrix - COVID - 19
*All activities are on orderand at the direction of theSecretary ofHHS Staff Estimates arebased on worst case forecast. Pleaserefer to the Biologic Annex for specifics on coordinatingmechanisms. Finally, though this matrix
covers domesticoperations,links with internationalresponse willbe required in anticipation of disease entry into US.

Phase 1 Phase2

Phase
1A Increased

Certaintyor Credible 2A - Activation, SituationalAssessment,
Normal Likelihoodor Elevated 2B - Employment of Resources and Stabilization 2C Operations

Threat and MovementOperations Threat

Identificationofa Confirmationofmultiplehuman Increasingnumberofcasesorincreasingrateofinfectionin US Increasingrateofinfectionin indicatingestablishedtransmission, with
longterm

confirmedhuman
Healthcaresystemburdenthatexceedstateresourcecapabilities

servicedisruptionandcriticalinfrastructureimpacts

casesorclusterswithvirus Demonstrationofefficientandsustained Industrybusinesscontinuityplanscannotbeexecuteddueto insufficient
healthcaresupply chain managementunableto surgeproductionand/ or

case of a novelorre
No specific

characteristicsindicatinglimited personnelleadingto significant acrosssectors
human-to -humantransmissionof thevirus distributionto meetdemand

emergingvirusinfection
PresidentialStaffordActdeclaration

human-to -humantransmissionand State/ localrequestforassistancethatrequiresfederalcoordination

Triggerthreatof ofa PublicHealthEmergency
State / local request for assistance that requires federalcoordination

anywhere with potential heightened potential for pandemic Increasingprivatesectorrequestforassistance support sectoroperations Greaterthan three 3 generationsofhuman humantransmission, or

pandemic Greater than three ( ofhuman -to -human transmission or detection
to cause significant

One( 1 ) ormoreclustersofcasesin the
Determinationofa Significant

detection of cases in the community without epidemiologic links, two 2

of casesin thecommunitywithoutepidemiologielinksin a singleU . . contiguous morenoncontiguousjurisdictionswithevidencethatpublichealthsystems

humandiseaseand Potentialfora PublicHealth
U . S . with evidencethatpublichealthsystemsin thatjurisdictionareunable in thosejurisdictionsareunableto meetthe demandsfor providingcare.

potentialforpandemic Emergency to meet the demands for providing care Widespreadtransmissionofdisease

HHS
HHS HHS: HHSSOCatlevel1 activationfor

HHScontinueactionsfrompriorphasesand
HHScontinueactionsfrompriorphasesand:

Provides Emergency HHSSOCnormaloperations interagencycoordination
Deployresources Support point of distribution (POD ) operations and medical

public Management Group Level 2 Publish ESF- 8 OperationsOrders as Implementrecommended controlmeasures andbegin screening

health (EMG) at steady Model and forecast impact of appropriate to assess effectiveness Deploy available ESF - 8 assets to supplement community

and state normal novel viruses for the interagency Provide ESF # 8 Liaison Officers ( LNO) Monitor for health care system stress and surge basedmedicaland alternate care facilities

medical operations(Level ) community virtuallyto State / DOH required capabilityandpotentialneed forFederalassistance RotateandresupplyESF # 8 personneland teams
expertise Developrisk Enhancesurveillanceforhuman CoordinateHHSfederalassistanceas MonitorhealthsectorCIKRforearlywarningshortagesVA:

and communicationcasesandassesspotentialfor needed Providemortuary assistancein the intermentofhuman
guidance messagesand share humanto humantransmission Updaterecommendedinfectiousdisease Designateand deployavailablemedical, surgical, mental remains

information Develop/ updateguidancefor
health, andotherhealthservicesupportresources

controlmeasures FurnishavailableVAhospitalcareandmedicalservicesin a

pandemic stakeholders
Provide liaisonsas ESF # 8 assetsto federaland state

controlmeasures( . antiviral Disseminateupdatedrisk majordisaster or emergency
emergencycoordinationentities

planning DOD:
treatmentandprophylaxis; communicationsmessages

DOD

Provideacquisitionand logistic support to public
Conduct • Augmentpublic personalprotective equipment Provide guidanceto health care available personnel to provide technical assistance

health/medicalresponse operations
surveillan health andmedical (PPE) use; communitymitigation providerson strategies/ protocolsfor and/ ormedicalsupport ARC:

ce for surveillance measures; and antiviral and DOLsurge capacity, crisisstandardsofcare
ESF # 8

Providefor disaster relatedhealth and behaviorhealth

emerging laboratory vaccineprioritization, allocation, alternatecarefacilities, allocationof Ifworkersafetyandhealthsupportis neededbeyondwhat needsthroughdirectservices referrals

virus diagnosticsand distribution, usage, andsafety scarce resources
DOL/ OSHA provides under its authoritiesand funding, facilitate

threats confirmatory testing monitoring, etc.) Coordinateenhancedentryscreeningat
DOLcoordinationof safety andhealthassetsof cooperating Provideavailable logisticalsupport ( e . g ., transportation,

Disseminate risk communication agencies and the private sector through an IAA with HHS or a
designated airports with IA security ) to public health /medical response ops

missionassignmenttoimplementtheWorkerSafetyand

messages Developplanstomaintaincontinuityof
HealthSupportAnnex( thereis a StaffordActdeclaration)

Provideavailableepidemiologicalandocchealthsupport,

Providepublichealthand operationsforotherdisastersor Stafford telemedicine, and otherspecialized medical support
medical guidance that informs Act declarations Provide available fatality management assistance ,
the risk communications Identify and request interagency LNO ( preparation of remains and temporary interment facilities
campaign andpublic messaging to support the HHS SOC in the SOC ( e .g . Provideavailablemedicalsuppliesandmaterielforuseat

regardingthe pandemic DOD, FEMA, VA, ARC, DOJ, FEMA) points of distribution , hospitals or clinics , ormedical care
Provide guidance and assistance locationsoperatedforexposedpopulations, incident

to STTLon implementingcontrol victims, or ill patients
measures Provideavailabletemporarymedicalfacilitiesto

VA:
decompresshospitalemergencydepartmentsurge

EnhanceVA facilitysurveillance

VA

for
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Interagency Pandemic Crisis Action Plan (PanCAP) Synchronization Matrix - COVID - 19
*All activities are on orderand at the direction of theSecretary ofHHS. Staff Estimates arebased on worst case forecast. Please refer to the Biologic IncidentAnnex for specifics on coordinatingmechanisms. Finally, though this matrix
covers domestic operations, links with international responsewillbe required in anticipation ofdisease entry into US.

Phase 1 Phase2

1A 1B - Increased
1C - Near Certainty or Credible 2A - Activation, SituationalAssessment

Phase Normal Likelihood or Elevated 2B - Employmentof ResourcesandStabilization 2C Intermediate Operations
Threat andMovement

Operations Threat

Increasingnumberof cases or increasingrate of infection in US Increasingrate ofinfection in US indicatingestablishedtransmission, with
Identificationofa confirmed

Confirmationofmultiplehuman cases or Healthcaresystemburdenthatexceedstateresourcecapabilities longtermservicedisruptionandcriticalinfrastructureimpacts

human Demonstrationofefficientandsustained Industrybusinesscontinuityplanscannotbeexecuteddueto insufficient
Nationalhealthcaresupply chainmanagementunable to surgeproductionand/ orclusterswith virus characteristics

Nospecific
case of a novelor re distribution to meetdemandhuman to -human transmission of the virus

personnel leading to significant disruption across sectors

indicating limitedhuman - to -human PresidentialStafford Actdeclaration
emergingvirusinfection State/ localrequestforassistancethatrequiresfederalcoordination

Triggerthreatof transmissionandheightenedpotential Declarationofa PublicHealthEmergency State/ localrequestfor assistancethatrequiresfederalcoordination
anywherewithpotentialto Increasingprivatesectorrequestfor assistanceto supportcross- sectoroperations

Greaterthan three (3 )generationsofhuman - to -human transmission, or
pandemic cause significanthuman

forpandemic
1 ) ormoreclustersof

casesinthe
Greaterthanthree( 3 generationsofhuman- - humantransmission, ordetection detectionofcasesin thecommunitywithoutepidemiologiclinks, two( 2 ) or

Determinationofa SignificantPotential of casesin thecommunitywithoutepidemiologiclinksin a singleU . S
diseaseandpotentialfor

U . S .

non - contiguous jurisdictionswith evidence that public health systems

for a Public Health Emergency jurisdictionwith evidencethatpublichealthsystemsin thatjurisdictionareunable in those jurisdictionsareunabletomeetthedemandsfor providingcare.
pandemic

tomeetthe demandsforprovidingcare Wide spread transmission ofdisease

Monitor and coordinate with partners Monitor impacts of pandemic on search and rescue force readiness

# 9 Ensureavailability of adequatesupply ofrespiratoryPPE anyother requiredPPE

Develop plansto maintain continuityofoperationsforother StaffordAct declarations

Monitorand coordinatewith partners Maintainsituation awarenessand coordinationwith affected Regions

elevatedoperationalstatusof HQ EOC

Coordinatewith allRegion(s ) in the US regardinglogistics, planning, potentialMissionAssignmentsin support ofotherESFs, andSA

Support ESF # 10 Mission Assignments and other ESFs as requested

Support the NRCC and RRCCsas requested

Considerrequests for assistance from state, tribal, local governments

Initiate appropriateportions of COOP plans/ policiessuch as social distancing includingreduced staffing ofHQ and RegionalEOCs

ImplementCrisisCommunicationPlan

Develop planstomaintaincontinuityofoperationsfor otherStaffordAct declarations

Monitorandcoordinatewith partners supportas availableand Providepersonnelto RRCC/NRCC HHSSOC, Task Force/ (if activatedorfundedunderEconomyAct, an IAA, StaffordAct orother federal-to-federalapproved
missionassigned fundingmechanism) to perform dutiesofESF # 11,AgricultureandNaturalResources
Implementplansto maintain Coordinatewith allRegions) regardingplanningfor potentialESF # 11MissionAssignmentsformulti-regionresponses

continuityofoperations Maintainsituationawarenesswith affectedRegions

Contributeto publichealthmessagesregardinganimal/ veterinaryand/ or foodsafety
Coordinatewith ESF # 8 if virus hasanimalhost and develop and assist states and Regions implement animalcontrolmeasuresas applicable

Providepersonnelto ensure controlagainst the spread of animaldiseaseagents in supportofdisasteroperations

Providetechnicalexpertise in supportof animaland agriculturalemergencymanagement

Developplansto maintain continuity ofoperationsfor other Stafford Actdeclarations

USDA coordinates with federal departments to prevent importation of infected birds and animals into US
# USDAAPHIS coordinateswith Federal, State andlocalagenciesprovidinga comprehensive, nationallycoordinatedsystem throughouttheUS in conductingdisease

surveillanceand emergencyresponsefor diseasesof concernin wildlife

USGSidentifiesand characterizesvirusesin wildlifethathavepandemicpotentialandworkswithUSDA' APHISregardingwildlife zoonoticdisease

:Providepubliclandsorfacilitiesfor the purposeoftemporaryinterment( . g ,quarantineorisolation)
Providetechnicalexpertisein supportofnutritionassistanceprograms
Coordinatewith statesto supportnutrition assistance, includingapprovingrequestedwaiversand flexibilitiesto nutritionassistanceprograms

Coordinatewith HHS InteragencyTask Force( s ) and SOC activatesto ensuretheUSDAand DOIcollaborationwith HHSto delivereffective" onehealth response that

integrateshuman, animal, and environmentalhealth

Ensureongoing coordinationwith ESF# 8 , that animal/ veterinaryhealth issues includingboth diseasemanagementandmedicalmanagement) are supported

Coordinatewith ESF # 8 on managementofzoonoticdiseaseand on animal/veterinary issues
Considerrequestsforassistancefrom stateandtribes
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Interagency Pandemic Crisis Action Plan (PanCAP) Synchronization Matrix - COVID - 19
*All activities are on orderand at the direction of theSecretary ofHHS. Staff Estimates arebased on worst case forecast. Please refer to the Biologic IncidentAnnex for specifics on coordinatingmechanisms. Finally, though this matrix
covers domestic operations, links with international responsewillbe required in anticipation ofdisease entry into US.

Phase 1 Phase2

1A 1B Increased
1C Certainty or Credible 2A - Activation, SituationalAssessment

Phase Normal Likelihood or Elevated 2B - Employmentof ResourcesandStabilization 2C IntermediateOperations
Threat andMovement

Operations Threat

Increasingnumberof casesor increasingrateof Increasingrateof infection in US indicatingestablished
infectionin US

Healthcare system burdenthat exceed state resource
transmission, with longterm servicedisruptionandcritical

Identificationof infrastructureimpacts

Confirmationofmultiplehuman
capabilities

Industry business continuity plans cannot be executed due
confirmed human Nationalhealthcare supply chain management unable

cases or clusterswith virus to insufficient personnel leading to significant disruption
case of a novel or re to surge production and/ or distributionto meet

characteristicsindicating Demonstrationofefficientand sustained acrosssectors
emergingvirus demand

No specific limited human - to - human human - to -human transmission of the virus

Presidential Stafford Act declaration
infection anywhere

State / local request for assistance that requires federal
Trigger

State / localrequest for assistance that requires federal
threat of transmissionandheightened Declarationof a PublicHealth Emergency coordination

withpotentialto coordination
pandemic potential for pandemic One 1 ) ormore clusters of cases in the

Increasing private - sector request for assistance to
cause significant Greaterthanthree(3 ) generationsofhuman-to- human

Determinationofa Significant U . S . support cross - sector operations

human disease and
transmission, or detectionofcases in the communityGreater than three ( 3 ) generations of human -to

Potential for a Public Health without epidemiologic links , two (2 ) or more nonpotential for human transmission, or detectionofcases in the
Emergency contiguousjurisdictionswith evidencethat publichealth

pandemic community without epidemiologic links in a single U. .
systems in those jurisdictions are unable to meet the

contiguous jurisdiction evidence that public
demandsforprovidingcare.

healthsystemsin thatjurisdictionareunabletomeet
transmission of diseasethe demands for providing care

Monitor and coordinate with partners teams as needed
ESF #

Develop plans tomaintain continuityofoperationsforother StaffordAct declarations

Monitorandcoordinatewith partners Provide credible threat information regarding SNS transportation and vaccine distribution

ESF # 13 Provide security for the transport and distribution of SNS and vaccine

Developplansto maintaincontinuityofoperationsfor otherStaffordActdeclarations

Monitorandcoordinatewith partners DisseminateHHSinitialrisk Conductnationalandstate communicationcoordination calls to exchange criticalinformation

communicationmessagestoall Disseminateand amplifyHHS-clearedmessagingto provideincident-related informationthrough themedia and otherplatformsin accessible formatsand multiple
internaland externalstakeholders languagesto individuals, householdsbusinesses, and industriesdirectlyor indirectly affectedby the incident

Support HHS in establishing contact with congressional, SLTT offices representing affected areas to provide information on the incident and organize congressional

briefingsand congressionalvisits, as required

# Promotefederalinteractionandimplementinformationsharingwith local, state, tribal, territorial, andinsularareagovernments

local, state, tribal, territorial, andinsularareaelectedand appointedofficialson responseeffortsandrecoveryprograms
Coordinateincidentinformation, publicaffairsactivities, andmediaaccessto informationregardingthe latestdevelopments

EnsureUnifiedCoordinationGroupESF # 15 activitiesare coordinatedwith theOfficesofPublicAffairswithinHHS andDHS( . . ,NJIC)

CoordinatewithHHSto conductsociallisteningand createpublicsentimentreportsas requested
requestedbyHHS and State/Territorialgovernment, deployanExternalAffairsLiaisonwith an IncidentManagementActionTeam ( )
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InteragencyPandemicCrisisAction Plan ( PanCAP) SynchronizationMatrix- COVID - 19
*Allactivitiesare on orderand at thedirectionoftheSecretary ofHHSStaffEstimatesare basedon worstcase forecast. Pleasereferto theBiologicIncidentAnnexfor specificsoncoordinatingmechanisms. Finally, thoughthismatrix
covers domesticoperations, linkswith internationalresponsewillbe requiredin anticipationof diseaseentry into US.

Phase 1 Phase 2

1A - Normal 1B - Increased Likelihood or
Phase 1C CertaintyorCredibleThreat Activation, SituationalAssessment, andMovement ofResourcesandStabilization 2C- Operations

Operations ElevatedThreat

Increasingnumberof casesor increasingrateof infectioninUS Increasingrateofinfectionin USindicatingestablished
transmissionwith termservicedisruptionand

Identificationofa confirmed Confirmationofmultiplehumancases
Healthcaresystemburdenthatexceedstateresourcecapabilities criticalInfrastructure

healthcaresupply managementunableto surge Industrybusinesscontinuityplanscannotbeexecuted

human orclusterswithviruscharacteristics

Demonstrationofefficientandsustainedhuman- to
productionand/ ordistributiontomeetdemand dueto personnel to significant

sectors

Nospecific caseofa novelor re-emerging indicatinglimitedhuman- to-human State/localrequest for assistance requires federal coordination PresidentialStafford Act
humantransmissionof the virus

threatofTrigger

Increasing private sector request for assistanceto support
transmission andheightenedpotential State/ localrequestforassistancethatrequiresfederal

virus infectionanywherewith of a PublicHealthEmergency sectoroperations coordination

pandemic potentialto cause significant Greater than three of human
for pandemic Greaterthan three ( generationsofhuman -to- human transmission human transmission, or detectionofcasesin the

One 1 ) ormore clustersof cases in the U . S .
human diseaseand potentialfor

community without epidemiologic , 2 ) or
Determination of a Significant Potential

or detection of cases in the community without epidemiologic links

single U .S. contiguous Jurisdiction evidence that public health more non jurisdictionswith evidence that
healthsystemsthose areunable

pandemic fora
PublicHealthEmergency

systemsin thatjurisdictionareunabletomeetthedemandsfor to meetthedemandsforprovidingcare
providingcare Widespread transmission of disease

Monitorand Coordinate with ESF and 14activated atrequestofLFA

coordinate Cross Partnersto
Coordinate crosssectorengagement, Identify and assess viability ofkey supply chain ESF- 14 activated as needed for Regional Assistin facilitatingcommercial

assessments, collaborationandmessaging. nodesforpotentialrealignmentactivityofglobal ResponseCoordinationCenter supporting movementin coordinationwith

with partners determinescale of private Begin analysis on potentialcross sector supply chainsand develop supply chain scenariosto SLTT operations Federal family and jurisdictions

sector is appropriate Lifeline and supply chain impacts . assist planning for containment and mitigation . Compile reports and assess business status, Monitor, analyze , and assess

Support HHS and CDC Coordinate supply chain and economic impact Assist CDC and HHS APR with subject matter supply chain impacts , and vulnerabilities impactsof changesin theoperating

messaging
analysis. expertiseanddata- drivendynamicproductsto environmentto infrastructure( orPULSEeconomicdatasourcesandanalytics

Identifyprivatesectorresponseplans. informglobalsupplychaininsights. platform implemented to assist interagency cyber) vulnerabilitiesand threats

Continuemonitoringand
NBEOCactivatedconductingcalls weekly to Convene industrystakeholderson specific current Regions, and SLTTwith community Identify business resumption

assessmentof situation
identifyprivatesector challengesand oranticipatedsupply chain concernsincluding mitigationplanningandimplementation requirements; support

withpartners reinforceHHSASPRandCDCmessagingand alleviatingtensionwithuseoftheDefense CoordinatewithNationalEconomicCouncil, developmentof solutionsto enable

Coordinatepotential
informationsharing throughNBEOC ProductionAct ( DPA) . Departmentof StateandDepartmentof privatesectorrestorationofgoods

dashboard Identifyalternatesourcesofproductionand Commerce on ensuring USG global economic and services for Community Lifeline

messaging
Develop RFIS for each critical sector to shape distribution based on ASPR scenarios interests are safeguarded through supply Stabilization

awareness of containment /mitigation actions Channelhumanitarian and other offers of assistance chain stabilization Identifyprivatesectorplansand

operationalresiliencechallenges, andactions forresponseincoordinationwithMassCare( ESF- 6 ) Developunderstandingofindustryand activitiestorestorecommercial

Federalgovernmentcantake NRMCproducesInfrastructureOutlookBriefingfor sector mitigation plans for alignment with activity , commodity resupply , and

Disseminate guidance for business continuity COVID19 & NationalCritical Functions of concern . Federal and State planning efforts. economic viability ; facilitate

in coordinationwith HHS ASPR , CDC Convene SCC /GSS and Cross SectorCoordinating Enableresourceallocationand adjudication ongoingalignmentintooperations

Identifybarrierstonormalsupplychain Councilasappropriate decision support with ESF- 5 . Continue assessingNationalCritical

functions, business continuity , and NRMC produces Infrastructure Outlook Briefingas
Providestatusreportson commercial Functionsof concern and provide

infrastructureresilience- identifyinglimits on appropriateforCOVID NationalCritical resourceshortagesandassociatedimpacts optionsforalleviatingdisruptionto

returnto normalcyimpactingdomestic FunctionsofConcern and identifyoptionsfor stabilization National Critical Functions.
containment and potential mitigation Conduct information sharing call with Regions & Identify commercialcapabilitiesenabling Continueconsolidatingstatusof

producePULSEbusinesslandscape
stateprivatesectorprogramsto identifySLTT communitymitigationin supportofaffected privatesectoroperationsfor

report for incidentand updateasneeded program posturesand supportrequired jurisdictions situationalawareness

CoordinatewithFEMAOPPADPAProgram Identifydatasetsusefulforassessingeconomic Convene ESF - 14 coordinating calls as Continue providing ESF # 14

Office to develop potential COAS for industry levers that will need to be addressed inclusive of appropriate with Primary and Supporting mechanismsasplatformsfor

support domesticandinternationaltrade Agencies to develop priority actions deliveringmessagingto

Build understandingofprivate sector capacity, Identify trade barriers impedingflow ofHC product Identify business andsupply chain impacts stakeholders and consistent, open

capabilitiesand operationallimiting factors and criticalcomponents to CONUS andcommunitylifelineinterdependencies linesofcommunication.

relatedtomitigation Developestimateoflong-termbusinessrecovery with targetsof stabilizationas required Developanticipatedrestoration

ObtainindicatorsandestimatesofHCsupply challengesandeconomicrisksto impacted Identify economicconsequencepotential timelineforsupplychainsand

chaindisruption communitiesincoordinationwithNational effectsofmitigationmeasuresunder economicindicatorsfor

Identifyalternatesourcesofproductionand EconomicCouncilandCouncilofEconomicAdvisors considerationfortradeoffconsideration stabilization

distributionbasedonASPRscenarios Identifycascadingeffectsofmitigationmeasures Notify interagency economic stakeholders, ContinueinformingWholeof

ObtainindicatorsandestimatesofHCsupply andcoursesofactionforrealigningsupplychains develop indicators and triggers relevant to Governmentprocurement

chaindisruption. andcommercialactivitysupportingCommunity stabilizationof communitylifelines. decisionswithsituational

Identifyprivatesectorplansandactivitiesfor Lifelines. Convene Economic Assessment Group awareness ofviable commercial

commercialcontinuity, commodity resupply capabilityasneeded.

and Lifelinesstabilization
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Annex Y . Glossary

Definitions

For additionaldefinitions, reference the BIA .

Investigation Pandemic interval reflecting investigation of cases of novel virus infection in
humans .

Recognition Pandemic interval reflecting recognition of increased potential for ongoing
transmission of a novel virus.

Initiation Pandemic interval reflecting the initiation of a pandemic wave.

Isolation – The restriction ofmovement of persons having or suspected of having a
communicable disease in order to minimize contact with susceptible persons.

Mitigation - The Mitigation Phase, often referred to in CDC doctrine as community
mitigation , leverages individual and community nonpharmaceutical interventions ( ) to
help slow the spread of respiratory virus infections. Early , targeted , and layered use of
multiple NPIs should be initiated early in a pandemic before local epidemics grow
exponentially , be targeted toward those at the nexus of transmission (in affected areas where
the novel virus circulates ), and be layered together to reduce community transmission as

much as possible . These include actions an individual or family can take, actions our
healthcare system can take , and actions our community (schools , faith -based organizations ,
businesses ) can take. Examples of NPIs include voluntary homeisolation of ill persons
(staying home when ill); respiratory etiquette and hand hygiene ; self-monitoring for illness

and understanding homecare and knowing when to seek care ; taking infection control
measures when caring for patients who may be ill; telecommuting and remote -meeting
options in workplaces ;mass gathering modifications , postponements , or cancellations ; and

routine cleaning of frequently touched surfaces and objects in homes , child care facilities ,
schools, and workplaces .
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Acronyms

ASPR Assistant Secretary for Preparedness and Response (HHS)

BIA Biological Incident Annex

CDC Centers for Disease Control and Prevention (HHS)

CIKR Critical Infrastructure Key Resources

CIR Critical Information Requirement(s)

CNCS Corporation for National and Community Service

COOP Continuity of Operations

DHS Department of Homeland Security

DLG Disaster Leaders Group

DOC Department of Commerce
DOD Department of Defense

DOH Department of Health (state)

DOI Department of Interior

DOL Department of Labor
DOT Department of Transportation

DPA Defense Production Act

ED Department of Education

EEI Essential Element(s) of Information

EMG Emergency Management Group

EOC Emergency Operations Center

ESFLG Emergency Support Function Leaders Group

FEMA Federal Emergency Management Agency

FIOP Federal Interagency Operational Plan

FPO Field Project Officer
FSIS Food Safety and Inspection

GIS Geospatial Information Systems

GSA General Services Administration

HAZMAT Hazardous Materials

HHS Department of Health and Human Services
HPP Hospital Preparedness Program

IHR International Health Regulations
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IAA Interagency Agreement

IATAC Individual Assistance Technical Assistance Contract

IMS Information Management Structure

IRAT Influenza Risk Assessment Tool
FIOP Federal Interagency Operations Plan

JIAG Joint Incident Advisory Group

LFA Lead Federal Agency

LFO Lead Federal Official

LNO Liaison Officer
MC/EA Mass Care/Emergency Assistance

MCM Medical Countermeasures

MDB Multilateral Development Bank

MERS Mobile Emergency Response Support

MERS Middle East Respiratory Syndrome

MCC Movement Coordination Center

NDMS National Disaster Medical System

NGB National Guard Bureau

NJIC National Joint Information Center

NRCC National Response Coordination Center
NRF National Response Framework

NOC National Operations Center (NOC)

NPI Non-pharmaceutical intervention

NSC National Security Council

NSS National Shelter System

OPM Office of Personnel Management

OSHA Office of Safety and Health Administration

PanCAP Pandemic Crisis Action Plan

PHE Public Health Emergency

PHEIC Public Health Emergency of International Concern
PIF Pandemic Intervals Framework

PIO Public Information Officer

POTUS President of the United States

PUI Person Under Investigation
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PPE Personal Protective Equipment

REC Regional Emergency Coordinator

RRCC Regional Response Coordination Center

SARS Severe Acute Respiratory Syndrome

SHRM Safety, Health, and Medical Readiness

SLB Senior Leader Brief

SLTT State, Local, Tribal, and Territorial

SNS Strategic National Stockpile

SOC HHS Secretary’s Operation Center
TREAS Department of Treasury

UCG Unified Coordination Group

U.S. United States

USCG United States Coast Guard

USDA United States Department of Agriculture

USG United States Government

VA Veterans Affairs
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